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ABSTRACT
In 1978, 1980, 1986, and 1987, the
National Park Service carried out
archeological investigations in the south
part of Lot 1, Block 37, near the corner of
Broadway and Second Avenue, within the
Klondike Gold Rush National Historical
Park,
Skagway, Alaska.
These
investigations were initiated to determine
the extent, integrity, and significance of
subsurface cultural resources that might be
affected by improvements for the
placement of the historic Martin Itjen
House at this location. Initially, 1978
archeological monitoring of a soil test pit
had identified a buried cultural level that
appeared to have the potential to yield Gold
Rush period materials. Subsequent testing
and data recovery in 1980, 1986, and 1987
identified two cultural components within
this buried cultural level, and overlying
deposits associated with the US Army
presence in Skagway during World War II.
An extensive portion of the area of
potential effect was excavated by backhoe
and formal excavation units, and a large
artifact assemblage was recovered. The
lowest component was found to overlap in
time with a shed roof, wood frame building
that was present on the lot from 1897 to
1907, and the higher component

overlapped with the presence of the Dewey
Hotel at the north end of the lot (19081940). This report, Volume 7 of a series
on the archeology of Skagway, Alaska,
outlines the historical and physical setting
of the study area, and briefly presents the
research strategies of the investigators.
The documentary and photographic
information available on the history of this
lot are discussed, followed by a
compilation and synthesis of the
stratigraphy and cultural associations
revealed by the excavations. This is
followed by a detailed descriptive
compilation of the artifacts recovered from
these excavations. Brief technical reports
of faunal analysis, and pollen and phytolith
analysis are included as appendices.
Analysis of these materials adds to the
growing corpus of comparative material on
Gold Rush period and later materials from
Skagway.
This location contrasts
somewhat to locations in the business
center of Skagway covered in earlier
reports in this series, in that it is a transfer
point at the edge of the tidal mudflats.
This report adds a new perspective to the
birth and development of the city of
Skagway.
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INTRODUCTION
Skagway is situated in the northern end of
the southeastern panhandle of Alaska and is
bounded by the Yukon Territory and
British Columbia. The town is roughly 90
miles north-northwest of Juneau at the head
of a small inlet (the Taiya Inlet) at the
north end of the Lynn Canal. The Lynn
Canal is an interior waterway, separated
from the Pacific Ocean by coastal mountain
ranges that form peninsulas and large
islands. Skagway and nearby Dyea are
effectively the northern limit of coastal sea
routes to reach the Yukon Territory. When
news reached the lower states of a major
gold strike in the Klondike in 1896, the
Klondike Gold Rush began.
Almost
overnight, Skagway and Dyea became
major
transshipment points
where
stampeders disembarked to begin their trek
overland to the Klondike gold fields, and
where others disembarked to profit from
the needs of the stampeders.

The National Park Service (NPS) began
acquiring properties in the Skagway
Historic District (Figure 1) in July 1977 as
part of a program to preserve Gold Rush
era buildings in Skagway. The south part
of Block 37, Lot 1, a vacant lot across
Broadway from the White Pass & Yukon
Route Railway Depot and south of Second
Avenue, was purchased from the
International Longshoremen's Association
in the late spring of 1978. A short time
later, the NPS obtained the Martin Itjen
House, then located on Sixth Avenue
(Norris 1996:169).
The house had
originally been located on the piers on the
east side of Moore's Wharf. Plans entailed
moving the Martin Itjen House, which had
already been moved several times in its
history, to the vacant lot (Block 37, Lot 1)
on Broadway across from the Depot.
That same year (1978) the Martin Itjen
House was moved to the empty lot and
placed on a temporary wooden foundation.
Plans for permanent placement of the
building included construction of a concrete
foundation with a three foot crawl space,
replacement of a fuel tank, and
underground sewer, water, and power
hookups.
The planned construction
entailed the removal of at least three feet
(0.9m) of fill over a 30 foot by 40 foot
(9.1 by 12.2m) area and additional areas of
disturbance for utilities. Because moving
the historic Martin Itjen House was a
federal undertaking, and because Block 37
was now federal property and included
within the boundaries of the Skagway
Historic District, federal guidelines and
regulations required consideration of

The Klondike Gold Rush National
Historical Park was authorized in 1976 to
commemorate the 1897-1898 Gold Rush.
The Park encompasses a portion of the
Skagway Historic District, most of the
abandoned town of Dyea, and portions of
the White Pass and Chilkoot Trails, the
routes the miners took to the Interior from
the head of Lynn Canal. Both Dyea, at the
foot of the Chilkoot Trail, and Skagway, at
the foot of the White Pass Trail, began as
boom towns servicing the miners traveling
to the Klondike gold fields. Both towns
served as transshipment points during the
Gold Rush period, and no mining or ore
processing activities occurred in either
town.
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whether any significant historic properties
might be affected by the action.

construction. DePuydt and Hurst (1987),
after the house had been temporarily
moved back off the lot, completed
additional testing and data recovery
excavations to mitigate the adverse impacts
of the proposed undertaking.

No contributing historic buildings or
structural features were present on the
south portion of Lot 1, but it was unknown
whether potentially significant historical
archeological deposits might be present.
Evaluative testing, therefore, was required
prior to construction disturbance in order to
comply with policies and regulations
implementing Section 106 of the National
Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (P.L.
95-515),
as
amended,
and
the
Archaeological Resources Protection Act
(P.L. 96-95).

This report reviews and synthesizes the
three field seasons of excavations at Block
37, Lot 1 (the Lot), based on the three
draft preliminary reports (Suazo 1983;
Stilson 1986; DePuydt and Hurst 1987),
field notes on file at the Klondike Gold
Rush National Historical Park in Skagway,
and examination of the recovered artifacts.
This report discusses the overall setting and
context of Skagway, and Block 37 within
Skagway and the results of the above
investigations. Kurt Schweigert summerizes
the historical information concerning this
lot available in the files of the Klondike
Gold Rush National Historical Park in
Skagway, in the municiplal records of the
city of Skagway, and at the Alaska State
Archives in Juneau. Carl Spath then
summerizes excavations conducted on this
lot. This is followed by a discussion by
Robin Mills of Northern Land Use
Research, Inc., describing the recovered
historical artifacts, their stratigraphic
contexts, and the functional
and
chronological implications of these
materials. The final section summerizes
these discussions and makes management
recommendations
regarding
the
archeological deposits in this lot in the
context of the larger Skagway Historic
District.

Exploratory investigations begun shortly
after the lot was obtained when
archeologist Catherine Blee monitored the
excavation of a soil test pit (Blee 1979). A
buried cultural level was observed roughly
10-18 inches (25-45 cm) below the surface
and
further
investigations
were
recommended. Archival research also
yielded evidence of buildings located on
this part of Lot 1 and nearby Lot 2 from
1897 to 1907.
Archeological testing began in 1980 (Suazo
1983) to evaluate whether there were
significant cultural resources which would
be impacted by the proposed undertaking.
Initial testing was inconclusive, and
additional testing in 1986 (Stilson 1986)
established that significant historic deposits
would be impacted by the planned
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Figure 1 Location of Block 37 project area.
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LOCATION AND SETTING
Carl Spath and Kurt Schweigert

that the news of gold strikes in the remote
Yukon began to trickle back.

GEOGRAPHIC SETTING OF
SKAGWAY

The first great Gold Rush to capture the
public imagination and the journalistic
stage had been the California Gold Rush of
1848, and many others followed. As the
first rushes played out, prospectors spread
throughout western North America hoping
to discover the Mother Lode. When the
news of strikes spread, stampeders,
developers, and other hopefuls followed the
news, and dozens of small and large gold
rushes waxed and waned. By the 1870s
prospectors had spread into the Yukon
region. The first gold strike of any note in
the Yukon region was on the Fortymile
River in 1886.
This set in motion
increased
prospecting
activity that
culminated in the strikes of 1896 that
triggered the Klondike Gold Rush. The
most direct and affordable route to the gold
fields from the lower forty-eight states was
north along the Pacific Coast to the Lynn
Canal in southeast Alaska, then overland to
the upper tributaries of the Yukon River.

In the early 1880s the Yukon River was
virtually unknown outside the accounts of
a few Russian explorers and the western
outposts of the Hudson's Bay Company.
In the latter half of the nineteenth century
the world had gone through a series of
demographic and economic upheavals.
Among these were an agricultural recession
that had begun in the 1860s and lingered
through the rest of the century, the Civil
War, and the Silver Panic of the 1890s.
Large numbers of people from many parts
of the world came to North America to
find a new beginning, unclaimed land, or
instant wealth. Far reaching changes in
world
trade,
innovations
in
industrialization, the international gold
standard, and devastating wars in Europe
and the United States had displaced
populations and deprived millions of land
or livelihood. Waves of emigrants were
drawn west by gold rushes and the promise
of free land. The placers played out
quickly in California, Nevada, Colorado,
and Montana. The hard-rock mines that
followed in many of these areas were
largely claimed and required substantial
capital investment and industrialization.
They did not provide the same potential for
instant riches as placer deposits or
unclaimed lodes. After the Silver Panic
and recession of 1893, there was a great
public hunger for instant riches, for another
great gold rush. It was to this world scene

Skagway, at the north end of the Lynn
Canal, was the gateway to White Pass, one
of the key overland routes from the
navigable waterways of southeast Alaska to
the Yukon River. The Skagway area did
not yield precious ores and was not the
location of important beneficiation
facilities, such as mills or smelters. It was
a key location where water transportation
ended and land transportation began. At
the time of initial settlement the habitable
areas of the valley floor were separated
from the navigable channel by a broad area
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of tidal mud flats. Ships had to be
unloaded by lighters or wharves had to be
built out to the deeper water where ships
could anchor.

and the tidal flooding zone extending north
to Third Avenue. Artificial filling has
occurred in some areas, but other area that
were once within the tidal range have
slowly risen above the tides.

GEOLOGY AND NATURAL
ENVIRONMENT

The location of the Lot has potentially
critical implications both for what activities
may have occurred there historically, and
for post-depositional influences
on
materials and sediments on the Lot. It is
clear from bales of goods and lumber piled
on the ground in early historic photographs
showing the Lot that Lot 1 was at the edge
of the tidal flats, but not within the daily
tidal range. Construction on the tidal flats
south of Lot 1 and south of the White Pass
& Yukon Route Railway Depot included
wharves, isolated and grouped posts, a few
raised buildings, and the railroad grade.
There are clear indications of wagon traffic
onto the tidal flats, and a few photographs
show lighters, horses and wagons in
shallow water in that area (cover photo),
but goods and materials were not stored
there. So, the buildings that were on the
Lot were among the irregular line of
buildings at the tidal fringe where those
who did not use the wharves off-loaded
goods and materials. Presumably these
areas were above regular high tides, but
were affected by unusually high tides or
seasonal flooding. These factors need to be
kept in mind in considering the natural and
cultural stratigraphy, materials, and
features that were found in the excavations
on the Lot.

Skagway is located at the head of the Taiya
Inlet at the north end of the Lynn Canal.
The town itself is on the delta and lower
valley floor of the Skagway River. The
Skagway River drains the west slopes of
the Coast Mountains, with peaks in the
area reaching 6,000-7,000 feet (18302135m). About 13 miles to the northnortheast, at slightly under 3,000 feet
(915m), is White Pass summit. Dyea is a
few miles to the northwest of Skagway at
the mouth of the Taiya River. From there
the Chilkoot Trail winds north about 15
miles to Chilkoot Pass at about 3,600 feet
(1100m). Both trails are difficult, but
much shorter than other routes into the
interior.
Adams and Brauner (1991:12) state that
when the Skagway townsite was platted in
1897 "about 300 acres lying between the
Skagway River, the southeast mountain
face, and the high tide line were available
for human occupation."
This is an
emerging landscape, aggrading from
alluviation and continuing to rise by
isostatic rebound after the retreat of major
glaciers. Adams and Brauner's rendition
of the townsite plat (1991:15, Figure 2.1)
shows the tidal zone extending into the Lot,
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BLOCK 37, LOT 1 IN HISTORIC
SKAGWAY

platforms. Currently boats, ships and
ferries coming to Skagway use the dock,
marina, and ferry terminal, but the pattern
of ships and large boats unloaded by
lighters is still practiced in many small tidal
fringe communities. By 1900 the White
Pass & Yukon Route Railway had been
completed along Broadway, and Block 37
remained a key location. To the east, on
Block 36, were the White Pass & Yukon
Route Railway passenger depot, freight
depots, and several other buildings.

Block 37 is in a strategic location at the
edge of the tidal flats. One early wharf
crossed through the southwest edge of
Block 37 and another wharf crossed
through Block 36. Between Block 36 and
Block 37 is Broadway, a major north-south
thoroughfare. At high tide shallow draft
lighters could reach Block 37 and unload
goods and supplies at buildings or
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HISTORIC BACKGROUND AND LOT HISTORY
Kurt Schweigert

gold rushes occurred in the following half
century in every western state in the
contiguous United States. In Canada,
major gold rushes generally marched
northward along the Vacito lateral: Fraser
River in 1858, Cariboo Lake in 1860,
Stikine River in 1861, and the Cassiar
District of northern British Columbia in
1871. The early strikes attracted at least
25,000 persons to British Columbia, many
of whom were veterans of the California
gold rush (Coates and Morrison 1987:77).

SKAGWAY HISTORY
The United States was a nation in transition
in the 1890s. Settlement of the contiguous
states and territories had been largely
completed by 1890, and farms yielded far
more products than the domestic market
could consume. Potential foreign markets
had expanded steadily as the Industrial
Revolution advanced in Europe. However,
the United States placed high import tariffs
on manufactured goods, and European
nations responded with high import tariffs on
agricultural goods, thereby severely limiting
markets for American agricultural goods.
National monetary policy also favored the
capitalist-industrial sector over the
agricultural sector by limiting the amount
of currency in circulation, which restricted
credit and made agricultural products less
valuable relative to gold. These policies
enhanced the value of gold at a time when
many citizens had become disillusioned
with opportunities offered by agriculture
and labor.

The pattern of gold strikes pointed
northward to the Yukon, and prospecting
began there in the 1870s. A gold strike on
Fortymile River in 1886 resulted in a rush
of as many as 500 prospectors to the upper
Yukon River drainage, and many streams
yielded small quantities of gold. George
Carmack, Dawson Charley, and Skookum
Jim found exceptionally rich gold placer
deposits on Rabbit Creek, a tributary of the
Klondike River, on August 16, 1896.
Prospectors already in the area rushed to
stake claims, and nearly all of the
productive ground was staked by the time
winter set in.
The claims produced
fabulous wealth for some early-comers.

Prospecting for gold, as an alternative to
labor or agriculture was as old as European
settlement in North America. Gold in
small quantities had been found in a
number of locations in the eastern United
States and Canada, but the rich deposits lay
in the mountain West of the two countries.
The first major gold strike in this region
was on Canada's Queen Charlotte Islands
in 1842, but this strike was soon
overshadowed by the discoveries in
California and the massive rush of
prospectors by land and sea. Dozens of

News of the strike spread down the Pacific
coast, and a rush started in the spring of
1897. The enormity of the strike became
known to the world when two steamships
docked in Seattle and San Francisco in July
1897 with more than 1.5 million dollars in
gold from the Klondike (Minter 1987:99100). Thousands of would-be prospectors,
merchants, and camp followers joined the
rush, against warnings by the United States
and Canadian governments that the season
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was too far advanced to begin the journey.
About 700 persons reached the Klondike in
1897 by way of the Chilkoot and White
passes alone, and perhaps as many as
100,000 persons participated in the
Klondike Gold Rush in some manner in
1897 and 1898 (McCune 1997:8).

1987; Weir 1988). The most prominent
routes to the Klondike in 1898 are shown
on Figure 2.
The Chilkoot Pass (Dyea) and White Pass
(Skagway) trails were the most popular
routes to the Klondike because of the short
distance over the passes to the headwaters
of the Yukon River, and because reaching
the Klondike by these routes was relatively
cheap and rapid. The Chilkoot Trail had
been in use for hundreds of years by the
Tlingits as a trading route to the interior.
The trail departed from the Native village
and trading post of Dyea, ascended the
Taiya River, crossed Chilkoot Pass at about
3,600 (1100m) feet above sea level, and
descended to Lake Lindeman. The trail
was difficult in many places, and the final
two-mile ascent to the summit was on
slopes up to 35 degrees. Despite the
difficulties, more than 22,000 persons
crossed Chilkoot Pass en route to the
Klondike during the gold rush (Bearss
1970:16; McCune 1997:10).

The Klondike gold fields could be reached
by a number of routes. The longest, most
expensive, and easiest route was by
steamship from West Coast ports
northward to the mouth of the Yukon River
and then up the river to Dawson at the
mouth of the Klondike River. A number
of trails began at points on the Pacific
coast, ascended drainages and crossed
passes, and descended to various points in
the Yukon River drainage system. These
trails included the Copper River Trail from
the mouth of the Copper River; the Dalton,
Bound, and Chilkat Trails from the mouth
of the Chilkat River at the head of Lynn
Canal; the Chilkoot Pass and White Pass
Trails from the head of Lynn Canal; the
Taku Trail from the mouth of the Taku
River near Juneau; and the Stikine Trail
from the mouth of the Stikine River near
Wrangell (US Geological Survey 1898;
Figure 2).

White Pass was known to Natives but
apparently was not extensively used for
trade with the interior Natives prior to the
Gold Rush. In 1887 William Moore was
guided by Skookum Jim, who would be
one of the discoverers of the Klondike
bonanza, from the head of the Skagway
River, over White Pass, and eventually to
Lindeman Lake. The White Pass route was
extremely difficult in places and a few
miles longer than the Chilkoot Pass route,
but White Pass was more than 700 feet
(215 m) lower in elevation than Chilkoot
Pass.
William and Bernard Moore
recognized the potential for transportation
to the interior on this route, particularly for
a toll pack trail or wagon road.

Canadian overland routes also existed. The
Teslin Trail had been marked in the 1860s
as a telegraph route to Russian Alaska.
The trail led from the old Cariboo Mining
District northward to Teslin Lake on an
upper tributary of the Yukon River. A
variation of this trail began at the head of
navigation on the Stikine River, and parts
of the Teslin Trail were variations of the
Stikine Trail. Other inland routes, hardly
to be called trails, led northward from
Edmonton, Alberta (Coates and Morrison
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Figure 2 - Approximate locations of major 1890s routes to Klondike gold fields.
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William Moore and his son Bernard Moore
were well aware of the potential for a
major gold strike in the Yukon by 1887,
and they were aware of the strategic
advantages of the White Pass and the
waterfront at the mouth of the Skagway
River. On October 10, 1887 Bernard
Moore filed a claim for a 160-acre
homestead "for agricultural purposes" that
straddled a small creek (later called Mill
Creek). The Moores weren't alone in
recognizing the importance of the location
at that time; their homestead adjoined a
similar 160-acre claim by David Flannery
and Samuel Wheeler (Skagway Deed Book
2:3). The Moores built a small wharf on
the east side of the bay and a cabin on their
homestead in 1887 and 1888, and they
planned to construct a sawmill and a trail
over White Pass to serve an anticipated
rush of prospectors (Bearss 1970:32).
The Fortymile River gold rush played out
rapidly, however, and other gold
discoveries in the upper Yukon before 1896
did not lead to gold rushes of sufficient size
to warrant further development of the
Moore's Skagway property. Flannery and
Wheeler applied unsuccessfully to the
Secretary of the Interior in late 1887 or
early 1888 for a charter to construct a pack
trail from Skagway Bay, over White Pass,
to the assumed international boundary at
Summit Lake. William Moore applied for
a similar charter some time later, possibly
in 1890, and was similarly refused. The
Moores retained their homestead claim but
apparently made little or no additional
improvements for several years to the site
they called Mooresville. By 1894 the
wharf had rotted and collapsed (Bearss
1970:33).

In late 1896 the Moores obtained financial
backing for their plans (Blee 1988:8). In
May and June 1897 the Moores hired a
crew to open a trail over White Pass, and
they built a sawmill on Mill Creek. They
convinced steamboat captains to land their
passengers and freight near their rebuilt
wharf, rather than at Dyea, under the
premise that the White Pass Trail was
complete and was an easier route to
Lindeman Lake. This claim was an
exaggeration at best. It was not until the
spring of 1898 that George Brackett
completed a wagon road from Skagway to
White Pass City, a community along the
trail, and a sled road from White Pass City
to the summit. Then the White Pass Trail
could be considered complete, but it could
hardly be considered an easy route. The
White Pass Trail was so difficult in 1897
that an estimated 3,000 horses died before
reaching the pass, and the route was
unofficially known as the "Dead Horse
Trail."
Thousands of persons came ashore at
Skagway Bay during the summer and fall
of 1897, and a tent city sprang up above
the high-tide line on Moore's homestead
and adjacent properties. Moore's financial
backer, the Alaskan & Northwestern
Territories Trading Company, technically
controlled the homestead, and it demanded
rent from the occupants of the property.
In response, the rushers applied traditional
miners' law. They organized a town they
named Skagway and appointed Frank Reid
to survey the tract. The town was laid out
in 220-by-300 foot blocks (67.1 x 91.5m),
each containing 12 lots of 50-by-100 feet
(15.25 x 30.5m) and a 20-foot (61.5m)
wide alley. Any resident could claim a lot
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upon payment of a five dollar filing fee.
Moore was afforded only a 5-acre tract.
He and his financiers obtained a judgement
in 1901 for 25% of the assessed value of
the lost property, but by that time the
town's boom period had passed.
Hundreds of lots were claimed in the weeks
following the platting, as thousands of men
and women came ashore at Skagway.
Many buildings on the site prior to the
townsite survey were oriented toward at
least three variations of the White Pass
Trail through the town, and some of these
buildings were necessarily relocated and
realigned with the street system. Moore's
bunkhouse jutted prominently into a street,
and he moved it only after an armed
confrontation with town builders. Skagway
grew rapidly in 1897 and 1898, in part
because the White Pass Trail was in such
poor condition that traffic bottle-necked in
Skagway. Many travelers chose to spend
the winter of 1897-1898 in Skagway, both
because the upper part of the trail was
closed for part of the winter and because
Brackett was expected to complete his
improvements the next spring (Figure 3).
Skagway swelled to an estimated 8,000
persons by the spring of 1898, and about
1,000 persons passed through the town
each week after the route reopened (Bearss
1970:93; Spude 1983:41).

had a water delivery system, electricity,
several hotels of varying quality, five
churches, several brothels, and as many as
80 saloons (Spude 1983:6). Skagway
society included gamblers, con artists,
thugs, and thieves, and one visitor in
February 1898 described the town as "little
better than hell" (Bearss 1970:95). Many
of the criminals were organized and led by
veteran con man "Soapy" Smith, whose
activities were opposed by a vigilante
group that included surveyor Frank Reid.
In July 1898 three of Smith's gang
blatantly robbed a miner returning from the
Yukon, and the vigilantes threatened action
against Smith and his gang. Smith and
Reid died after shooting each other during
a confrontation at the end of one of the
wharves. Under authority of the United
States Commissioner, the vigilantes
arrested 14 of Smith's men, the deputy
marshal who had failed to act against the
robbers, and 19 other supposed criminals.
A "citizens committee" released two of the
arrested men, sent several men to Sitka for
trial, and banished the remaining
undesirables from Skagway without trial
(Bearss 1970:195).
Skagway's prosperity as a boom town was
enhanced with the construction of the
White Pass & Yukon Route Railroad. A
preliminary survey for a railroad was
conducted in July 1897, and at least five
subsequent surveys were conducted of
different
portions
of the route.
Construction began at Skagway in May
1898. The railroad was completed to the
summit of White Pass in February 1899, to
Lake Bennett in July 1899, and to
Whitehorse in late July 1900 (Bearss
1970:250).

Businesses of all types sprang up to provide
goods and services to prospectors and
travelers.
Two months after it was
founded, Skagway had 15 stores, 14
restaurants, four meat markets, three
wharves, 11 saloons, six lumber yards, 8
pack train services, six lawyers, and nine
hotels. By the end of 1898, the town also
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Figure 3 October 27, 1897, view westerly over south end of Skagway during high tide
and flood. Buildings on Block 37 are visible in left background. KLGO SE-48/1310,
Yukon Archives, Whitehorse, YT, Photo #98-192 (Hegg No. 20).
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The railroad company initially built a large
wharf along the east side of the bay, near
where the original Moore wharf had been.
The town of Skagway had promised to
provide a cleared right-of-way along the
base of the bluff on the east side of town,
but the right-of-way had not been provided
by the time the company was ready to
begin construction. The company then
received permission to build a temporary
line on Broadway, which was used
primarily for passenger service (Figure 4).
The company also bought the right-of-way
along the bluff and constructed a branch
line to the wharf; the bluff branch was used
primarily for heavy freight.
Railroad
workshops were built on the north end of
Skagway about a mile and a half from the
wharf. Temporary ticket and administration
offices on Broadway were replaced with a
large, two-story depot in early 1899 at the
corner of Broadway and Second Avenue,
and a large administration building adjacent
to the depot was completed in May 1900
(Bearss 1970:268).

Skagway's population shrank to about
3,000 persons in 1900, 600 persons in
1910, and 492 persons in 1930 (Rhodes
1988:89).
The business district was
consolidated between 1907 and 1909 by
relocation of larger hotels and other
commercial structures to front on
Broadway, and many lesser commercial
structures were removed.
The railroad was the lifeblood of the
community, carrying passengers and
freight into the interior and ore from
interior mines to ships at Skagway
wharves. During World War II, the
railroad became vital for carrying men and
supplies to the interior for construction of
the Alcan Highway and the Canol Pipeline,
which carried oil from oil fields in
Canada's Northwest Territories to the
Skagway waterfront. The Army occupied
nearly every vacant lot in Skagway with
structures to house men, equipment, and
supplies.
The Army also leased the
railroad and vastly increased the line's
rolling stock and schedule of operations.
Military occupation resulted in a second
boom in Skagway from 1942 to the end of
the war (Adams and Brauner 1991; Cohen
1996). The railroad's importance as a vital
supply route to the interior was diminished
with the completion of the Alcan Highway.
After the war the railroad hauled Yukon
ore to waiting ships at Skagway and
tourists from cruise ships docked in
Skagway.
The railroad's economic
viability declined with the opening of the
South Klondike Highway from Skagway to
Whitehorse in 1978 and the subsequent
closing of the Cyprus Anvil Mine in the
Yukon. The railroad ceased operation in
1982. It returned to limited operation
inl988. Since then, however, it has operated
only as a summer time tourist railroad.

Skagway's boom period peaked in early
1899, when the town had an estimated
population of 10,000 persons by that time,
however, the Klondike Gold Rush had
become an out-migration and new
Canadian mining laws reduced the ability
of United States citizens to participate in
rushes to Atlin Lake and other Canadian
gold fields.
Stricter enforcement of
Canadian customs laws led to the collapse
of several Skagway outfitters who supplied
goods to miners in Canadian territory. The
Nome gold rush began in May 1899, and
some Skagway businesses relocated to that
boom town. The Fairbanks gold rush in
1903 resulted in a further flight of
businesses from Skagway.
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Figure 4 Late May 1898, view north up Broadway. Recently laid railroad tracks in
foreground, buildings on lots 1, 2, 3, and 12 to left of tracks, Hotel Rosalie to right, and
no passenger or freight depots. KLGO SO-188/6322 Brackett Family Collection #192, c/o
Cynthia Brackett Driscoll, Grand Rapids, Minnesota.
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Tourism in Skagway is almost as old as the
town itself. Steamship excursions began
serving the Inside Passage in the 1880s, but
tourists did not visit the Skagway area
before the Klondike Gold Rush began.
Publication of guidebooks to the Klondike
brought tourists to Skagway by July 1898,
and Skagway was included in steamship
tours beginning about 1900. The railroad
stimulated tourism as early as 1905 by
printing
brochures
and
arranging
connections with steamship lines. Tourist
bookings on the railroad rose to about
2,500 in 1915, 9,800 in 1927, and more
than 16,200 in 1938. By 1924 about 70%
of passenger travel on the railroad was
tourism.
Museums were opened in
Skagway in 1926 and 1935, and many
businesses in town were tourism-centered
by the 1930s (Adams and Brauner 1991:5354). A national park was proposed for the
Skagway-Dyea area as early as 1933, and
the Klondike Gold Rush National Historical
Park was authorized by Congress in 1976.

LOT HISTORY

Bruhn Company. On November 11, 1901
Meyer deeded all of the north half of the
lot to the Frye-Bruhn Company, which
deeded the same tract to Miss Agnes
Gardner on June 8, 1903.
After Longuert's 1897 claim, the south half
of the lot apparently reverted to ownership
by the Alaskan and Northwestern
Territories Trading Company, which was
the successor to Bernard Moore's original
homestead claim. The company sold the
south half of the lot to Agnes Gardner for
$359.00 on October 10, 1908. Gardner
owned the property until 1941, when the
City of Skagway issued a tax deed for all
of
Lot
1 to the
International
Longshoreman's Association No. 38-142
(ILA). Taxes in the amount of $111.00
levied for 1935-1938 had become
delinquent on July 1, 1939. The ILA
obtained clear title to the lot on June 19,
1948 and retained the property until selling
the south half to the United States in 1978
(Skagway Town Lots; Skagway Deeds;
Norris 1996:169).
Ownership and tax records provide only
limited indication of possible land uses for
this tract, particularly during the gold rush
era. Information has not been found
concerning M.L. Longuert or his possible
use of the property. Herman Meyer and
his wife operated a cigar and tobacco store
in 1898 about three blocks from this lot,
and he managed the Arctic Meat Company
at State Street and Fifth Avenue in 1899
and 1901. Meyer moved to Fairbanks
about 1903, and he died there in 1921.
C. G. K. Nourse was an agent for the
Canadian Bank of Commerce, and the
property may have been used to secure a

Block 37, Lot 1 was claimed by M.L.
Longuert at 6:00 p.m. on August 21, 1897.
Longuert (also variously spelled Longuet,
Longuit, Lonquit and Longust) and his
wife deeded the north half of the lot to
Herman L. Meyer (also called Henry L.
Meyers) for $400.00 on December 31,
1898. Longuert and his wife then left
Skagway for the Atlin gold fields (Skagway
News 1/6/1899). Meyer and his wife
deeded an undivided 45 % interest in the
north half of the lot to C.G.K. Nourse on
October 26, 1901; this interest was
Meyer's stake in a lawsuit with the Frye-
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short-term loan (Skagway Deeds 2:79;
Clinton 1899:139; Ferguson 1901:853,
854; Fairbanks Daily News-Miner,
8/2/1921).

Thousands of travelers landed at the beach
with their equipment and supplies in 18961898 before the wharves were completed.
Photographs taken in 1897 and early 1898
show the beach area evolving from a
barren area removed from the tent city on
higher ground to the north, to a scattering
of small buildings on pilings and other
small piling structures used to temporarily
store lumber and other freight above the
tide level (KLGO SW-34/2540 The latter
number is a file number for a historic
photograph at the Klondike Gold Rush
National Historical Park Office, Skagway.
Permission to use the photograph in this
publication was not obtained from the
owners of the original photograph. The
same is the case for all subsequent
references to photographs not included in
this manuscript that use the KLGO
prefix.). Few buildings or other landmarks
existed in the beach area, and the
photographs were taken from a distance,
making the exact location of the south half
of Lot 1 difficult to define.

The Frye-Bruhn Company was a major
meat supplier in Alaska during the gold
rush era; the company operated a meat
market at 309-311 Fifth Avenue and a
slaughter house "on the outskirts of town"
but not near this lot (Skagway Deeds 5:25;
Clinton 1899:102, 139). Agnes Gardner
may have been a sister or daughter of
Alexander R. Gardner, who was a clerk for
the White Pass & Yukon Route Railway in
1900 (Ferguson 1901). Agnes Gardner
owned Lot 1 when the Dewey Hotel was
moved to the northeast corner of Lot 1 on
May 9, 1908. The hotel remained on that
location until it burned in 1940 (Spude
1983:35).
The gold rush era use of the southern half
of Lot 1 was probably severely limited by
its location at the edge of or within the
tidal zone of Skagway Bay. An 1898 plat
of Skagway indicates the normal high tide
line extending from east to west across Lot
1, and the high tide line is shown to be in
Second Avenue to the north of Lot 1 on a
map prepared as an exhibit for the Moore
lawsuit to regain ownership of the townsite
(Reid and Thibaudeau 1898; Bernard
Moore Survey No. 13). The first three
wharves built to serve Skagway (Moore's
Wharf, the Alaska Southern Wharf, and the
Juneau Wharf) all ended on Second
Avenue. The closest of these wharves to
Lot 1 was the Juneau Wharf Company
wharf, which coursed across Lots 5, 6, 7,
8, and 9 of Block 37, about 200 feet (60m)
west from the south half of Lot 1.

Lot 1 appears to have been initially used
for transfer of off-loaded hay and lumber,
probably in association with a commercial
building located in Lot 2 to the west. A
photograph taken before October 1897
(KLGO SE-43/1100) shows large hay bales
and lumber stacked on Lot 1, to the east of
a large rectangular wood frame building
with a gabled roof. A sign on the end of
the building facing Broadway reads "Hay,
Feed and Groceries," and a hoist is attached
to the north roof slope. A sketch dated
January 3, 1898 shows this building as a
"barn" located near the center of the eastern
edge of Lot 2 (Skagway Deeds 2:102).
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Later photographs and a 1900 insurance
map show this building to be more closely
aligned with magnetic cardinal directions
than with Broadway and Murphy Street
(Second Avenue), possibly reflecting
construction of this building before the
streets were surveyed in August 1897. A
photograph taken before August 1899
(Figure 5) shows a small wood frame privy
near the southeast corner of the barn. The
southeast corner of the barn and the privy
could easily have been within Lot 1,
although definitive documentary or
cartographic evidence of this has not been
found. A false-fronted hay and feed store
fronting on Second Avenue had been
constructed by April 1898 to the northwest
of the barn, probably in Lot 3. A ca.
August 1899 photograph (KLGO 2nd5/1644) shows that the store had been
expanded to the west. The barn structure,
and possibly the privy, may have been
removed by 1907 (Stilson 1986).

A single-story, gabled wood frame building
was constructed to the immediate north of
the shed-roofed structure by January 1898
(Figure 5). The building was about 10 x
15 feet (3 x 4.5m) and fronted on
Broadway. The building had a window
and a pedestrian door on the Broadway
elevation,
a window facing Second
Avenue, and a stovepipe extruding from
the southwest corner of the roof. The
building was on short piers, and it did not
have a landing.
A third small, gabled wood frame building
existed briefly at the extreme northern end
of Lot 1 in the spring of 1899 (Figure 6).
The building was about 8 x 10 feet (2.4 x
3m) and had horizontal lap siding. The
building was oriented with Broadway, and
the Broadway facade had a window, a
door, and stairs from the ground level to
the door. The raised door indicates this
building, too, may have been on piers, but
the siding extended to ground level. A
shed-roofed addition on the rear of the
building was about 10 x 10 feet (3 x 3m)
and had horizontal lapped board siding. A
shed-roofed privy was located to the
northwest of the building, either in extreme
northwestern Lot 1 or extreme northeastern
Lot 2 (Figure 6).

A wood frame building was constructed on
the south half of Lot 1 before October 27,
1897; this building appears in a number of
photographs taken from late 1897 to 1900
(e.g. KLGO Bl-141/5020; KLGO 2nd5/1644). The single-story, wood frame
structure had a shed roof and may have
been as large as 10 x 15 feet (3 x 4.5m).
A shed-roofed lean-to addition on the west
or rear side was perhaps 5 x 15 feet (1.5 x
4.5m). The building fronted on and was
oriented toward Broadway, which may
have reflected construction between August
and October 1897.
The Broadway
elevation had a single six-pane window, a
pedestrian door, and a small landing served
the door. The building was on a pier
foundation.

Photographs show lumber and baled goods
piled near the shed-roofed building in the
spring of 1898 (Figure 4), but signage or
other indications of the buildings' functions
have not been found. The presence of
windows in all three buildings and heating
in the southern gabled building may reflect
uses other than storage. An 1899 business
directory for Skagway lists the Skagway
Coal Company at Broadway and Second
Avenue. Skagway Coal Company was a
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Figure 5 Early 1899, White Pass & Yukon Route Railway Depot to left, small gabled
building to right with shed roof building partially visible behind train. Note snow and
wagon tracks on street. KLGO Bl-14/271, University of Washington Libraries, Special
Collections Division, Seattle, Hegg #110-B.
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Figure 6 Spring 1899, looking north up Broadway with Depot on right. Note small
gabled building with shed addition on corner of Broadway and Second Avenue (not on
1900 Sanborn map) and the corner of the small gable building visible in other photographs
at the extreme left edge of the photo. KLGO Bl-5/233 Nowell 1258, Bancroft Library
Collections, University of California, Berkeley, #1905.17109.1258.
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successor company to the Skagway Lumber
Company, which advertised in June 1898
that it sold building materials, buildings,
and operated as wholesale dealers in hay.
One or more of the small buildings could
have been offices for the lumber and hay
dealers, but definite evidence of this use
has not been found (Skagway News
6/17/1898; Clinton 1899).
Whatever their uses, the three small
buildings had been removed from the
property by May 9, 1908, when the threestory Dewey Hotel was moved to the north
half of the lot. Photographs showing the
hotel at this location do not show the two
small buildings (Figure 8), and a 1914 fire
insurance map shows only the hotel on Lot
1 (Sanborn Insurance Company 1914).
The hotel burned in 1940, and a
photograph taken between 1940 and 1943
shows no buildings on Lot 1 (Figure 9).

by the ILA as a union hall prior to
September 1943. However, there is no
clear documentation of when the union hall
was built. By September 1943 U.S. Army
military police occupied a building in the
north half of Lot 1 that had the same
general footprint as the existing union hall.
Plats drawn for the Army Corps of
Engineers in September 1943 show the
building as a rectangular structure with a
rectangular addition on the south side. The
addition was probably a lavatory; it was
served by water and sewer lines. An April
1945 photograph shows the building used
by the military police (Cohen 1996:106) to
be very similar to the current structure on
the north half of the lot, i.e. the union hall.
The 1943 plats also indicate that two other
temporary structures were constructed in
the south half of the lot, but the functions
of these buildings are not indicated. One
plat also shows a railroad spur line crossing
the extreme southeast corner of Lot 1. A
photograph (Figure 10) taken at the height
of Army occupation in 1943 shows two
Quonset huts on the south part of Lot 1 and
machinery and materials in the area to the
south of the lot (Lot 12) along Broadway
(Metcalf Construction Company et al.
1943).

Lot 1 remained without buildings until
either 1941 or 1943. The ILA purchased a
tax deed to the property in 1941 and may
have constructed a wood frame structure in
the north half of the lot soon thereafter, but
definite evidence for construction at this
date has not been found. The building
currently at that location, and in use as a
Native carvings and curio shop, was built
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Figure 7 Schematic plan showing footprints of buildings on Block 37, Lots 1,2, and 3,
ca. Summer 1899, based on historical photographs.
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Figure 8 1920s view south near foot of Broadway showing Dewey Hotel on corner of
Broadway and Second Avenue and nothing on south half of lot 1 or on lot 12. KLGO Bl81/1112, Alaska Historical Library, Juneau, #01-1655.
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Historic Background and lot History

Figure 9 1940 or 1941 view south near foot of Broadway from about a half block farther
north than previous photograph. Lot 1 in right background is completely empty. KLGO
Bl-119/1951, Canadian Pacific Archives, Montreal, Photograph No. M. 1530, Photographer: Nicholas Morant (CPR).
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Figure 10 1943, view westerly over Skagway showing numerous military buildings and
quonsets. Lot 1 is partially visible behind the White Pass & Yukon Route Railway Depot
at the left. Two quonset huts are visible on the south end of Lot 1, the large refrigerated
storage building on Lot 3, and heavy equipment parked on Lot 12. The north end of Lot
1, where the Union Hall was by this time is not visible behind the Depot. Dedman's
Photo Shop, Skagway.
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presented and fitted into these analytical
units. Preliminary interpretations will be
presented in terms of the findings of each
particular set of excavations, and, where
appropriate, integration with earlier
findings.
The findings of each
investigation will be briefly discussed,
showing how each investigation built on
and refined the earlier findings. Then the
overall stratigraphic picture will be
discussed in terms of the known historic
and geomorphic setting of the Lot. This
chapter is a synthesis of cultural and
sedimentary strata and will not address
detailed stratigraphy except where it
pertains to the superposition of cultural
features.

This chapter reviews the acquisition of the
south part of Lot 1, Block 37 by the
National Park Service and the sequence of
archeological investigations that were
completed on this parcel for the placement
of the Martin Itjen House. This report
synthesizes three distinct episodes of
excavations at Block 37, Lot 1, involving
distinct investigators. In essence the intent
of each investigation was the same, to
evaluate the historical archeological
deposits that would be impacted by
improvements for the permanent placement
of the Martin Itjen House on this lot.
Consequently, the investigations were not
driven by disparate research objectives.
All operated within the context of the
Klondike Gold Rush National Historical
Park, and the potential contribution of the
archeological deposits to our understanding
of the Skagway Historic District.
Nevertheless, there are differences in
perspective that are reflected in differing,
but not necessarily conflicting, descriptions
of similar cultural deposits. These
investigations were not unified by common
research
questions,
common

The Klondike Gold Rush as a rush per se
reached Skagway in the summer of 1897
and had subsided by 1900. As outlined in
the previous chapter, mining activities had
been underway in the Klondike for a
decade prior to the rush and continues to
this day. Skagway remained important as
a transshipment point to the Klondike and
the Yukon Territory, although its role was
altered somewhat by Canadian mining laws
and customs regulations. It would be
equally valid to discuss the Gold Rush as
the years of population influx and major
changes from 1897 through 1899, or as the
period from the mid 1880s to about 1910
or shortly later during which the Klondike
mining region was a major influence on
social and economic development in
Alaska. The perspective which is taken on
the Gold Rush would then affect any
interpretation of the integrity of a Gold
Rush deposit.

methodologies, or common descriptive
terms. Nonetheless, the descriptions are
remarkably similar.
This chapter will briefly discuss the overall
character of the Lot and the gross
stratigraphy. This discussion will group
the palimpsest of natural and cultural
strata, lenses, and other deposits into three
basic analytical units (AUs). The findings
of each excavation season will then be
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ACQUISITION OF LOT AND
EARLY HISTORY

afterward. Since that time the south part of
the lot had been used for parking. A
photograph taken from the east in 1943
(Figure 10), in which the north corner of
the lot is obscured behind the Depot, shows
two Quonset huts and some heavy
equipment parked on the south part of Lot
1, and farther back on Lot 3 an elongated
dark building labeled as cold storage on the
Corps of Engineers plat (Metcalfe
Construction Company, et al. 1943). By
September 1943, the military police were
using a building on Lot 1, depicted in the
Corps of Engineers Plat (Metcalfe
Construction Company, et al. 1943) as
having the same footprint as the current
union hall at that location. Another 1940s
plat shows two structures on the south half
of the Lot, which may be the Quonset huts
visible in the 1943 photograph, but does
not indicate their function. Clearly there
was extensive disturbance on the Lot
during the 1940s military occupation of
Skagway, and at least two temporary
military structures. Most of the numerous
barracks and Quonsets visible in the 1943
photograph of Skagway (Figure 10) were
removed when the military withdrew.

The south "half" of Block 37, Lot 1 (the
Lot) was purchased from the International
Longshoreman's Association (ILA) in 1978
for the relocation of the Martin Itjen
House, which was then located on Sixth
Avenue. As presently laid out, the two
parts of Lot 1 are not equal, and the south
part is the larger of the two. When the
town of Skagway was laid out in 1897,
each 300 by 220 foot (91.5 x 67.1 m)
block consisted of twelve 100 by 50 foot
(15.25 x 30.5m) lots, oriented north-south,
separated by a 20 foot (6.1m) wide
easement alley. The north part of Lot 1
extends approximately 38 feet (11.6m)
south from the edge of Second Avenue,
and the remaining portion, extending 62
feet (18.9m) to the alley between Lot 1 and
Lot 12 comprises the south part. The
building on the corner of Broadway and
Second Avenue (the north part of Lot 1),
the union hall, is now used as a native
carvings and curio shop. The union hall
was apparently built sometime between the
presumed burning (destruction or removal)
of the Dewey Hotel in 1940 and its
appearance (or a building of roughly the
same size and footprint) on a September
1943 Army Corps of Engineers plat.
Spude (1983:59) indicates that the Dewey
Hotel burned in 1940, and the building is
certainly absent in a photograph taken in
1940 or 1941 (Figure 9), but no
confirmation was found in newspaper
accounts, tax records, or other primary
documents.

The Martin Itjen House, which is not
discussed in this report, was originally built
on piers alongside Moore's Wharf. Blee,
et al (1984:178-183) present a concise but
informative discussion of the history of the
Martin Itjen House. The house had been
relocated several times before its
acquisition by the Park Service. In the
early years of Skagway, Block 37 Lot 1
was at the edge of the tidal zone, and the
few buildings south of it in historic
photographs were raised on pilings. A
common pattern for tidal fringe settlements

The ILA obtained title to the Lot in 1941,
and may have constructed the building soon
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that is still in use is for buildings and
platforms at the edge of the regular tidal
range to be built on pilings. These
locations can be reached by lighters and
small boats during extreme high tide, but
are not inundated on a regular basis.
Goods are off-loaded to platforms, to
drying and mooring posts, or to wagons in
the shallow water, then moved to the
interior of the settlement or temporarily to
nearby dry ground. It is clear from
available photographs that the railroad
tracks extended onto the tidal flats and that
lumber and bales of goods were stacked on
dry ground or platforms very near the tidal
zone (Figure 4). Infrequent or irregular
inundation of portions of the Lot would not
have affected customary activities, but did
affect preservation and vertical segregation
of sediments and cultural materials.

insurance map. However, several posts or
pilings can be seen south of the hotel.
The history of Skagway and of Block 37 is
discussed in the previous chapter. Several
periods in the lot history are repeated
briefly here, because they may be reflected
directly or indirectly in the stratigraphy that
is discussed in this chapter: (1) initial
settlement; (2) early buildings 1897-1908;
(3) Dewey Hotel 1908-1940, south of Lot
1 empty; (4) the union hall and US Army
activities on the lot from the early 1940s
into the 1950s; and (5) post military
activities.
Blee (1988:6) presents an 1897 photograph
that shows the Moore Cabin back away
from the tidal flats toward the tree line.
Early 1897 photographs show scattered
tents on the future site of Skagway, and
lighters in shallow water being unloaded by
wagons (e.g. cover photo). These images
represent the initial settlement and
stampeder period. By the end of 1897
streets had been laid out and an impressive
number of "permanent" wood frame
buildings had been built. These buildings
included a gabled store building at a slight
diagonal on Lot 2, a shed roof building on
the south of Lot 1, a small gabled shed on
the north of Lot 1, and a gabled building
raised on pilings on Lot 12 to the south
(Figure 7). By the end of 1898 the railroad
tracks were completed down Broadway and
out onto the tidal flats, and there was a Y
at Second Avenue that crossed the
truncated corner of the Depot to the freight
depots in the southwest of Block 36. An
1899 photograph shows another small
gabled building at the northeast corner of
Lot 1, for a total of three small buildings

Late 1890s and early 1900s photographs of
the area around the intersection of
Broadway and Second Avenue show a
small gable roof building on the north half
of the Lot 1, and a shed roof building with
a shed lean to addition on the south half of
Lot 1 (e.g., Figure 5). Research for this
report
found
no photographs or
documentation revealing the foundation
system of the shed roof building. The
location of the shed roof building may not
have been constant, suggesting it may have
rested on skids or timber sills. These small
buildings had been removed from the
property by May 1908 when the Dewey
Hotel was moved to the north end of Lot 1,
at the corner of Broadway and Second
Avenue. A photograph taken in the 1920s
(Figure 8) shows only the Dewey Hotel,
and no other buildings on Lot 1, and is
consistent with a 1914 Sanborn fire
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INITIAL ARCHEOLOGICAL
TESTING, 1978 AND 1980

on this lot for a short time (ca. 1899-1900)
This second period had come to an end by
1907 when all of these early structures had
been removed.

Before discussing the first test excavations
the terminology used in the preliminary
reports needs to be discussed briefly. Test
Trench 18 (Suazo 1983) was excavated in
6-inch arbitrary levels designated by Arabic
numerals (1, 2, 3, etc.). Later, during
analysis of trench profiles and excavation
materials, cultural and natural strata were
identified and labeled with capital letters
(A, B, C, etc.). Investigations at Bock 37,
Lot 1 in 1978 consisted of the inspection of
the wall profiles of a soil test pit (Blee, et
al., 1984). Master lists were kept of
excavations and features throughout the
investigations in Skagway, and the
excavations and features were numbered
sequentially as they were begun or
encountered.
Hence the apparently
anomalous Feature 23 Stratum in Test
Trench 18 in 1980 excavations at Block 37.
Subsequent investigations generally used
sequential feature numbers within each
block or excavation area, but used a similar excavation
specific
numbering
of
successive levels or strata using a mix of
letters or numbers. Within each season or
group of excavations, this produced an
orderly record of excavation levels, strata,
and features. But for a synthesis of the
stratigraphy of the Lot, or an analysis of
the provenience of artifacts, the excavation
records are a collage of numbers and letters
that appears conflicting or confusing. In a
manner similar to that used for the Moore
Cabin excavation (Blee 1988:39), levels
and features at Block 37 are here grouped
into stratigraphic levels or analytical units,
designated by roman numerals. These
analytic units (AUs I, II, and III) will be

In 1908 the Dewey Hotel was moved to the
north of Lot 1, and by 1914 a Sanborn Fire
Insurance map shows the Dewey Hotel on
the north of Lot 1 and an adjacent building
labeled "Rest." in the north of Lot 2. The
Dewey Hotel remained there until 1940.
After the removal of the Dewey Hotel,
Lots 1 and 2 were empty for a brief period
(Figure 9). There are indications that the
Army had a Military Police guardpost on
Lot 1 during their use of Skagway, and a
1943 Corps of Engineers plat depicts that
building with footprint identical to the
union hall that still stands on the north
corner (Metcalfe Construction, et al.
1943). A 1943 photograph (Figure 10)
shows two Quonset huts near the north end
of the south half of Lot 1, piles of fill
material, and parked heavy equipment. In
the 1950s the International Longshoremen's
Association assumed, or resumed full
control of the building that now stands on
the corner of Broadway and Second
Avenue. For the next decade or so the
south half of Lot 1 was used as a parking
lot for the union hall (Stilson 1986:11).
The final period involved substantial
improvements to the harbor, the State
Ferry Terminal, the ore terminal, and
realignment of the rail spurs. The latter
activities involved extensive dredging and
filling and elimination of the former tidal
flats. It is not clear whether Lot 1 was
directly involved in any of the latter
"improvements."
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used in this discussion and the later
synthesis of stratigraphy to correlate the
discordant terminology of distinct field
investigations. In brief, before discussing
specific excavations results, the analytical
units correspond to the following general
strata: (1) AU I consists of several coarse
textured, poorly sorted levels or lenses
containing a mix of nineteenth century to
modern artifacts, in artificial fill; (2) AU II
is a dark stratum containing artifacts,
decaying wood and hay fibers, and cultural
features. In several parts of the Lot AU II
is divisible into a lower more organic level
(AU II Lower) and an upper sandier layer
(AU II Upper); and (3) AU III consists of
non-cultural alluvial deposits underlying
the other analytical units. The upper
contact of this unit is marked by the
appearance of artifacts and by intrusive
cultural features.

five foot (1.5m) long units (ST [sub
trenches] A-D) using shovels and trowels.
The brief description of the stratigraphy in
the preliminary report discussed three
groups of strata (Figure 12): (1) the Upper
Strata (roughly equivalent to AU I); (2)
Feature 23 Stratum (AU II); and (3) the
Lower Strata (AU III).
The Upper Strata (AU I) were described as
a topsoil layer, a coarse very dark grayish
brown sand and gravel with cobbles, a
dark grayish brown "sandy humic fill" with
cobbles, and a lens of fine grayish brown
sand with cobbles (Suazo 1983:16). These
strata are referred to in some of the level
notes and profiles as Strata A, B, and C.
Large
cobbles and boulders
are
conspicuous in these upper levels in
photographs of excavations on the Lot, and
these clearly do not represent tidewater
deposits or gradual aggradation of cultural
debris. In the trench profile the three strata
described for this zone are not continuous
for the length of the trench and suggest
three fill or deposition episodes.

After the Lot was obtained in 1978 a soils
test pit was excavated near the center of the
Lot (Figure 11), and the excavation was
monitored by archeologist Catherine Blee.
No original notes or report for this soils
test were available to this author, but
several of the later reports note that a
buried humus was observed in this pit
about ten to eighteen inches (25-45cm)
below the surface. That same year the
Martin Itjen House was moved to the Lot
and placed on a temporary foundation. In
1980, Blee (Suazo 1983) excavated a 20
foot by two foot (6.1 x 0.6m) test trench
(Test Trench 18) on the Lot west of the
temporary location of the Martin Itjen
House. The trench was aligned parallel to
the fence along the west lot line (Figure
11). Excavation of the trench was done by
six inch (15cm) arbitrary levels in four,

Only the middle sandy humic fill (Stratum
B) extends the full length of the trench.
The lowest stratum of the Upper Strata
(Stratum C), described as a fine grayish
brown sand, is depicted in the profile as
thickest in the south end of the trench and
tapering out about halfway along the
trench. It is puzzling why this deposit
(Stratum C), up to ten inches (25cm) thick
and extending for ten to twelve feet (3.03.7m) within the trench, is described as a
lens. The upper sand and gravel stratum
(Stratum A) is comparatively shallow (ca.
2-3 inches or 5.0-7.6cm) and extends
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Figure 11 Plan of locations of excavations, Block 37, Lot 1, 1978, 1980, 1986, and 1987.
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across the opposite half of the trench from
Stratum C. Suazo (1983:16) notes that the
artifact content of these Upper Strata
"ranges from objects that could have been
associated with the Gold Rush period in the
late nineteenth century to materials of very
recent manufacture."

may have been placed here as a base for a
dry platform for stacking goods. Artifacts
associated with the Feature 23 Stratum are
interpreted as including many possibly
Gold Rush period items. However, many
later items are also noted, and the stratum
is interpreted as fill material.

The use of the Strata A, B, and C
designations for the Sub Trench Units A,
B, C, and D is confusing, especially when
either is abbreviated ST. An additional
source of confusion is the use of numeric
level designations for excavation levels. A
plan of the upper portion of the Feature 23
Stratum mislabels the sand beneath the
Feature 23 Stratum in Sub Trench D as
Stratum C, which was not encountered in
this unit. The strata designations have been
clarified for this final report, but some
confusing or erroneous designations likely
remain in the database, field notes and
draft profiles.

The Lower Strata (AU III) were described
as a very pale brown coarse sand and a
yellowish fine, moist sand. Within this
trench (TT 18) a single nail was recovered
from the coarse sand stratum, and no
artifacts were recovered from the yellowish
fine sand. These strata are interpreted as
culturally sterile.
Suazo (1983:19) notes that small quantities
of structural hardware and debris were
found throughout the Upper Strata (AU I)
and the Feature 23 Stratum (AU II). The
latter materials included nails, window
glass, screws, tar paper, and lead washers.
It is clear that the Upper Strata are fill
material containing a mix of artifacts from
a broad temporal range, many of which are
scratched
and
fragmented.
The
interpretation of the Feature 23 Stratum as
earth and refuse fill is a bit more tenuous,
and mixed with allusions to the shed roof
building shown on this lot in early
photographs.
Initial artifact analysis
indicated that the Feature 23 Stratum
assemblage was dominated by "domestic"
artifacts (ca. 65-70%), including food
storage,
preparation,
serving
and
consumption items, and pharmaceutical
materials. Even though there is some
reference to features within the Feature 23
Stratum, it is discussed as a single fill
stratum containing materials ranging in age
from the 1890s to early 1930s. The

The Feature 23 Stratum (AU II) is
described as "a densely packed, very dark
brown humic deposit" containing abundant
fragments of decomposing wood and
quantities of cultural material (Suazo
1983:17). The bottom contact of this
stratum is described as undulating. The
level also contains two depressions, about
9.5 feet (2.9m) apart, that are interpreted
as traces of two sub floor sleepers. This
conjecture could not be matched to any
building known to have existed in this part
of the lot. The conjecture that these
depressions may have been the locations of
sleepers is based on their spacing and
roughly parallel orientation. The latter
depressions extend into the underlying pale
brown coarse sand and cobbles. Timbers
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available preliminary report contains no
evaluation of the deposits on the lot and no
management recommendations.

edge of the sidewalk at the northeast corner
of the partial lot, i.e., the south part of Lot
1 (Figure 11). This grid datum was along
the property line approximately two feet
south of the south wall of the union hall.
Excavation units were designated by the
location of the northwest corner of the
excavation in feet south and west of this
datum. Later, the datum was moved to the
northeast corner of Lot 1, approximately
38.5 feet (11.7m) to the north.
Consequently Unit 20S/20W became Unit
S58.5/W20. These reference points are not
indicated on any of the drawings included
with the draft report or field notes. The
datum point on Figure 11 is extrapolated
from known locations in the excavation
plans. The adjusted excavation locations
were S58.5/W20 (the 5 x 5 foot unit),
S63.5/W20, S90.5/W8.5, S92.5/W20, and
S97AV37.

1986 TESTING AND
INTERPRETATIONS
Additional testing was conducted on the
Lot in 1986 in response to plans for
permanent placement of the Martin Itjen
House (Stilson 1986), which was still on
the timber skids used to move it to Block
37 in 1978. The plans called for the
removal of about three feet of soil/fill for
a crawl space and construction of complete
footings and foundation, utility hookups,
and replacement of the fuel tank. Two
backhoe trenches, Trench 1 and Trench 2,
were excavated on the north and south
sides of the temporary location of the
Martin Itjen House (Figure 11) The
backhoe dirt was "gone through" (Stilson
1986:DR 2), and stratigraphic profiles
were drawn. Then five units (one 5 x 5
foot [1.5 x 1.5m], and four 2.5 x 5 foot
[.75 x 1.5m]) were excavated in the
northeast, southeast, southwest, and south
central portions of the proposed impact
area.

The basic stratigraphic sequence in the
1986 excavations was consistent with that
reported by Suazo (1983), but the more
extensive exposure allowed some refining
and redefinition (Figures 13 and 14). The
following are basic descriptions of strata,
and the author has added some comparisons
with Suazo's strata and the AUs used in
this report in square brackets:

The upper strata and fill were removed en
masse by machinery and shovel.
Excavated material was not screened until
"the target strata were reached," then
quarter-inch (6.5mm) mesh was used
(Stilson 1986:DR2). The excavation grid
was measured south and west "from the
northeast corner of Lot 1" and using the
elevation of the boardwalk in front of the
Depot as the datum point for depth
measurements (Stilson 1986:DR3). Stilson
initially established a grid datum at the
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•

Stratum 1 [principal component of AU
I, corresponds to the Stratum B of
Suazo's Upper Strata] consists of sod
and topsoil over a crushed gravel [not
alluvial] and pebble fill ca. 8.5 inches
(21.6cm) thick.

•

Stratum 2 [AU I, localized stratum not
identified in Suazo's trench TT-18] is
made up of two layers of waterlain silts
separated by a thin layer of crushed
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rock. Collectively the layer is not
more than 2-1/2 inch (6.4cm) thick.

The organic content of this layer
consists of many small pieces of wood
and hay or straw fragments [recall that
Suazo noted a high proportion of
decaying wood fragments in the
Feature 23 Stratum].
Three post
features, a stake feature, and a drainage
feature are intrusive from the surface of
the lower layer of Stratum 4 [i.e. AU II
Upper]. This layer is spatially
heterogeneous, lighter and less organic
to the east, darker and packed with
straw and woodchips to the west. In
backhoe Trench 2, adjacent to TT-18,
the upper layer dwindles and the lower
layer consists of a number of thin
(about 3/5 inch [1.5cm]), horizontally
banded strata.

Stratum 3 [AU I Lower, corresponds to
Stratum C of Suazo's Upper Strata]
consists of darkened, culturally and
organically enriched sands developed
on alluvial sand and gravel fill about 81/2 inches (21.6cm) thick. There is a
compacted surface at the top of this
stratum on which lay a 1955 Alaska
license plate. Strata 1 & 2 therefore
postdate 1955. The darker, organically
enriched portion of Stratum 3 dates
from around this time, while the
alluvial sands and gravels seem to have
been deposited sometime between
1940-1955 . Surfaces of glass artifacts
within this stratum are scratched and
patinated suggesting exposure on the
ground surface prior to incorporation
into this stratum.

The localized thinness of strata refutes
the suggestion that Stratum 4/Feature
23 Stratum represents a "soil refuse
fill" (Suazo 1983:8) which would be
expected to display little or no sorting
or layering. Suazo suggests that if the
Feature 23 Stratum had been divided in
half vertically and collected as two
units, the results might presumably
have been a mixed upper level artifacts ranging from Gold Rush to
1930s, and a "pure" pre 1900 lower
level assemblage [this interesting
assertion does not seem to be supported
elsewhere in the preliminary report, but
is the first allusion to a possible "pure
Gold Rush level"]

Stratum 4 [AU II, equivalent to
Suazo's Feature 23 Stratum] is a dark
organic layer divisible into two major
cultural strata. The surface of Stratum
4 is compressed to churned, and is
definitely an activity surface.
A
duraglass Northwest Glass Company
base sherd from 1940 indicates that this
surface dates from this time. The
upper portion of Stratum 4 is a dark
black loamy sand. Two large pit
features are intrusive from near this
surface. Their artifact content reflects
a 1900-1930s range, as does the entire
upper layer.
Glass surfaces are
scratched and patinated.

Stratum 5 [AU III, equivalent to
Suazo's Lower Strata] consists of
predominantly sterile alluvial sands and
gravels
which
contain
several
compacted surfaces. The "primary
hole" for Feature 4B is intrusive from

The lower layer of Stratum 4 [AU II
Lower, referred to by Stilson as 4B]
consists of a lighter, looser, and more
organic sand six inches (15.3cm) thick.
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one of these surfaces.
Another
[surface?] has concentrations of
woodchips on it.
Stilson (1986) identified twelve features in
his excavations (Table 1), and grouped
them into "surficial," and intrusive, and
also described a "cribbed feature complex."
The "surficial" features are associated with
a stratigraphic unconformity or surface.
The most recent feature is Feature 12,
which is a set of "caterpillar" (probably
bulldozer) tread marks at the upper contact
of Stratum 3 and cutting through Stratum
2. Feature 11 consists of fragments of at
least five boards at the upper contact of
Stratum 4. The boards are not uniform in
thickness or width, but are all oriented
northwest-southeast. This feature was
interpreted as traces of board walkways,
but were not a

formally laid out boardwalk. Feature 10 is
a boulder, broken in two, in a depression
or hole under one of the boards in Feature
11.
Fragments of a clear selenium
Listerine bottle were found around the
boulder. Stilson (1986:2) suggests that this
type of pharmaceutical bottle was
manufactured in the 1915-1930 time range,
indicating that the boulder was probably at
the ground surface, possibly covered by the
board walkway, within or after this time
span. The last "surficial" feature was not
assigned a feature number. It consists of
linear undulations at the lower contact of
Stratum 4. Stilson (1986:2) suggests that
these undulations may be wagon ruts. The
latter interpretation is not unreasonable, but
would be difficult to verify without a
meticulous exposure of a large area of the
lower surface of Stratum 4. Each of these
features is discussed individually below.

Table 1: Cultural Features Identified in 1986 Excavations.
F . Description
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Inferred Function

Pit intrusive from Stratum 3/4 contact
unknown
Post intrusive from 4B upper contact
structural
Pit intrusive from Stratum 3/4 contact
refuse disposal
Plank lined feature intrusive from drainage
within 4B
Post intrusive from upper contact of 4B structural
Post intrusive from upper contact of 4B structural
drainage
drainage
stake intrusive from upper contact of 4B yard [?]
Channel associated with Feature 4
drainage
Boulder set in hole intrusive from support for
within 4A
boardwalk
Boards at upper contact of Stratum 4
boardwalk
Caterpillar tractor tracks from upper fill/leveling scar
Stratum 2. cuts into Stratum 3
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Location
south wall of Trench 2, S58.5/W20
south wall of Trench 2 S58.5/W20
S58.5/W20, S63.5/W20
S58.5/W20, S63.5/W20
north wall of Trench 2
north wall of Trench 2
S58.5/W20
south wall of Trench 2
S58.5/W20
S90.5/W8.5
Trench 1
S58.5/W20
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Descriptions
of
Features
Identified in 1986 Excavations.

bottle and window glass, tableware
fragments, coal, a button, fabric, nails, and
unidentified lumps of metal.

Feature 1

Feature 3

Feature 1 was described as a "squarish" pit
intrusive from Stratum 3 through Stratum
4 (AU I/AU II contact). The feature was
initially identified in the south wall of
Trench 2. The pit was in a loose yellowish
sand and filled with compact dark yellow
sand. The upper fill of the pit ("Stratum
1") was darker, nearly black. The pit was
roughly 30 inches (76 cm) wide and 30
inches (76 cm) deep. In the upper fill of
the pit were several pieces or slabs of wood
of various sizes sloping into the pit. The
wood was not cut or milled and appeared to
be oriented randomly. Also in the upper
fill were some leather boot laces and a few
small fragments of glass. Other artifacts
included early 1900s items, modern plastic,
and modern beverage bottles.

Feature 3 was an open, basin shaped pit or
depression intrusive from Stratum 3 (AU I
Lower). The feature was filled with
unsorted dark loamy silt containing small
fragments of modern brown beer bottle
glass. Scattered through this fill were
lenses of light colored sand and gravel and
areas of mixed sand and silt. Field notes
tentatively identified this as a shallow
refuse pit or refuse filled depression.
Feature 4
Feature 4 is a pit lined on three sides with
horizontal boards and braced at the corners
with vertical boards.
The horizontal
boards are three-quarters to one inch (1.92.5cm) thick and five to ten inches (1325cm) wide. The upright boards at the
corners are one-half to three-quarters inch
(5-7.5cm) thick and two to three inches
wide. The vertical boards are affixed with
tacks and finishing nails. The feature is
described at several points in the notes and
preliminary report as a "cribbed" feature
and forms the core of the "cribbed feature
complex." However, no structual cribbing
is described or illustrated, and the term
cribbed will not be used in this report.
The pit into which this roughly square
feature is set is filled with coarse olive gray
sand and cobble gravel. The lowest level
of the plank lined feature is a sorted
reddish-brown coarse sand, coarser and
higher on the west.
Some highly
deteriorated wood fibers were noted in the

Feature 2
Feature 2, a post hole and post mold, was
adjacent to and cut by Feature 1. The hole
was about 1.5 feet (46 cm) across and the
post mold about eight inches (20 cm)
across. The feature was about 2.7 feet
(0.8m) deep in profile and intruded from
Stratum 4A (AU II Upper) through Stratum
4B and into the sterile sands beneath (AU
III). The fill was a loose, unsorted yellow
sand with gravel, wood fragments, and
small artifacts. The hole was sloped to one
side, evidently for the insertion of a tall
post such as a power or telegraph pole. On
one side of the post hole the scalloped
marks of a round nose shovel were visible.
Associated artifacts included leather scraps,
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base of this level. Overlying this coarse
sand and gravel is a highly organic dark silt
with hay or straw and small wood chips.
This thin layer contained no visible
artifacts. The upper part of the feature is
filled with lenses of light sand and dark
loamy sand with scattered small artifacts.

Feature 8
Feature 8 is a small stake mold intrusive
from the upper contact of Stratum 4B (AU
II Upper/Lower contact). It is about 1.2 to
1.8 inches wide. There is a cobble over
this feature at the surface contact of
Stratum 4B, suggesting that the stake was
removed or covered prior to the formation
of Stratum 4A. The fill of this feature
consists of sand and deteriorated wood
fragments.

Feature 5
Feature 5 is a small pit feature, apparently
a shallow posthole, intrusive from the
upper contact of Stratum 4B AU II UpperLower contact. This pit is filled with
coarse sand, gravel and wood fragments.
No artifacts were found in this feature.

Feature 9
This feature is a "drain" surface sloping
into the open southwest corner of Feature
4B. The fill in Feature 9 is the same and
continuous with the organic middle level of
Feature 4B. and the underlying sorted
gravels.

Feature 6
Feature 6 is a deep post hole intrusive from
the upper contact of Stratum 4B AU II
Upper-Lower contact. Like Feature 5, the
feature is filled with poorly sorted coarse
sand and gravel and wood fragments. The
feature was identified in the Trench 2 wall
profile.

Feature 10
Feature 10 is a rock slab broken in two
pieces and situated in a small excavated pit.
Sixty-two fragments of a clear selenium
glass Listerine bottle were recovered from
within this pit and around the rock slab.
The slab was about 1.5 feet by 1.0 feet
(45.7 x 30.1cm) and rested in a hole that
was 0.7 feet (21cm) deep beneath one of
the boards forming Feature 11.

Feature 7
This consists of two rectangular trench-like
features roughly perpendicular to one
another. Feature 7a extends north from
Feature 4, and Feature 7b extends roughly
east from the north end of Feature 7a.
Both trenches are filled with coarse sands,
gravel, wood fragments, and a few nails.
Feature 2 is located just on the north edge
of these features, but may be intrusive
from slightly above.

Feature 11
Feature 11 consists of at least five boards
found at the surface of Stratum 4 (AU
I/AU II contact) and extending roughly east
to west. Feature 10 is under the east end
of one of these boards. The boards range
from two to two and one-half inches (5.06.4cm) thick, and from eight to eleven and
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one-half inches (20-29cm) wide. The full
extent of these boards was not exposed, but
each board is probably 10 to 15 feet (3.04.5m) long. They are near the south edge
of the Lot and may have served as
walkways at the edge of the tidal flat.
They may also have been washed up or
tossed there, but intentional placement is
more likely.

represent the traces of some form of
footing or support that was later removed.
The two pits (F-l and F-3) were dug into
Stratum 4 from the base of Stratum 3. The
form and function of these pits is
undetermined
and
both
contained
accumulated fill and debris with
identifiable items ranging in age from turn
of the century to the 1940s.
The plank-lined feature (Feature 4) and the
three post holes are spatially associated
with one another and are in roughly the
location of the shed roof building evident
on the Lot in early photographs. This
rather limited sample of post holes suggests
non-structural drying or mooring posts.
The suggestion that these posts were
foundation pilings could not be supported.
The posts will be discussed with the more
complete picture provided by the 1987
excavations.

Feature 12
Feature 12 consisted of a small area of
caterpillar tractor tracks on the silts of
Stratum 2 and cutting into the upper
contact of Stratum 3. This reflects heavy
machinery, most likely a bulldozer,
crossing an area of puddled silts (Stratum
2) overlying a layer of artificial fill
(Stratum 3). This may be associated with
the placement or removal of the Quonset
huts that were on the Lot by 1943. There
is no distinctive structural debris that can
be directly associated with this feature to
confirm its association with military
construction activities.

Feature 4B was a two by two foot (61 x
61cm) box feature lined with horizontal
boards on three sides. Feature 9 is a
shallow drainage channel leading into the
south edge of the open (western) side of
Feature 4B. Three natural strata were
described on the interior of Feature 4. This
plank-lined feature could be described as
curbed, but exhibited no structural
cribbing. The top stratum was a light
coarse sand interbedded with dark silts and
wood chips, and containing 272 artifacts,
110 of which were ferrous metal can
fragments from as few as two objects. The
second stratum was a thin black organic
layer composed of hay or straw and wood
fragments in a sandy loam matrix. This
layer covered the entire area of Feature 4B
and an adjacent part of Feature 9. A soil
sample collected from this middle layer

Discussion of Features
Intrusive features include post holes,
stakes, pits, and the Feature 4 group. These
include two pit features (F-l and F-3)
intrusive into Stratum 4 from Stratum 3, a
stake mold (F-8) and three post holes (F-2,
F-5, and F-6) in the upper part of Stratum
4B, and the plank-lined feature complex
within Stratum 4B. F-7 is described as a
nebulous, shallow intrusion into Stratum 5.
The latter feature is spatially associated
with Feature 4 and with post holes F-2 and
F-5 within Stratum 4B. Some traces of
wood are present in this feature, and it may
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was examined for pollen, opal phytolith,
starch, and parasite eggs, and is discussed
in Appendix B, below. The only artifact in
this layer was a nail fragment. The lowest
layer was a coarse sand and gravel with
cobbles exhibiting horizontal size grading.
The layer was predominantly cobbles and
gravels on the open west side closest to
Feature 9 and graded to sand on the east
side. Like the middle layer, this lower
layer extended partially into Feature 9.
Some small black seeds, a dozen nails, and
a few fragments of sheet metal were
recovered from this lowest level.

of these artifacts could also have been
manufactured in the early 1900s or later,
and could certainly have been incorporated
into these deposits later than 1900. He
argued convincingly that this area of
undisturbed Gold Rush period deposits and
features corresponded to the location of the
shed roof structure shown in early
photographs. However, he did not discuss
the implications of that correlation, or how
the artifacts related to the structure. The
1987 excavations were based upon the
postulate that there was an area of intact
Gold Rush period deposits that needed to
be recovered prior to construction of the
foundation and crawl space for the Martin
Itjen House.

Feature 4A is a small pit intrusive into the
top of Feature 4B that may be a reuse of
Feature 4B. There are a few pieces of
wood on the west side, but the feature is
not lined with boards like Feature 4B.
Stilson interprets this feature complex as a
drainage feature, which would be
consistent with the sorted gravels and sands
in the lowest fill level.

1987 TESTING, DATA
RECOVERY AND
INTERPRETATIONS
The following year, 1987, Ray DePuydt
supervised additional excavations to clarify
the nature of Stratum 4B and determine
whether any intact cultural features were
present beneath the temporary location of
the Martin Itjen House.
For these
excavations, the Martin Itjen House was
moved off of Lot 1 to the edge of Lot 12
to the south (Figure 25). The need for
further excavations at Block 37 was based
on Stilson's conclusion that in situ "Gold
Rush deposits and features would be
destroyed by construction activities"
(DePuydt and Hurst 1987:19).
The
excavations began by reopening Stilson's
Trench 2 of the previous year to tie into the
strata identified by Stilson. Then two five
foot (1.5m) square units (S58.5AV20 and
S63.5/W25) and five "partial units"
(S53.5/W15, S58.5/W25, S63.5AV15,
S63.5/W20 south half, and S63.5/W30)

Stilson (1986:13) in his discussion of his
findings at Block 37 suggested that the
"lower layer of stratum 4" (i.e., Stratum
4B or AU II Lower) in the area of Feature
4B was largely undisturbed and appeared to
contain a "pure assemblage of gold rush
period artifacts and features."
His
preliminary conclusions were that the lower
portion of the distinctive dark organic
Stratum 4 (AU II) did not yield any
artifacts that were "demonstrably post
1900" (Stilson 1986:11). Review of the
artifacts recovered from AU II Lower by
Stilson's excavations showed that there was
indeed a preponderance of artifacts that
could have been manufactured about 1900
or earlier, and were in a sense not
demonstrably post 1900. However, many
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were excavated around the 1986
excavations.
Some of the partial
excavations were 2.5 x 5 foot (.75 x 1.5m)
units, and others
had been partially
excavated in 1986 or by backhoe trenches.
Stilson's 1986 grid was reestablished, using
the northeast corner of Lot 1, and the
1987 excavations were tied into the
excavation grid of the previous season.
"Strata 1, 2, and 3 were not screened
because they were documented to be recent
fill"
(DePuydt and Hurst 1987:19).
Stratum 4 was excavated in natural
stratigraphic levels and screened through 14
inch (6mm) mesh. The surface of Stratum
4B was difficult to detect but there is no
statement that excavation by natural
stratigraphic levels was abandoned or
modified to adjust for this. DePuydt and
Hurst (1987) point out indications that the
Stratum 4A-4B split may have occurred
after 1900 and may have been associated
Table 2
F.
No.
3
5
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

with the removal of the shed roof building
in 1907 or 1908.When it was decided that
a pure Gold Rush level was not present
consistently across the site (DePuydt and
Hurst 1987:24), two north-south backhoe
trenches (Trenches 3 and 4) were dug
across the site betweenStilson's Trenches 1
and 2. These two foot (61cm) wide
backhoe trenches were approximately 10
feet (3m)and 26 feet (7.9) west of the east
lot line. DePuydt and Hurst (1987:21)
note that the surface of Stratum 4B was
difficult to detect in the excavations, due in
part to numerous disturbances in the
Stratum 4 stratigraphy. They further note
that only three Stratum 4B features did not
contain distinct 20th century artifacts
(DePuydt and Hurst 1987). Table 2 lists
the cultural features uncovered or
excavated in 1987, including several that
had been partially excavated in 1986.

Cultural Features Identified in 1987 Excavations.

Description

Inferred Function Location

Pit intrusive from Stratum 3/4 contact into
Stratum 5
Post intrusive from upper contact of 4B
Disturbed area (krotovina) intrusive from Stratum
4 to Stratum 5
Compact organic lens upper Stratum 4B
Pit at base of Stratum 4B
Post hole intrusive into Stratum 5
Disturbed area intrusive to Stratum 4A
Path/ruts at local contact of Stratum 4A and
Stratum 4B
Path/ruts at local contact of Stratum 4A and
Stratum 4B
Layer of compact bedded sandy loam and wood
fragments
Linear depression at upper contact of Stratum 4A
Post mold intrusive from Stratum 4 into Stratum
5
Post hole one foot west of F-22
Post hole intrusive from Stratum 4B
Post mold intrusive from Stratum 4B

refuse disposal
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structural
disturbance

S58.5/W20; S63.5/W20;
S63.5/W15; S58.5/W15
S58.5/W20
S63.5/W20

structural
disturbance
trail

S63.5/W20
S63.5/W20
S63.5/W20
563.5/W20; S63.5/W25
S58.5/W25; S63.5/W25

trail

S58.5/W25; S63.5/W25

drainage

S63.5/W25

?
structural

S53.5/W15;S58.5/W15
S58.5/W15

structural
structural
structural

S58.5/W15
S63.5/W15
S63.5/W15

surface remnant
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Table 2
F.
No.
26
27
28
29
30

Cultural Features Identified in 1987 Excavations.

Description

Inferred Function Location

Firepit intrusive from above Stratum 4
Firepit intrusive from above Stratum 4
Firepit intrusive into Stratum 4
Two boards at upper contact of Stratum 4A
Fine sand on top of F-29

firepit
firepit
firepit
Boardwalk
flood/tidal
sediment

French 3
French 3
French 3
French 3
French 3

31

Feature Descriptions, 1987
Season
Feature 3
Feature 3 was partially excavated in 1986
when units S58.5 W20 and the north half
of S63.5 W20 were dug. The 1986 field
notes and preliminary report described this
feature as an open, basin shaped pit or
depression intrusive from Stratum 3. Exact
dimensions are not given, but the
excavation plans show a nearly circular pit,
just under seven feet (2.1m) across. The
feature was filled with unsorted dark loamy
silt containing small fragments of modern
brown beer bottle glass. Scattered through
this fill were lenses of light colored sand
and gravel and areas of mixed sand and
silt. Field notes tentatively identified this
as a shallow refuse pit or refuse filled
depression. The lenses and pockets of
sand, gravel, and silt as described and
depicted in profile drawings suggest
intermittent and largely natural in-filling.

According to DuPuydt and Hurst (1987) ,
Feature 3 was a Stratum 4A disturbance or
pit that intruded from the surface of 4A
through 4B and slightly into Stratum 5,
i.e., from the base of ALU though AUII
into the surface of AUIII. The silty to
sandy loam fill varied in compaction and
color. The pit was difficult to discern in
Stratum 4, because the "matrix" (i.e., the
fill) was indistinguishable in color and
texture from the surrounding deposits.
However, the outline of the feature was
evident in the top of Stratum 5. This
feature yielded almost 500 artifacts in the
two seasons of excavation, dominated by
window and bottle glass fragments. The
scattered and fragmented glass suggests
surface refuse swept or washed into an
open pit, but is not consistent with a pit
intended for refuse disposal. This leaves
the original purpose of the pit open to
interpretation.

Feature 5
Feature 5 was partially excavated in 1986.
The 1986 field notes described the feature
as a shallow posthole, intrusive from the
upper contact of Stratum 4B, filled with

The 1987 excavations encountered the
feature in the south half of S63.5 W20, in
the northwest corner of S63.5 W15, and
the southwest corner of S58.5 W15.
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coarse sand, gravel and wood fragments.
In the 1987 excavations, this posthole was
evident in the east wall profile of S58.5
W20 as an area of loosely compacted sand
approximately 9.6 inches (24.4cm) in
diameter and 12 inches (30.5cm) deep.
The posthole, which was excavated from
Stratum 4B, contained wood fragments but
no artifacts.

Feature 15
Feature 15 was a 3 foot by 2 foot (91 x
61cm) deep pit about 5 inches (12.7cm) in
depth discovered at the base of Stratum 4B
in the south half of S63.5 W20 (Figure
15). This feature was not detected until
Stratum 4B and Feature 13 were removed
so its upper limit was not found. It
initially appeared as a depressed area in the
center of the excavation unit. This pit was
most likely related to the placement or
removal of the post evidenced by Feature
16.

Feature 13
Feature 13 was an area of mixed loose
coarse sands and darker organic loam that
may have been the remains of an animal
burrow. The disturbance brought Stratum
5 sands up into Stratum 4, disturbing the
stratigraphy and disturbing the top of
Feature 15. Artifacts from the area were
collected with Stratum 4A.

Feature 16
Feature 16 was discovered in Unit S63.5
W20 after removing approximately six
inches of what was thought to be sterile
Stratum 5 sands.
The sterile sands
covering the post were first interpreted to
mean that this feature predated Stratum 4B,
but the alignment of the post strongly
suggests its association with the Gold Rush.
It is possible the sands slumped into the
hole after the post was removed. The
sandy loam fill contained vertically grained
wood fragments, one honey amber beer or
liquor bottle sherd, a pale green
Worcestershire Sauce bottle, one sawn cow
lumbar vertebrae, a brass cufflink, and four
unidentified nails.

Feature 14
Feature 14 consisted of a dark compact
organic lens approximately one foot
(30.5cm) in diameter and an inch (2.5cm)
or so thick. When first encountered, the
feature consisted of a patch of dark,
compressed silt about the size and shape of
the top of a posthole. However, the
feature had no appreciable depth. This
appears to have been a remnant of the
Stratum 4B surface which was largely
destroyed in this area by the Feature 13
disturbance. No artifacts were recovered
from the feature.

Feature 17
Feature 17 was an 8 foot by 4 foot (2.4 x
1.2m) disturbed area of light and dark
loamy sands located in S63.2 W30, S63.5
W25 and in Trench 4. It was described in
the field notes as an extensive, poorly
defined area of churned and mottled
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stratigraphy. In profile, this feature is
visible as lenses or pockets of light colored
sand mixed with dark loamy sand,
contrasting to more uniform or bedded
surrounding strata. Feature 17 was not
visible until the compact, organic, sandy
loam surface and the underlying loose
sands of Stratum 4A were excavated. The
Feature 17 disturbance removed the
Stratum 4 stratigraphy in that area.
Artifacts recovered from Feature 17 reflect
the mixed nature of the deposit. Modern
beer and liquor bottle sherds were found
alongside sherds that could have come from
the Gold Rush Period.

and the later deposition of Stratum 4A.
This may be similar to the three part
stratigraphy found in Feature 21 and the
Feature 22 posthole.

Feature 20
Feature 20 consisted of a compact sandy
loam overlying thin partially cemented
bedded layers of sand containing wood
fragments. It was initially interpreted as
possibly associated with Feature 9, but
more detailed analysis showed that the
Feature 20 was at a different depth and had
a different composition from nearby
portions of Feature 9. The sands in the
feature appeared to be waterlain but no
association with the adjacent Features 4B
and 9 drainage could be documented.
Feature 20 was at the same elevation of
Stratum 4B in the adjacent S63.5 W20 but
no feature was designated in that area in
the 1986 excavations. Feature 19's east
border appeared to be pushed up and over
the western edge of Feature 20 and was
later in time. Artifacts recovered in
Feature 20 do not argue against an early
date for the deposit, but also do not
confirm an early date.

Features 18 & 19
Features 18 and 19 appear to have been
ruts to a wagon road that ran northwest
southeast across the lot. The south wall
profiles of S58.5 W25 and S63.5 W25
show the features as 2 foot (61cm) wide
depressions separated by a 3.5 foot
(107cm) wide hump. Feature 19 was a 5
foot (1.5m) long shallow trough consisting
of a dark organic surface overlying a mixed
sand and organic loam deposit. Feature 18
was similar to Feature 19 in profile but its
truncation by Feature 17 left it as a 2 foot
(61cm) in diameter semicircle along the
south wall of the unit. These features lie
stratigraphically above Stratum 4B Feature
20 and below Feature 17 which is in turn
overlain by Stratum 4A deposits.

Feature 21
Feature 21 was a ca. 1.5 foot (46cm) wide,
linear, east-west depression evident on the
surface of Stratum 4A in S53.5 W15 and
S58.5 W15. The deposits of the depression
consisted of a dark, compact, loamy sand
overlying a more loosely, compacted,
sandy loam with fragments of decomposing
wood. The stratigraphic division appears

The surface of Stratum 4A, Feature 19 and
Feature 20 then constitute three surfaces in
this area. This stratigraphy suggests that
Feature 19 existed in the early part of the
20th century after the building was
removed and before the Feature 17 event
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to reflect the split between Levels 4.2 and
4.3 found in the rest of the unit. However,
the trough deposits sloped down and
capped the top of the posthole Feature 22
and appeared to have slumped in after the
post was removed. If this is the case, the
lower deposit could postdate the removal of
the building in 1908. The presence of
three manganese bottles in the feature that
dated from 1880-1915 does not argue
against this interpretation. Other artifacts
include five glass bottle sherds, 28 nails,
six window pane sherds, 13 tarpaper
fragments and one piece of brick.

24 was not detected until Stratum 4B was
removed. The base of the posthole was in
alignment with Features 16 and 25 but the
post leaned south 6 inches (15cm). Two
windowpane sherds, two wire fragments
and a ferrous hook were found in the
posthole.
Feature 25
Feature 25 was a 7.2 inches (18.3cm) in
diameter postmold that extended only 9.5
inches (24cm) below Stratum 4B. The
postmold consisted of organically enriched
sands with areas of light sands and bands of
decomposing wood. No artifacts were
collected but the posthole lay along the
wall of the unit and was only partially
excavated.

Features 22 & 23
Feature 22 was a 8.5 inch (21.6cm)
diameter postmold of organically darkened
sand and decomposing wood that extended
1.6 feet (50cm) below the base of Stratum
4. The posthole dug for Feature 22 was
evidenced by coarse sands on the southern
edge of the postmold. An extension of the
posthole led to a light circular stain 1 foot
(30.5cm) to the west. This stain, labeled
Feature 23, was apparently the original
posthole dug for Feature 22 which was
moved 1 foot (30.5cm) east. The Feature
21 trough appears to have slumped in after
the removal of the post or an
accompanying sill. No artifacts were
recovered from the feature, but the
posthole lay along the east wall of the
excavation unit and only one half of the
posthole was excavated.

Feature 26
Feature 26 was a firepit discovered in the
east wall of Trench 3 near the S68.5 line
(Figure 16). The pit consisted of a thin
charcoal lens lying in a 3 foot (91cm) long,
1.2 foot (37cm) deep disturbance in
Stratum 5. The mixed nature of Stratum 4
above the feature most likely resulted from
the excavation of the firepit, which
occurred sometime after 1900. No artifacts
were collected from the depression.
Feature 27
Feature 27 consisted of a 5.8 foot (1.8m)
long by 1 foot (30.5cm) deep firepit
located just south of Feature 26 in the west
wall of Trench 3 (Figure 16). Feature 27
also contained a thin charcoal lens and may
actually be associated with Feature 26. The
upper portion of this pit in Stratum 4 was

Feature 24
Feature 24 consisted of an organic sandy
loam with decomposing wood extending
1.3 (40cm) foot below Stratum 4. Feature
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of tidal flooding prior to the filling in of
the lot.

a mixture of humus, sand, silt, decomposed
and burnt wood and rust stains. The high
wood fiber content imparted a reddish
brown color and a porous, spongy texture
to this feature. The lack of stratification
above the feature indicates it too was
excavated in Stratum 4A times.

Feature 31
Feature 31 was discovered when a section
of the north wall of Trench 2 collapsed and
had to be redrawn. This small posthole
(3.5 inches [8.9cm] in diameter and 3.5
inches [8.9cm] deep) consisted of a dark,
organically enriched sand extending from
Stratum 4 into Stratum 5. Feature 31 was
too small to be a posthole for the building,
but its proximity to the other posts suggest
some connection to the building.

Feature 28
Feature 28 was a 2 foot (61cm) wide, 1.2
foot (37cm) deep firepit seen in the west
wall of Trench 3. Stratified layers of
wood, burnt wood and charcoal separated
by sand lenses attest to the feature's reuse.
Stratum 4 in this area was a highly organic
deposit of decomposed wood (possibly
sawdust) or straw. A possible Stratum
4A/4B contact over part of the feature
argues for an early date for the depression
but the contact does not continue across the
entire feature.

SYNTHESIS OF
STRATIGRAPHY
Stilson (1986) and DePuydt and Hurst
(1987) excavated by natural stratigraphic
levels. These strata were labeled by capital
letters (A, B, C, etc.) or arabic numerals as
they were encountered in each trench or
excavation unit, and numbers or letters
were also used for arbitrary levels within
strata. Features, except for Feature 23 in
the early test trenches, were also numbered
sequentially as they were encountered at
the site, and deeper features (deeper than
six inches) were excavated in natural or
arbitrary levels at the discretion of the
excavator. The earlier excavations in Test
Trench 18 (Suazo 1983) used arbitrary six
inch (15cm) levels, labeled by arabic
numerals. Interpretive strata were later
labeled with capital letters. Within each
season or group of excavations, this
produced a very orderly record of
excavation levels, strata, and features. But
for a synthesis of the stratigraphy of the
Lot, or an analysis of the provenience of

Feature 29 & 30
Feature 29 consisted of two boards—a 1 x
10 inch and a 1 x 12 inch—found lying on
the top of Stratum 4 in the wall profiles of
Trench 3. The east-west oriented boards
were truncated by the backhoe. This
feature may have been part of Feature 11
which also consisted of boards lying on the
surface of Stratum 4A. Evidence from the
associated Feature 10 indicated that these
planks may have been used as walkways as
early as 1911-1930. Their presence on the
surface of 4A may date them as late as the
1940's, however. Feature 30 was an
unusually fine water lain sand overlying the
Feature 29 boards. This may be evidence
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artifacts, the excavation records are a
collage of numbers and letters that appears
conflicting or confusing. In a manner
similar to that used for the Moore Cabin
excavation (Blee, 1988:37), levels and
features at Block 37 were grouped into
stratigraphic levels or analytical units,
designated by roman numerals.
A
schematic presentation of these analytical
units is given in Table 3.

boulders. In most of the excavations two
or three "levels" are distinguishable
within this fill, but these are not consistently
tire same three deposits. Two of the upper
strata do appear reasonably consistently
across the site, with local lenses or strata
appearing between or above them. These
fill levels are "modern" (within the past 5060 years) and represent mechanical fill
from one source area, followed by a hiatus
of several years or more, during which
crushed gravels and fine silt accumulated
locally (Stratum 2 in Trench 1), and a
construction or fill activity in the northwest
of the Lot introduced an intervening fill
level (Stratum B in TT 18). Then a second
mechanical fill episode occurred over most
of the Lot using a distinct source of fill
material.

Post-1960 Fill (AU I Upper)
The upper strata at Block 37 (AU I) are
characterized by massive, unsorted
materials containing mixed cultural debris
and irregularly scattered large cobbles and

Table 3

Listing of stratigraphic subunits and features by analytical unit (AU).

AU

Subunit

I

Upper fill
Upper/Lower contact

Feature

F-12
Stratum 2

Lower fill
Lower contact

Feature
Type

Comments

fill

unsorted mechanical fill with cobble and
boulders
cross through "Stratum 2"

caterpillar
tracks
puddle deposits
fill

F-l
F-3

pit
pit

F-10
F-ll
F-17

boulder in hole

F-21
F-26
F-27

parallel boards
disturbance
linear
depression
firepit
firepit
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Thin silt and gravel lenses suggest melting
of piled snow
unsorted sand and gravels with artifacts,
cobbles and boulders
intrusive into AU II - ca. 1940s
intrusive into AU II; refuse disposal - ca.
1940s
under F-ll
boardwalk remnant
mixed/disturbed area at surface of AU II
overlies F-22, may be associated with
Upper AU II
intrusive into AU II
intrusive into AU II
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AU Subunit

II

Feature

Feature
Type

Comments

F-28
F-29
F-30

firepit
parallel boards

intrusive into AU II
boardwalk remnant

sand lens
cultural
deposits

F-2

post

F-4A
F-5

drainage
post

F-6

post

F-8

stake

F-18

path/ruts

F-19

path/ruts

F-4
F-7
F-9
F-14
F-20

cultural
deposits
drainage
drainage
drainage
organic lens
drainage

tidal sediment on top of F-29
complex to mixed organic deposits with
undulating upper surface and some local
tidal lenses
intrusive from upper contact of Lower AU
II
plank-lined pit - reuse of F-4
intrusive from upper contact of Lower AU
II
intrusive from upper contact of Lower AU
II
intrusive from upper contact of Lower AU
II
linear depression at upper contact of
Lower AU II
linear depression at upper contact of
Lower AU II
mixed to locally stratified organic sands

Upper component

UpperLlower contact

Lower component

Lower contact

III

transition layer

occupation
surface
F-13
F-15
F-16
F-22

disturbance
pit
post
post

F-23
F-24

post hole
post

F-25
F-31

post
small post
transition
surface
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plank-lined rectangular feature
linear depression associated with F-4
trough/channel associated with F-4
localized compact organic lens
compact bedded sandy loam with wood
fragments
initial contact surface on non-cultural fill
and tidal sands
possibly bioturbation
related to placement or removal of F-16
capped with sterile sands (tidal?)
contains post remains - organically
darkened sands and decayed wood
post sized hole one foot west of F-22
contains post remains - organically
darkened sands and decayed wood
organic sands and decomposed wood
organic post traces ca. 0.3 feet in diameter
largely sterile tidal and local fill deposits
with wood chips and introduced gravel
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AU

Subunit
sterile base deposits

Feature

Feature
Type

Comments

natural deposits

pre-settlement tide line and alluvial sands
and "ravels

Union Hall and Military
Presence (AU I Lower)

There was no systematic recovery or
recording of artifacts from these upper
strata, because they were recognized as
modern fill. Materials noted included
plastic, foil, paper, and non-returnable beer
bottles. The combined depth of these strata
ranges from about an inch (a few
centimeters) in the south end of the lot to
about 18 inches (46cm) at the north end of
Test Trench 18. There is little doubt that
these upper strata are modern, post-1950s
fill, and that initial traces of 1940s military
activity on the Lot should be found on the
underlying level (AU I Lower).

A June 1941 photograph looking west over
Skagway (KLGO SO-118/3992, USGS
Mertie 2990) shows Block 37 vacant except
for a building on the south half of Lot 6
along State Street. The north end of Lot 1
is behind the Depot, and it is not possible
to distinguish for certain if the union hall is
there. In the foreground there is a short
wharf east of the Depot and the end of
Moore's Wharf can be seen at Spring Street
(barely a trail) and Second Avenue. The
Lot appears to be overgrown with salt grass
and the tidal flats clearly still reach near
the Depot. The spur line of the railroad is
still visible curving around the southwest
corner of the Depot from Broadway, but
the freight depot buildings are gone. This
view falls between the destruction of the
Dewey Hotel in 1940 and the arrival of the
US Army in 1942. The Army transformed
many of the empty lots in Skagway in the
1940s.

A single cultural feature was recorded
within AU I. This was Feature 12, a set of
caterpillar tractor tracks crossing through
Stratum 2 and partially across the contact
between the upper and lower strata of AU
I. Stratum 2 is a localized "lens" of banded
silts separated by a thin layer of crushed
gravel. These sediments were deposited in
standing water, such as a large puddle, and
the tractor tracks were left in a thin layer of
soft mud. The crushed gravel and fine
grey silt suggest a large puddle left by the
melting of piled snow, rather than a puddle
produced by rain or sheetwash onto an
empty lot.

A 1943 photograph (Figure 10) looking
roughly east over Skagway shows
numerous Quonset huts and barracks
scattered individually and in clusters
throughout Skagway.
Among these
military buildings are two Quonset huts on
the south part of Lot 1, and a cold storage
building the length of Lot 3. In 1941 the
ILA Local 1787 obtained Lot 1 from the
owner of the Dewey Hotel and a union hall
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was built on the north part of Lot 1. That
building is still there and now houses a
curio shop. When the military withdrew,
the Quonset huts were removed and the
south part of Lot 1 was abandoned and
used for parking.
The 1986 and 1987 excavations identified
several features at the lower contact of AU
I and intrusive into the upper component of
AU II that contained 1940s and later
features (Figure 18). These included two
refuse pits (F-l and F-3), three firepits (F26, F-27, and F-28), remnants of board
walkways (F-10, F-l 1, and F-29), a linear,
trough like depression filled with dark,
loamy sand overlying a loose sand mixed
with decaying wood fragments (F-21), and
irregular area of mixed sediments and
debris (F-l7), and a thin sand layer,
possibly tidal deposits over F-29 (F-30).
The board walkways suggest paths over
uneven or periodically wet ground within
the tidal range. The firepits, refuse pits
and disturbed area reflect informal
activities on a vacant lot. F-21, found in
Trench 1, is on the east side of Lot 1 near
the north-south mid-point. The scattering
of decayed wood fragments in the feature
does not suggest in situ decay of a
structural feature. This may have been a
footpath associated with the union hall, or
more likely the earlier Dewey Hotel, that
was prone to getting muddy and was filled
with sand and wood chips.

identified in the field notes as associated
with this substratum, generally designated
4A in the 1986 and 1987 excavations,
range from possible turn of the century
materials to 1930s items. No discrete
features were identified in the excavations
as clearly associated with this substratum.
The upper surface of this stratum is
undulating with some local pockets of
bedded sand. The latter characteristics
could reflect parking of wagons and motor
vehicles on soft sediments, either
seasonally wet or within the upper tidal
range.
The lower contact of this
substratum is associated with several
features including a plank-lined reuse of F4, three posts (F-2, F-5, and F-6), a stake
mold (F-8), and some linear rut or path
features (F-l8 and F-l9) that would have
been at the back of the Dewey Hotel
(Figure 19). A 1920s photograph of the
Dewey Hotel (Figure 8) shows several
upright posts on the south part of the lot
that may correspond to these posthole
features. The irregular surface and apparent
mixing of artifacts indicate an open,
trampled, and, perhaps, alternately wet and
dry surface. This interpretation would be
strengthened if the artifacts from this
substratum exhibit high incidence of
fragmentation, surface striation, and
vertical and horizontal dispersal.
The upper-lower distinction, labeled Strata
4A and 4B in the 1986 excavations, was
not traceable consistently across the site.
In the east wall profiles of Trench 3, AU II
was described as grading from an organic
coarse sandy deposit in the upper portions
to siltier, more compact material with
increasing quantities of decaying wood
fiber toward the bottom of the stratum with

Dewey Hotel Period (AU II
Upper)
The upper component of AU II in the south
of Lot I is an organically enriched, mixed
to locally bedded deposit.
Artifacts
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no distinguishable "split" or break. The
same levels in the west wall of Trench 3
were described as a nightmare mixture of
sand, silt, organics, and reddish brown
wood, all mottled. In the west of the lot,
the subdivision of cultural strata is even
less distinct. The AU II level in the
Trench 4 profiles is generally described as
a dark organic silty sand with little
decaying wood and no internal subdivision.
The distinction of upper and lower deposits
within AU II is most consistently observed
in the northeast excavations, around the
features identified as possibly associated
with the shed roof building.
In general the lower substratum (AUII
Lower) is described as finer textured
(siltier) and containing more decomposing
wood. The decrease in wood fragments in
AUII Upper may reflect a more exposed
surface (no building) or the absence of
horses that had been kept nearby in earlier
years. Adams and Brauner (1991:12) cite
several lines of evidence indicating that the
location of Skagway is a recently emerged
landform that continues to emerge at a rate
of about two centimeters a year. Some
combination of glacial rebound, tectonic
factors, alluvial aggradation, and cultural
fill and surface modification has removed
this lot from the regular tidal range, but it
is difficult to interpret the relative
contributions of natural and cultural
factors. Many of the early photographs of
this part of Skagway show logs, poles,
lumber, and hay piled on and around Lot
1, and this could have been a source or
contributing factor in the strong presence
of decaying wood fragments and hay or
straw in the Stratum 4 deposits. It has
been presumed that the upper substratum of

AU II includes the time period when the
Dewey Hotel was present on the north part
of the lot. However, nothing in the
physical stratigraphy has been correlated
with the presence, burning, or removal of
that the hotel.

Shed-Roof Building
(AU II Lower)
Portions of this substratum around the
projected location of the shed-roof building
in early photographs exhibit less
disturbance and mixing than the upper
substratum. Field observations hint that
this substratum yields a noticeable
proportion of turn of the century materials,
dating perhaps as late as 1915. However,
the complex stratigraphy make the
confirmation of that observation through
detailed artifact analysis difficult. The
contiguous excavation units S53.5-63.5
W15-20 yielded a plank-lined "drainage
feature" and a few post holes and post
molds.
The
location
corresponds
reasonably well with the shed roof building
in early photographs. If this is the case, F4 was located under the lean-to addition on
the back of that building. The shed roof
building faced Broadway, and later the
railroad tracks, and was present on this lot
from 1897 to 1908. Another building on
Lot 12 to the south was conspicuously
raised on pilings and was within the regular
tidal range. The physical setting of the
shed roof building indicates that it was
probably a waterfront office or storage
shed.
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The Beginnings (AU II Contact)
AU III is the culturally sterile base deposits
consisting of alluvial and tidal sands and
gravels. The lower contact of AU II
consists of the base of those deposits where
there is a clear break, and features intrusive
from AU II that cannot be traced to within
that substratum, i.e., that appear to
originate at the base of the substratum.
Features identified at the AU II lower
contact included one irregular area of
disturbance (F-13), three post molds (F-16,
F-22, and F-24), a small post or stake (F31), and two post holes or pits (F-15 and
F-23) that were spatially associated with
post molds (Figure 20). A discontinuous
layer or substratum identified as the upper
part of AU III consisted of largely tidal and
alluvial sediments mixed with angular
gravels and wood chips. The angular
gravels and wood chips may reflect cultural
disturbance elsewhere, probably upstream
on Mill Creek.

In Trench 3 and the 1987 excavation units
near the north end of the half lot, identified
as the probable location of the shed roof
building, the lower contact of AU II was
distinct. There were a few locations in
other excavations where pockets of
decaying wood were noted at the base of
this stratum, but in the northeast part of the
lot the base of the stratum was marked by
a distinct, spongy layer of decaying wood
fragments. In portions of the Trench 3
profile this lower layer of decayed wood
also included thin layers of wood, burned
wood, charcoal, black organic sand, and
rust colored sands. These materials in the
sediments indicate a fire, or a number of
fires, and the discolored sands imply that
the fire was at or near this location. There
are no descriptions of burning associated
with the posts in this feature cluster, and no
mention of large structural elements that
are burned. These traces may reflect early
bonfires, or perhaps the burning of an early
tent and platform on or near this lot.

Some of the features at the AU II contact
may have been associated with AU II,
but were stratigraphically separated by
unconformities produced by tidal action.
Others may have been early mooring or
drying posts placed by the Moores or the
early wave of stampeders prior to the
buildings on Lots 1 and 2. Very few
artifacts are associated with these features,
and correlation with other site elements is
based on horizontal position in relation to
AU II. The position of almost all of these
post molds and post holes (F-15, F-16, F22, F-23, and F-24) corresponds to rows of
posts at the edges of the tidal flats evident
in early photographs.

SUMMARY
In a setting preoccupied with the Klondike
Gold Rush, it is very tempting to interpret
a dark cultural level atop tidal deposits as a
Gold Rush level. However, prior to
military grading and filling in 1943, this lot
was just outside the tidal flats. Buildings in
the vicinity were built on pilings, and the
depositional setting was alternately wet and
dry and regularly inundated. Vertical
movement or mixing of materials would be
commonplace, and extraneous flotsam and
debris could be introduced by high tides
and flooding.
Vertical movement of
materials can result from cyclical wetting
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and drying of the sediments, from activities
at the ground surface, especially when the
ground is wet, and from intentional digging
or moving of the sediments. The vertical
mixing of artifacts in the Block 37
excavation area is confirmed by refits of
artifact fragments between vertically
discrete excavation levels. Even in the
more ideal setting of the Hoff Store
excavations in San Francisco, where the
primary deposit represented a single
catastrophic event (the Great Fire of May
1851), abundant indications of vertical
mixing and incorporation of extraneous
materials were noted (Walsh 1990). In the
absence of a sealed pit deposit or an
occupation/activity level covered by a large
building that remained in place for several
decades, the best that could be hoped for in
an open waterfront lot is a mixed cultural
level representing three to five decades of
use. The burning of a three floor hotel like
the Dewey Hotel, if it had been razed in
place and built on top of, might have
provided a marker stratum sealing the pre1940 levels. But there are no indications
that this was the case for the south part of
Lot 1. There are no recorded traces such
as ash lenses, burned wood fragments, or
scorched earth within the Block 37, Lot 1
excavations that could be attributed to a
building fire. The few fragmented
structural materials, such as brick
fragments and window glass, recovered
from these excavations could be products
of dispersed dumping on an empty lot.

II Upper with the presence of the Dewey
Hotel on the north end of Lot 1 from 1908
to 1940. In the draft preliminary reports of
excavations (Suazo 1983; Stilson 1986;
DePuydt and Hurst 1987) there was no
opportunity to consider how complete those
correlations were, or what they could tell
us. Compilation and detailed review of the
excavation data give a more complex
picture which helps to clarify the scanty
documentary and photographic information
that is available for the early history of this
part of Skagway. The basic periods of
formation of AU II Lower and AU II
Upper were, respectively, from 1897 to the
early 1920s and from about 1920 to the
early 1940s. But these are not pure
aggraded deposits, and there is not a
distinct transition from one to the other.
Sediments and artifacts accumulated more
or less continuously on the Lot from the
onset of the Gold Rush in 1897 up to the
fill episode evident in the 1943 photograph
(Figure 10).
The 1943 fill episode
produced a clear stratigraphic break, but
prior to that various activities and processes
combined to produce patchy and irregular
accumulation of materials, and varying
degrees of vertical mixing of those
materials.
Essentially AU II is an accumulation of
sediments, features and artifacts from the
mid to late 1890s (transient pre Gold Rush
activity has not been ruled out) to 1943.
Because of the contrasting color and texture
of the mechanical fill, disturbances and
vertical movement of materials after 1943
are comparatively easily recognized. In
contrast within AU II, some areas have
local sequences of distinguishable surfaces
or features, while others are complexly

Preliminary, superficial analysis of
excavation results suggested simple
correlations of AU II Lower with the shed
roof building present on the Lot from
October 1897 to the May 1908, and of AU
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churned and mixed, or simply a palimpsest
of intertwined activities. In areas where
vertical disturbance by features, such as
pits and postholes, is minimal, time
diagnostic artifacts from lower in the AU
are predominantly 1890s to early 1900s.
Higher in the AU 1920s to 1940s materials
become more common. But no lens,
stratum, or surface was identified within
AU II during excavation that represents a
discrete event, activity, or brief episode.
In the absence of a discrete foundation, or
a stratified privy or dump, a pattern of
activities and absence of activities is faintly
discernable in these levels. Postholes
representing rows of posts were identified.
Several of these (Features 16, 22, 23, 24,
and 25) are stratigraphically initial gold
rush features that predate the early cultural
deposits.
These features probably
represent non-structural posts such as those
that are evident on the tidal flats and in
some of the empty lots in early
photographs. Another pair of post features
(Features 5 and 6) are intrusive from the
upper part of AU II, and probably date to
roughly the 1920s. These may be two of
the posts that are visible behind the Dewey
Hotel in Figure 8, an early 1920s
photograph. Feature 4 was found where
the shed roof building was located in the
historic photographs, but no stratigraphic
evidence was recorded that tied this feature
to a building at this location. Feature 4
and associated features 7 and 9 were
interpreted as a drainage feature on the
basis of horizontal sorting of sands and
gravels within the feature fill. The lowest
level of the feature fill is culturally sterile,
and the higher levels contain hay or straw,
wood chips, and small scattered artifact

fragments among light and dark sands
lenses. The upper levels of the fill are
most likely washed and blown into an
exposed open pit.The pollen sample from
Feature 4B (see Appendix B) contained
local tree pollen, grasses and forbs,
pondweed, and "a single potato-type starch
granule" (Cummings and Moutoux,
Appendix B, B-5). The pondweed reflects
a regularly inundated area within or near
the feature, and the potato starch suggests
the discarded remains of potatoes. The
phytolith record from this sample was
dominated by festucoid grass types, and
also contained some cereal grain phytoliths
and round diatoms. Like the pollen and
starch grain evidence, this indicates a wet
area with a nearby source of cereal grains
(discarded baked goods, floor sweepings,
animal feed, etc.). There is no indication
that the plank lined feature (Feature 4) is a
privy or a refuse pit, and no evidence what
may have drained into the feature to foster
the growth of diatoms and pondweed. If
this feature was directly associated with the
shed roof building, we can only speculate
that it served as a drain for a wash basin or
cubicle.
In the materials from the Block 37
excavations, there is not a preponderance
of function specific artifacts, or a clustering
of complete or conjoinable artifacts that
would reflect a protected sub-floor
depositional setting, or that provide clues
to the function of the shed roof building.
The nature, condition, and distribution of
artifacts indicate an area of transient
activity. This would be consistent with
a transfer yard where crates and bales
of goods were stacked temporarily, and
then moved to other locations, and later
an empty lot.
Perhaps a detailed
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examination of a more complete
set of photographs covering the
period from October 1897 to May
1908 would reveal that there was not

a single shed roof building in that location
for that period, but an intermittent series of
similar buildings.

Figure 12 Block 37, Lot 1, Test Trench 18 (TT 18) stratigraphic profile compilations.
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Figure 13 Block 37, Lot 1, Trench 1 stratigraphic profile compilations.
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Figure 14 Block 37, Lot 1, Trench 2 stratigraphic profile compilations.
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Figure 15 Block 37, Lot 1, Composite profiles of excavation units S63.5/W 10-30.
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Figure 16 Block 37, Lot 1, Trench 3 stratigraphic profile compilations.
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Figure 17 Block 37, Lot 1, Trench 4 stratigraphic profile compilations.
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Figure 18 Cultural features stratigraphically associated with the contact surface of AU I
to AU II.
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Figure 19 Cultural features stratigraphically associated with the contact surface of AU II,
Upper to Lower.
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Figure 20 Cultural features stratigraphically associated with the contact surface of AUII
to AU III.
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Figure 21 Photograph of south wall of Unit S63.5/W25.
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Figure 22 Photograph of west wall profile units S53.5-S58.5/W15 showing Features 21
and 23.
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Figure 23 Photograph of east wall profile units S53.5-S58.5 showing Feature 22.
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Figure 24 Photograph of south wall profile of S207W20 (changed to S58.5/W20) showing
plank-lining of Features 4A and 4B.
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Figure 25 Photograph looking south over excavations showing Trench 3 and Trench 4,
and Martin Itjen House in background on skids.
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Robin O. Mills, Northern Land Use
Research, Inc.

INTRODUCTION
Several points need to be addressed relative
to the artifact descriptions. Foremost
among these is discussion of the choice of
the classification system used in presenting
the artifacts. The goal of this report is to
be as consistent as possible with other
published reports in the Klondike Gold
Rush National Historical Park Archeological Investigations series (e.g., Blee
1983, 1988; DePuydt et al. 1997; Rhodes
1988; Spude et al. 1993). These reports all
use a variation of Sprague's (1981)
functional classification system, although
there are minor differences between them
in the placement of some classes or types
of artifacts. When differences in artifact
type placement did arise in these reports,
the choice on where to place the artifact in
this report was based on the judgement of
the author, and his experience working
with early 20th century Alaskan material
culture (Mills 1998). Otherwise, the other
published reports in this series were
followed as closely as possible.

stratigraphic levels, along with artifacts
from 1986/87 features 2, 5, 6, 8, 18, and
19, and AU II lower component (AU II
Lower) includes 1986/87 features 4, 7, 9,
13, 14, 15, 16, 20, 22, 23, 24, 25, and 31.
The 1986 and 1987 excavations, which
provided the bulk of the artifacts described
below, did not systematically collect
artifacts from AU I, owing in part to the
lateness in age of the deposits. However,
diagnostic or whole or near-complete
artifacts were kept when opportunity arose,
and are presented below. Owing to the
non-systematic recovery from these AU I
fill levels, any numbers or percentages of
artifact groups, classes, or types generated
in tables below for this provenience unit
should noj be directly compared to those
layers where 100% retrieval was the
practice (i.e., AU II levels and features).
Also, artifacts from features dug into AU
II from the overlying lower levels of AU I
(Features 1, 3, 10, 11, 17, 21, 26, 27, 28,
29, 30; mostly intrusive pits) are lumped
here with the artifacts collected from the
AU I lower fill deposits (AU I lower).
Artifacts were not systematically collected
from the backhoe excavation Trenches 1,
2, and 4 (Tl, T2, and T4), nor were much
stratigraphic provenience data kept for
these artifacts. Items collected from these
proveniences are simply listed below
according to which trench they derived
from.

Table column headings presented below
conform in most part to the analytical units
(hereafter AU) defined in the Excavations
and Stratigraphy chapter above. Artifacts
found associated with specific features are
grouped together with the larger AU with
which they were associated (Table 3).
Thus, AU II upper component (AU II
Upper) is comprised of artifacts from these

Although AU II was clearly present in all
three major excavations conducted on this
lot (1980, 1986, 1987), no distinction was
made during the 1980 excavation of Test
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Trench 18 between upper and lower
portions of this provenience, a distinction
that was made during the larger 1986 and
1987 excavations. Some of the tables
below thus contain a separate column for
those artifacts collected from the Trench 18
AU II levels (AU II/T18), which does not
distinguish between the upper and lower
portions of AU II (AU II Upper and AU II
Lower).
Other provenience data for which separate
column headings were maintained in the
tables below include: (1) several artifacts
which were collected from the ground
surface; (2) the exact provenience of
Feature 21 (page 44 above) was somewhat
ambiguous in the field notes, such that it
could not be determined whether this
feature related to either AU I or AU II.
For this reason, artifacts deriving from this
feature are presented separately; (3) a few
artifacts were collected from a localized
lower-most portion of AU II, distinct from
and stratigraphically below the rest of the
AU II Lower component deposits (AU II
C); and (4) artifacts were consistently
collected during the 1986 and 1987 seasons
from the distinctive boundary located
between AU I and AU II, and are
presented separately below (AU I/II
surface).
Each excavation year's assemblage was
originally
catalogued
by
different
individuals. All effort was made during
the preparation of this report to standardize
the terminology and recording of artifacts
between all of the assemblages, regardless
of excavation year. An example of these
efforts was the standardization of attributes
of the glass artifacts, particularly the bottle

glass. Aside from providing functional
interpretations to particular bottle glass
fragments owing to specific bottle attributes
(e.g., prescription and patent medicine
bottles; condiment and other food bottles;
soda/mineral water bottles; ink/mucilage
bottles; perfume/toilet water bottles),
previous reports in the Skagway historical
archeology series provide varying amounts
of interpretation, assumptions, and data for
non-diagnostic bottle glass. Glass color is
one example. The previous Skagway
reports are, on the whole, inconsistent as to
functional assumptions surrounding bottle
glass color, and also with the degree of
breakdown of bottle glass into separate
colors. Some reports provide explicit
correlations between color and function
(e.g., Blee 1983:56, un-numbered table;
DePuydt et al. 1997:89, Table 23), while
all of reports provide varying amounts of
color-function data throughout their reports
(e.g., Blee 1988:33, 44, 58; 89, 105, 108,
183, Table 2, Table 4, Table 6, Table 9;
Rhodes 1988:205, 206-207, 220, 240, 245,
540-542; Spude et al. 1993:56-57, 67,
69-70; DePuydt etal. 1997: 57, 87). After
reviewing both the breakdown of bottle
colors in these reports and the bottle glass
artifact assemblage from the Block 37, Lot
1 excavations, the following bottle glass
color scheme was decided upon: light
greens, medium greens, dark greens, bright
green (apple, emerald), olive greens,
ambers/browns, light-to-medium blues
including
aquamarine,
and
clear
(distinguished into one of four decolorizing
elements, by means of a fluorescent meter:
manganese,
selenium,
lead,
and
other/unidentified). A few specific bottle
glass sherds with unique colors beyond this
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basic schematic breakdown are presented
separately.
In addition, the other Skagway historical
archeology reports indicated varying
degrees of confidence in their allocation of
functional interpretations to otherwise
undiagnostic bottle glass colors.
For
example, although the majority of
amber/brown was found to be associated
with alcoholic beverages (along with
smaller percentages of other functional
categories, such as medicines, and other
beverages), clear glass was more evenly
distributed to a function in terms of
percentages of an assemblage (beverages,
foods, liquors, medicines).
After
reviewing the assumptions of how specific
bottle glass colors are functionallydesignated in the other Skagway historical
archeology
reports,
the
following
color-oriented functional breakdown for
undiagnostic bottle glass fragments was
decided upon, presented here from
more-specific to less-specific Domestic
artifact groupings: {medium and dark
greens; olive greens; amber/browns} =
liquor; {bright greens} = other beverage;
and {clear; light green; light-medium
blues} = miscellaneous domestic bottles.
Embossing and lithography found on any
artifact is presented below according to the
following scheme: (1) capital and small
letters are maintained and presented exactly
as found on the artifact; (2) information not
in the original embossing but inserted for
clarification of data, or the addition of data
known from other artifacts, are presented
within hard brackets (i.e., [ ] ); (3) [...]
indicates
previous
and
following
letters/words are no longer present and are

unknown to the author; (4) a backslash \
indicates the end of one line of
embossing/lithography and the beginning
of another line; and (5) a double backslash
\\ indicates the end of one panel or area of
embossing/lithography on an artifact and
the beginning of another. For example,
Hills Bros. \ Red Can B[rand] \ [The]
Original Vacuum Pack \ COFFEE V The
Finest Coffees are [...] \.
Finally, ferrous in the descriptions below
refers to any iron or iron alloy, and
cuprous refers to any copper or copper
alloy (e.g., brass).

ARTIFACT DESCRIPTIONS
Structural Group
Hardware Class
fasteners
nails
A total of 245 complete nails and 887
fragments of nails were collected during the
excavations. The vast majority of nails and
fragments were extremely corroded at the
time of excavation and initial cataloguing
11-17 years ago, and they are worse now
as they have continued to corrode in their
plastic storage bags. Most nails smaller
than the 8d (pennyweight; 2.5 in.) and 9d
sizes (2.75 in.), which represent the
majority of the nails in the collection, are
now so corroded that it is hard to assess
whether they are actually complete, or are
merely head and shaft fragments of larger
nails.
Likewise, their functional
classification as to type of nail (e.g., brad,
roofing, finishing, common) is now
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impossible to determine for most of these
artifacts. For this artifact type, then, we
have had to rely on and trust the initial
judgments and measurements of the
original cataloguers for size of nail, type of
nail, and completeness versus fragmentary
condition of nail. Following the size
ranges presented in Table 4, the lengths of
complete nails in the original catalogue
were converted into penny-weights, and are
presented in Table 5 per provenience unit.
Distinctions between wire nails and
fragments and cut nails and fragments were
made for 25% of the assemblage. These
data are presented in Table 6 by
provenience unit. In order to test and see
if wire nail use increased through time,
from older/deeper to younger/shallower
analytical units, the numbers in this latter
Table 6 were converted to percentages, and
are presented in Table 7. We are
assuming, of course, that the 25% sample
is representative of the whole assemblage,
and that the original cataloguers were
correct in their designations. The data do
not indicate any pervasive shift from cut to
wire nail use through these deposits. Table

7A indicates that the lowermost AU II
Lower had 71% wire nails, which
decreased to 56% in AU II Upper above it,
and then increased to 74% in AU I, the
uppermost analytical unit. Converting the
data simply to AU I or AU II (Table 7B),
we
do
see
that
wire
nail
percentageincreases from bottom (AU II) to
top (AU I), 69% to 74%, but these
percentages are likely too close to indicate
actual change through time.
In addition, there were small numbers of
non-common nail types determined by the
cataloguers, including seven roofing nails
(AU I, n=4; one each from AU II/T18,
AU II Upper, AU II Lower), five
double-headed nails (AU I, n=4; AU I/II
surface, n= 1), four box nails (AU I lower,
n=2; AU II Upper, n—2), and one brad
nail (AU I). Lastly, there were three nails
noted as made from galvanized metal, one
each from AU I, AU II/T18, and AU II
Upper.

Table 4 Nail pennyweight and size ranges usee
2d
0.75-1.24 in 1.905-3.174 cm
lOd
3d
1.25-1.49 in 3.175-3.809 cm
12d
4d
16d
1.50-1.74 in 3.810-4.444 cm
5d
20d
1.75-1.99 in 4.445-5.079 cm
6d
2.00-2.24 in 5.080-5.715 cm
30d
7d
40d
2.35-2.49 in 5.716-6.349 cm
8d
2.50-2.74 in 6.350-6.987 cm
50d
9d
60d
2.75-2.99 in 6.988-7.619 cm
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in this study.
3.00-3.24 in
3.25-3.49 in
3.50-3.99 in
4.00-4.49 in
4.50-4.99 in
5.00-5.49 in
5.50-5.99 in
>6.00 in

7.620-8.254 cm
8.255-8.890 cm
8.891-10.159 cm
10.160-11.429 cm
11.430-12.699 cm
12.700-13.971 cm
13.972-15.240 cm
> 15.241 cm
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Table 5

2d
3d
4d
5d
6d
7d
8d
9d
lOd
12d
16d
20d
30d
40d
50d
>60d
sub tot
al
frags
Total

Table 6

All nails by pennyweight, by provenience units.
AU I

AUI
lower

11
3
5
2
4
10
8
7

1

AU II
Upper

AUII
Lower

AUII
C

AU II/T18

1

1
1
1

2

4

2
2
1
1

I/II
surface

2

3

2

9
1
3
1

9

4

2
2
5
8
5

56

13

10
66

234
267

2
15

351
404

Total

1

3

2
1

7
45

12

2
21

1
4

7
8

253
298

20
32

8
29

0
4

9
17

887
1132

1

2
2
4
3
4
14
53

T2

15
5
15
3
18
28
52
21
7
4
5
20
7
8
2
35
245

2
6
9
6
3
1
1
4
2
3

2
4
33

Tl

1
2
5
1
1

3
7
2
1

1

Iden tified wire «and cut nails arid fragments pe r provenience unit.

AUI
AU I lower
AU II/T18
AU II Upper
AU II Lower
AUIIC
Trenches 1 & 2

Wire nails

Wire nail frags

Cut nails

Cut nail frags

47
8
18
6
13
0
1

0
18
3
29
64
0
0

3
4
0
4
8
1
0

1
17
1
23
13
0
1
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Table 7
units.

Percent of wire and cut nails and fragments per major analytical

A

Percent wire nails & frags

Percent cut nails & frags

AU I (I + I lower)
AU II Upper
AU II Lower
B

74% (73/98)
56% (35/62)
71% (77/109)

25% (25/98)
44% (27/62)
29% (32/109)

AU I combined
AU II combined

74% (73/98)
69% (133/194)

26% (25/98)
31% (61/194)

other fasteners
A total of 35 complete or fragmentary
non-nail fasteners were recovered (Table
8). Two bolts were found, including one
ferrous carriage bolt (round head, coarse
threads, threads on lower shank only,
enlarged square neck below head) from AU
II Lower (Figure 26a), and one ferrous
machine bolt (flat square head, coarse or
fine threads, threads on lower shank only)
from Trench 2 (2.44 inch [6.2 cm] length;
not illustrated).
Two large ferrous
six-sided nuts were found (Figure 26b).
The smaller one (Figure 26c) from the
lower levels of AU I is slightly contorted
asymmetrically, and contains an in situ
remnant of a bolt through its central hole.
A large complete lock washer came from
AU I (Figure 26d). Six complete and four
fragments of screws were recovered, all of
them ferrous metal.
Three of the
fragments are pieces of wood screws with
unidentifiable heads from AU II Lower.
Other wood screws found include a slotted,
circular flat headed type from AU II Upper
(Figure 26e), and an extremely corroded
further unidentified specimen from the
lower levels of AU I. The remaining
fragmentary screw is a head and partial

shank of a machine screw, with a rounded
Phillips head from the lower levels of AU I
(Figure 26f). An identical though complete
example of this latter specimen was also
found in the lower levels of AU I (Figure
26g). Other machine screws include a
slotted rounded head specimen from AU I
(not illustrated), and two extremely
corroded further unidentifiable specimens
from AU II Lower.
Two cuprous rivets of the same size (1.33
cm) were found, one each in AU II Upper
and Lower (Figures 26h-i). Both rivets still
bind two flat fragments of leather stacked
upon one another, and have been
intentionally cut/sliced out of a larger
section of leather. Two other cuprous rivets
together bind a single rectangular section of
leather, also intentionally cut from a larger
piece (Figure 26j). This rectangular leather
piece, like those associated with the single
rivets, is comprised of two separate flat
pieces stacked upon each other. Likewise,
a pair of cuprous rivets (one now missing,
indicated by its impression) bind together a
polygonal section of leather comprised of
four flat, stacked pieces (Figure 26k). This
leather too was cut/sliced from a larger
section, like those above.
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A single machine cut tack was recovered
from AU II Upper. Fifteen nail head caps,
were found, also known as nail washers or
collars. Nail caps are used to provide a
larger holding surface when securing sheets
of some material to a flat surface. Eleven
of these are hand cut from lead sheets,
square or almost-square, have nail holes
punched through their centers, and measure
variously between 0.67 inches by 0.75
inches (1.7 x 1.9cm) to 1 inch by 1 inch
(2.5 x 2.5cm) (Figures 27a-c). Although
now contorted to various degrees, all of
these were originally flat in cross section.
The nail holes through their centers are all
ca. 0.12-0.16 inches (3-4mm) diameter, or
compatible with nails in the ca. 8d-16d (2
Vz to 3 V2 inch) length ranges. In addition,
all 11 have traces of red paint on their
upper/outer surfaces. The other four nail
caps are circular, ferrous, machine-made,

Table 8

and (when determinable) partially rounded
or convex in profile (Figures 27d-f). Small
thin nail holes or even wire nails and nail
fragments in the <L 2d (1 inch) range are
found through their centers. These latter
four artifacts were likely used in securing
building or tar paper to walls, while the
former 11 hand made specimens were likely
used in heavier construction, such as
securing roof shingles.
Also, an unidentified ferrous fastener was
recovered from AU II Lower. This fastener
comprises a metal strap or band 0.7 inch
(1.8cm) wide bent or doubled over itself,
such that the ends of the band are now
parallel and almost touching, with both ends
roughly 0.8 inch (2cm) from the bend in the
metal. Through this doubled-over band a
small nail or other pin has been driven
through.

Non-nail fasteners.
AUI

AUI
lower

AU I/II
surface

AUII
Upper

bolts

1

nuts
lock washers

1

1

1

screw, wood, rounded head, slotted

1

screw, wood, fragments

3

screw, wood, unidentified
screw, machine, rounded head, Phillips driven
screw, machine, rounded head, slotted

1
2
1

screw, unidentified
rivets
tacks
nail cap, handmade, square

AUII Trench 2
Lower

4

2

nail cap, machine made, round
unidentified fastener

1
1
2
2

2
3
3
2
1
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builders hardware
Three ferrous hinges were recovered, all
heavily corroded (Table 9). The largest
one, from AU II Lower, is complete (now
fragmented via corrosion), has rectangular
plates, and a large pin assembly about 1
inch (2.8cm) in diameter (Figure 27g).
Three screw holes 0.33 inch (8.5mm) are
arranged in a triangular pattern on the
plates.
Another hinge from this
provenience is fragmentary, consisting of
the hinge pin, one complete rectangular
plate, and a fragment of the opposing plate
(Figure 27h). Owing to heavy corrosion,
no screw holes are evident on this object.
The third hinge consists of one complete
Table 9
hinges
latch
strike plate

Builders hardware.
AU I lower

plate and attached pin assembly (Figure
27i). This hinge plate tapers/constricts in
shape away from the pin, narrows quickly,
and then widens again forming a circle at
its distal end. Three screw holes are
present, one in the center of the distal
circle, and two near the pin assembly.
This hinge is more refined than the
previous two door hinges, possibly
representing a cabinet hinge. A complete
ferrous object is being interpreted as a gate
latch or spring, used for securing a
swinging gate or fence to an upright post
(Figure 27j). Also, a single complete
ferrous strike plate
for a door was
recovered (Figure 27k).

AU II Upper

AU II Lower

1

2
1

1
boxes and crates to provide additional
support. Two of the artifacts in the
straps-and-nailers category are definite
ferrous nailers. One fragment from AU II
Upper is 0.65 inch (1.65cm) wide, and one
from AU I is 1.8 cm wide. The nail holes
in these specimens are small, 1/16 inch to
2/16 inch (1.6-32mm) in diameter. A 0.4
inch (1.0cm) wide metal strap without nail
holes was found in AU I lower levels
(since corroded into four pieces), and the
last artifact is a cuprous strap 0.3 inch
(8mm) wide with a 0.12 inch (3mm)
diameter nail hole in it. This latter artifact,
broken at both ends, has been bent into a
clasp-like shape (Figure 28a).
Two

miscellaneous hardware
Forty-two other hardware artifacts were
uncovered (Table 10). Two complete
ferrous metal rings (Figures 28e-f), and
two ring fragments (each about half a ring,
and heavily corroded) were all recovered
from AU II Lower component. The larger
complete ring (Figure 28f) is similar in size
to known horse harness keep rings.
However, without further contextual
evidence, assigning this function to the
present specimen would be purely
speculative. Four metal straps and nailers
were uncovered. Nailers are metal bands
wrapped around and nailed into wooden
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cuprous grommets, both with in situ white
canvas fragments are likely from either
tarps or wall tents based on their size
(Figures 28b-c).

distinctive from the rest. Two of these
fragments are ferrous, and are actually two
wires each, machine-twisted together. Both
of these are of 0.08 inch (2mm) diameter
wire, one from AU II Upper component
and the other from the surface of AU II.
Another ferrous piece is machine-bent into
a serpentine shape (Figure 28d). Two other
fragments are made of copper. One of
these is of 0.04 inch (1mm) diameter wire
and is ca. 8 inches (20cm) long, and the
other is of 1/8 inch (2.5mm) diameter wire
and is a 2.5 cm long. This latter specimen
has been cut at both ends with wire
clippers.

Also, 32 fragments of wire (non-electrical)
of varying thickness were recovered.
Twenty-seven of the fragments are
standard, single strand ferrous wire
fragments, broken at both ends, without
other distinguishing attributes (e.g.,
machine-twisted strands or hooks). They
are likely fragments of cargo shipment
binding wire, but may also be either hay
bailing wire or even fragments of wire coat
hangers. Five fragments exhibit attributes
Table 10

Miscellaneous lardwar e.
AU 1 AU Ull
I
lower surface

rings
strapping & nailers
grommets
wire (mm diameter):
1
2
2.5
3
3.5
4

AU11

AU11
Upper Lower

AU1U

Trench 1

T18

4
1

2

1

2
1
1

4

1

4

11

2
3
1

1
1
1

1

brick: a fragment from Feature 21 is 2 1/8
inches (5.4cm) thick x 3 15/16 inches
(10cm) wide, a fragment from the Upper
Component of AU II is 2 1/4 inches
(5.7cm) thick, and fragments from the
Lower Component of AU II are 2 1/4
inches (5.7cm) and 2 1/8 inches (5.4cm)
thick, respectively. Inclusions in these
large fragments included quartz, chert/flint,
and a coarse textured metamorphic or

Structural Materials Class
masonry
A total of 79 fragments of structural
masonry were uncovered (Table 11), all
but two of which are red common brick
fragments (Figure 28g). Two tiny soft,
crumbly gray mortar fragments were found
in the upper AU I layers. Four of the brick
fragments were large enough to provide at
least partial measurements on the original
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burning, possibly indicating their use in
chimneys.

igneous rock.
Two of these larger
fragments also exhibited secondary outer

Table 11

Structural masonry.
AU t

brick, common (red),
fragments
mortar, fragments

10

AU 1/11
surface

F.21 (Lower 1
or Upper II)

2

1

DePuydt et al. (1997:63) set the boundary
between windowpane fragments and other
thicker sheet glass fragments, which
presumably had different functional uses, at
10/64 inch (ca. 0.40cm), although the
reasoning for this distinction is not
provided. The data on all flat glass
fragments in the assemblage are presented
together here, and the reader can decide
whether and how to provide any further
distinctions herein.

The only window material found during the
excavations was windowpane fragments.
Windowpane fragments and other typically
thicker sheet glass fragments (plate glass
store windows, car windshields, display
cases and shelves) are presented in Table
12. The range of thicknesses, in 1/64 inch
(ca. 0.4mm) increments, are provided in
Table 13.

Flat glass fragments by 1/64 in.
AUI

3/64
4/64
5/65
6/64
7/64
8/64
9/64
10/64
11/64
12/64

4

60

2

window materials

Table 12

Lower

1
3
7
2
7
3
2
1

AUI
lower

17
46
79
19
18
6
3

I/II
surface

1
2
1
1
2

AUII
Upper

AUII
Lower

21
35
76
45
37
8
5
2

1
28
45
131
37
25
9
11
1
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AUII
C

3
20
40
2

AUII/T18

2

1
2
4

Tl

T2

1
7
1
4

Fea
21

1
1
2
2

Total

1
72
155
343
109
94
28
25
4
0
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13/64
14/64
15/64
Total

1

27

9
2
199

Table 113
Flat glass
3/64 .0469-.0624 in
4/64 .0625-.0782 in
5/64 .0783-.0937 in
6/64 .0938-. 1093 in
7/64 .1094-. 1249 in
8/64 .1250-. 1405 in
9/64 .1406-. 1562 in

1
1
9

3
232

thickness ranges
1.20-1.58mm
1.59-1.99mm
2.00-2.37mm
2.38-2.77mm
2.78-3.17mm
3.18-3.56mm
3.57-3.97mm

1
1
290

14
85

3

0

used in tins study.
10/64
.1563-.1718 in
11/64
.1719-. 1874 in
12/64
.1875-.2030in
.2031-.2187 in
13/64
14/64
.2188-.2343 in
15/64
.2344-.2499 in

13

6

1
28
4
864

3.98-4.36mm
4.37-4.75mm
4.76-5.15mm
5.16-5.54mm
5.55-5.95mm
5.96-6.34mm

materials recovered. While the asphalt
paper likely served as roofing material
(e.g., shingles), the tar paper is a more
general building material and may have
been used in the roof, the walls, or even
underlying the floor. Lastly, a few pieces
of identifiable structural lumber were
recovered. One fragment of window or
door frame molding was uncovered (Figure
29a). This fragment is squared, has a nail
hole scar, is sawn through at one end and
broken off at the other, and has traces of
white paint on its outer surface. The
remaining structural wood consists of two
thin fragments of wood with dark red paint
on their outer surface. None of the wood
appears water worn, or deposited by tidal
action.

other structural materials
Seventy-eight fragments of other structural
materials were recovered (Table 14). The
only interior construction materials located
were 14 tiny, light brown, adhesive grained
fragments of either contact paper or oil
cloth, likely all fragmented from the same
tiny piece. The only definite flooring
materials were eight fragments of linoleum,
with solid colors ranging from dark red
(n=2) and black (n=2) to beige/tan (n=4).
The largest fragment (beige; Trench 18 AU
II), though fragmentary, appears to have
been cut into a small, near square about
1.46 x 1.5 inches (3.7 x 3.8 cm). Tar
paper fragments (n=50) and asphalt
coated paper fragments (n=5) are the only
non-lumber
roofing
and
siding
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Table 14

Other st ructura materials.
AU I Fea.21 AUII
(T18)

linoleum
molding
other structural
wood
asphalt paper
tar paper
contact paper

1

AU II AU II
Upper Lower

Trench
1

Trench
2

4

3

1
2

9

5
18
14

13

6

4

has numerous circular manufactured holes
around its body and through its one plated
end for electrical wiring. One porcelain,
ferrous, and cuprous metal electrical switch
was found (Figure 29d). This complete
item is made of two unglazed porcelain
pieces fastened together by cuprous metal
screws (four rounded slotted heads; two
flat slotted heads) and bindings, and has a
ferrous metal switch projecting from its
side. Raised embossing on one end reads
"13 \ D", while from the other end
protrudes a threaded cuprous screw-in end.
One complete, glazed porcelain electrical
insulator was found (Figure 29e). It is a
common cylindrical or spool variety, with
a nail hole centrally-located through its
length, and a deep manufactured groove
around one end for wrapping the wire. No
manufacturer's or maker's marks are
present.

Utilities Class
electrical supplies
A total of 46 complete or fragmentary
artifacts were related to electrical supply.
Of these, 37 are fragments of light bulbs,
out of which there is a minimum number of
three individual bulbs. The light bulb from
the AU I lower levels is represented by a
fragment of screw-in cuprous base with a
black glass end (Figure 29b).
This
near-complete base is one inch (2.5cm) in
diameter, 0.9 inch (2.3cm) in height, and
has four threads. Twelve fragments of
minimally one bulb were found in AU II
Upper (Figure 29c). All parts of the bulb
are represented, including most of the
cuprous base, its black glass end, and its
internal glass tubing and metal filaments.
Similarly, 24 fragments of minimally one
light bulb were recovered from AU II
Lower, including black glass base
fragments, internal glass tubes and
elements, metal filament fragments, and
outer glass bulb fragments.
A complete circular, crushed ferrous
electrical junction box has two lugs for
screw attachment, and no embossed or
incised maker's or manufacturer's marks
(Figure 30a). It is open at one end, and

A complete, glazed porcelain electrical
switch base also has incised letters and
numbers centrally-located on its base: "B
E \ 16" (Figure 29f). Two opposing screw
holes go through the body, and two
opposing cuprous metal binders are
attached by means of slightly rounded,
slotted screws. The piece is very similar to
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one illustrated by DePuydt et al.
(1997:Figure 27X) from another historic
Skagway excavation.
The present
specimen, however, does not have the
central concavity illustrated in the other
report.
The remaining electrical items are all
insulated copper wire fragments. One of
the AU I pieces has a white fibrous
insulating layer around numerous very thin
parallel wires, has had its ends intentionally
hand-knotted together, and both ends
appear to have been cut through (Figure
30b). Another AU I piece is a single
strand of wire with a white rubber coating
(Figure 29g). Both ends appear cut, and
one end, without the rubber outer layer,
has been curled into a circle. The fragment
from AU II Upper component consists of
thin wires twisted together within a (now

Table 15

fragmentary) fibrous and rubber insulating
layer (Figure 29h). Sections along its
length are now fraying, including one of
its ends. The other end, however, appears
to have been cut through. The last piece of
insulated wire, from AU II Lower
component, has been burnt all over (Figure
30c). As a result, its exposed thick,
single-strand wire portions are mostly
blackened, and the outer fibrous and rubber
layer is blackened and in some cases
melted, resulting in a "glazing" over some
remaining sections.
plumbing
A single plumbing-related item was
recovered during the excavation, a
complete,
straight,
graduated
pipe fitting with external screw threads at
both ends (Figure 30d; Table 15).

Electrical supplies and plumbing.
AU I lower
AU 1

Electrical supplies:
junction box
electrical switch
electrical switch base
electrical insulator
light bulb fragments
(MNI)
electrical wire
Plumbing:
pipe fitting

AU 11 Upper

AU 11 Lower

12(1)

24(1)

1

1
1(1)

1

2
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Domestic Group

It is acknowledged that additional
nondescript jar body fragments are likely
found in the Miscellaneous Domestic Class
of artifacts, discussed below.

Food Storage Class
canning jars and other jars

condiments

Thirty jar fragments were uncovered by
the excavations, representing a minimum of
five jars.
Seventeen clear-selenium
fragments are from AU I. Five of these
are body fragments with an embossed,
press-molded design of grapes and vines on
their outer surfaces (Figure 31a). The
remaining twelve fragments from this
provenience can be divided into two
different external threaded screw-on jar lips
(n=7 and 5), based upon the spacing and
number of threads. Both of these threaded
lips were made by fully automated bottle
machines, thus dating them post-1903
(Kendrick 1971:74). It is possible that the
grape-and-vine body fragments relate to
one of these two threaded lips, thus
providing a minimum number of only two
jars for this provenience. Twelve other jar
lip and associated body fragments are from
AU II Upper component, six of them
clear-manganese tinted, and the remaining
six pale aqua tinted.
One of the
clear-manganese pieces is a lip fragment,
with a squared collar 0.26 inch (6.7mm)
wide encircling the jar 0.25 inch (6.3mm)
below the top of the lip, likely indicating
closure by a (now missing) external friction
lid.
A heel fragment of this same
clear-manganese group is noj a cup bottom
mold, thus is likely formed by a post
bottom mold.
Lastly, an aqua,

A total of 137 identifiable condiment bottle
and jar fragments were uncovered (Table
16), representing a minimum of three
bottles and one jar.
Nine fragments of green tinted Lea &
Perrins Worcestershire sauce bottles were
found, which altogether represent a
minimum of two bottles. A lower body
fragment from AU I has LEA embossed
vertically up its side. A base from AU II
Lower component has a cup bottom mold,
is 5.3 cm in diameter (conforming to the
half pint size bottle; c.f. Lunn 1981), with
a base mark of J 27 D [straight] \ S
[under] centered in the middle of the base.
This bottle was supplied to John Duncans
Sons, the United States distributor of
Worcestershire sauce, by an unknown
bottle manufacturer. This particular Lea &
Perrins base mark dates between ca. 1877
and 1920, after which a plain unembossed
bottle with neither body, shoulder, nor
basal embossing was adopted by the
company (Lunn 1981:Table 3). Four
fragments from Trench 1 include a
complete lip, neck, and partial body
fragment, and three additional shoulder or
body fragments. The lip and neck piece is
of the three collar finish variety (Lunn
1981:Figure 2b), is tooled finished, and
has the following embossing around the
shoulder:
[WOR]CESTERSHIR[E

thin-walled, threaded lip jar fragment was
uncovered from the AU II deposit in
Trench 18.

SAU]CE (Figure 31b).
Embossing
vertically up the side of the bottle is
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fragmentary, including only the final two
letters of the manufacturers name, [LEA &
PERRTJNS.
Lea and Perrins bottle
embossing dates from at least the early
1850s to 1920. Two of the additional body
fragments from Trench 1 are plain, but the
third larger one is partially embossed
[WORCES]TERS[HIRE].
The letters
overlap with those of the lip-neck-shoulder
fragment described above, thus the remains
from Trench 1 represent two separate
bottles. The three fragments from Trench
2 refit with the lip-neck-shoulder piece
from Trench 1, and include partial base,
body, and shoulder pieces. The base
pieces exhibit a cup bottom mold seam
pattern, are 2.1 inches (5.3cm) in diameter,
and the base mark reads J 90 D [straight]
\ S [under] centered in the middle of the
base, and thus have the same ca. 1877-1920
date as the other base, described above. A
minimum of two of these Worcestershire
bottles occur through all proveniences. See
also Food Closures and Canning
Accessories, below, for two Lea & Perrins
glass bottle stoppers, from AU II C.

& Sons (later John Duncans Sons, by 1880)
of New York, which imported bottles of
the sauce directly from Lea & Perrins in
Worcester, England. Sometime between
1876-80, John Duncan began bottling the
product on their own, importing casks of
the sauce from Lea & Perrins. J. Duncans
Sons changed their name to Lea & Perrins
Inc. in 1930, and the company was
acquired by Imperial Tobacco in 1967
(Lunn 1981).
A single partial base and heel fragment of
a mustard jar was tentatively identified by
the multiple, closely-spaced projecting
rings around its cylindrical base (c.f,
Putnam 1965:198, left; e.g., DePuydt et
al. 1997:Figure A32). The fragment is
made of clear-manganese tinted glass, and
was formed in a cup bottom mold. A
single near-complete catsup bottle is now
comprised of 127 fragments of clear glass.
A complete lip and partial neck piece
conforms to a variant of the three collar
finish (Figure 31c). and was formed by a
fully automated bottle machine as indicated
by a seam all around the neck beneath the
lower-most collar, and then seams to the
top of the lip. Base fragments indicate a
cup bottom mold ca. 2.75 inches (7cm) in
diameter,
and
an
off-centered
Owens-Illinois base mark, with a 3 to the
left, a 6 to the right, and a 2 underneath.
Toulouse (1971:403) informs us that this
style of Owens-Illinois mark was
manufactured between 1929-54, and that
the 3 indicates the company's Fairmont,
West Virginia bottling plant, and the 6
indicates the year, which with this bottle
possibly corresponds to either 1936 or
1946.

Lea & Perrins sauce was first introduced
sometime between 1830-40, with several
more years before the product was first
sold in bottles. It is presently not known
when embossing of Lea & Perrins appeared
on either its bottles or stoppers, although
the earliest known case of such embossing
on a Lea & Perrins bottle in North America
is from the early 1850s. Embossing on the
bottle bodies and shoulders lasted to 1920
in the United States; stoppers are not
mentioned in this regard. Since 1840, the
United States was supplied with Lea &
Perrins sauce principally by John Duncan
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Table 16

Canning and other jars, and condiment bottle fragments and MNIs.
AU 1

canning & other jars
(MNI)
Condiment bottles:
Worcestershire bottle
frags
mustard jar frags
catsuD bottle frass

(2)17

AU I
lower

AU 11
Upper

AU 11
Lower

Trench 1

Trench 2

4

3

KD

12(2)

1

AU 11/
T18

1

KD
127 (1)

cans, food

can remains are described under the
Ambiguous Group (see below), owing to
their uncertain functional classification.

Extreme oxidation of all metals in the
assemblage, particularly thin or fragile
ferrous metal, greatly reduced (1) the
initial preservation and (2) the laboratory
identification of food canisters. As a
result, a minimum number of only three
food cans was identified in the assemblage,
consisting
of
82 can
fragments.
Seventy-four fragments comprise the
remains of one of these cans, from the
Lower component of AU II. All that can
now be said of this item is that it was
rectangular with rounded edges, had
crimped side and ends seams with external
solder, and had a 2.5 inches (6.3 cm)
diameter hole-in-cap with match stick
filler.
Three additional associated
hole-in-cap fragments from a can came
from AU II Lower (MNI = 1; unidentified
diameter).
five associated fragments
(MNI=1) from AU II collected from
Trench 18 comprise the remainder of the
food can. This can's remains consisted
only of crimped end seams of a rectangular
can with rounded corners. One corner
fragment with distinctive attributes
indicates that this can was likely a sardine
can with a turn key roll off top lid. Other

food closures &
canning accessories
food closures and canning accessories (see
Table 17) are comprised of three turn keys,
five tin canister lids, glass bottle stoppers
(figures 31d-e), and two preserving jar lids
(figure 44a). The turn keys, all with
triangular heads or grips, still have their
thin turn key strips wound around their
distal ends. The identification of the
cylindrical canister lids as food-related is
tentative.
The lids are all identical,
measuring 3 9/16 inches (9 cm) diameter,
external friction, and are drawn (i.e.,
one-piece; no side or end seams). The lids
are not key-strip removed lids, as would be
indicated by remnant indications of the key
strip technology.
Two complete glass stoppers from AU II
"C" have raised embossing LEA &
PERRINS on their heads, indicating their
source as Lea & Perrins Worcestershire
Sauce (figure 3Id). No cork wrapping
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appears on either stopper, and both
specimens conform in profile and embossed
attributes to the cork lining absent variety
of Lea & Perrins stopper styles presented
by Lunn (1981:Figure 3b, the second of
two styles presented). One stopper is light
green and the other medium blue (aqua).
Lea & Perrins glass stoppers replaced corks
ca. 1840s (Alyluia 1973:133), which in
turn were replaced in 1957-8 by patent
polyethylene pour plug and plastic
screw-type closures (Modern Packaging
1958:101, in Lunn 1981).

II (Upper), and a complete specimen from
the surface. The fragments are of a ferrous
threaded screw-on type, with a height of
1/2 inch (12.5mm) and an estimated
diameter of 2 1/2 inches (63.4cm). The
complete specimen is a zinc canning jar lid
with an opaque white glass inner liner
(Figure 44a). This type of canning lid was
first patented in 1869 by Lewis R. Boyd
of New York. It is a threaded screw-on
type, 15/16 inch (2.33mm) in height and
with a 2 15/16 inch (74.3mm) basal
diameter. Lids and jars manufactured with
similar embossing to our present specimen
date variously up to 1943 (Toulouse
1969:352,
516-517,
1971:264-271,
403-408).

Two other fragments of food storage glass
stoppers were found (Figure 31e). These
two fragments refit with each other, with
one piece each from AU II Upper and
Lower. The stopper is hollowed out,
pressed glass, has a ground neck insert,
and made of selenium decolorized clear
glass. The pieces likely represent the
remains of a candy jar stopper, identical in
all respects to a complete specimen
illustrated by DePuydt et al. (1997:Figure
A87), except for its size. The present
specimen is about 1.6 inches (4cm) in
diameter at the neck, whereas the complete
specimen illustrated by DePuydt is 6 cm
diameter.

Incised embossing around the top outer
edge reads GENUINE BOYD CAP \ FOR
MASON JARS. This incised embossing
post-dates 1900 (Toulouse 1969:350-352),
and the lid was manufactured by either the
Illinois Glass Co., the Owens Illinois Glass
Co., or either of their West Coast
subsidiaries which had plants in San
Francisco and Los Angeles, California.
wrappings
Ten crumpled fragments and balls of
general use aluminum foil were found
throughout the deposits (Table 17).

A minimum number-of two jar lids was
found, five conjoinable fragments from AU
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Table 17

Food cans, food closures and canning accessories, and food wrappings.
surface

food can frags
(&MN1)
Canning accessories:
preserving jar lid (&
MNI)
glass stoppers
turn keys
cyl. external friction
lids
Food wrappings:
aluminum foil

AUI

AUI
lower

AUII
Upper

AUII
Lower

AUII C

AU
II/T18

Trench
1

5(1)

77(2)

5(1)

KD

1

1
3

2
5

0

1

6

1

Twenty-three associated base and body
fragments from AU II Upper derive from
a single bottle. Similarly, four conjoinable
base and body fragments from AU II
Lower are from another bottle. Both bases
are pale aqua tinted, and have 2.6 inch
(6.5cm) diameters. One has a cup bottom
mold seam pattern with curving vertical
body seams (AU II Upper), while the other
has a cup/post bottom mold pattern (AU II
Lower).
Both of these bottles were
identified by original cataloguers as soda
bottles, and this classification is tentatively
retained here owing to the similarity of
their basal characteristics to identifiable
soda-type bases in Spude et al (1993:35),
possessing rounded heels and a sharply
indented base. Neither of the two bases
have base marks, although partial
embossing around the heel of the AU II
Upper specimen reads CON[...], likely
standing for contents.

Beverage Container Class
soda & mineral water
beverage bottles
Two Coca-Cola light green body fragments
with partial embossing were recovered
from AU I, and judging from condition,
thickness, and green tint color, they are
likely from the same bottle (see Table 18).
One piece has the classical curved coke
bottle with vertical fluting, and is partially
embossed [...]RED \ [...] OZS. This
fluted and curved bottle type was patented
November 16, 1915, was generally
introduced the following year in 1916
(Munsey 1972:62), and is still used today.
The second tiny fragment from this
provenience has the following embossing,
TRADE [...] \ BO[...]. These data are
significant because the words TRADE
MARK were first introduced on Coke
bottles in 1960 (Munsey 1972:63), thus
providing a terminus post quern for this
bottle.
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Table 18

Soda/mineral water bottle fragments and MNIs.

soda/mineral water bottle frags (MNI)

AU 1

AU 11 Upper

AU 11 Lower

2(1)

—L

4(1)

straight-sided
with curving angled
shoulders;
rectangular-shaped
base
(DePuydt et al. 1997:58, 141-142, Figure
A62; Putnam 1965:178); (3) the shoo fly,
coffin, or casket type: clear manganese,
clear-lead, or amber in color; a tooled
slightly tapered lip with collar, or a
threaded finish; a slightly tapering body
with rounded shoulders; a 6-sided oblong
base shape (DePuydt et al. 1997:58, 139,
Figure A58; Putnam 1965:165, 179;
Rhodes 1988:213-216, Figure 5.17); (4)
the Union Oval type: colorless glass; a
(tooled?) double collar lip; a slightly
tapering body with rounded shoulders; an
oval or straight-sided oval base shape
(Rhodes 1988:213-26, Figure 5.18; Putnam
1965:178); and (5) the Jo-Jo type: no glass
color provided; a (tooled?) double collar
lip; a straight-sided body with rounded
shoulders and constricting/angling in at the
base; and what seems to be an oval or
straight-sided oval base shape (Putnam
1965:177).

flasks
A total of 192 flask bottle fragments were
recovered
from
all
proveniences,
representing collectively a minimum of
twelve individual bottles. Generally, liquor
and extracts came in these types of bottle
(DePuydt et al. 1997:58, 144). Table 19
presents the flask fragment data by
provenience and by glass color. Except for
the brown flask fragments (n=8), all of the
remaining clear glass flask fragments
conform to the attributes of five basic types
of flasks in the collection. However, the
sharing of attributes by these five flask
types and the extremely fragmentary nature
of the assemblage precludes us from
providing a definite identification to type
for most of the fragments. These five basic
types with their characteristic attributes
relevant to our present discussion include:
(1) the pumpkinseed or similar picnic or
Cummings Picnic flask: clear-manganese,
clear-lead, or amber in color; a tooled
double collar lip (i.e., double bead finish;
Rhodes 1988: Figure 40k), a tooled slightly
tapered lip with collar, or a threaded finish;
a globular body shape in front profile,
constricting/angling sharply in at the base;
an oval to circular base shape (DePuydt et
al. 1997:58, 144-145, Figure A65; Putnam
1965:177-178); (2) the Eagle type: clear
manganese in color; a tooled slightly
tapered lip with collar (both with and
without an additional bead around the base
of the neck), or a tooled threaded lip; body

A
minimum
number
of
five
clear-manganese bases, one brown base,
and nine clear-manganese lips are present
in the 192 flask fragments in the
assemblage; these data are presented in
Table 20. As there are 11 clear-lead and
26 clear-selenium flask body fragments
from the AU II layers, the total minimum
number of flask bottles in the assemblage
equals twelve (nine MNI manganese + one
MNI clear-lead + one MNI clear-selenium
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+ one MNI brown). The only bottle
attribute distinct to a particular flask type,
according to the references examined, is
the tapered collar lip with extra bead
around the base of the neck (Figures 32a-b,
e-g), which is associated with the Eagle
flask type. There are minimally five of
these types of lips/necks in the assemblage
(Table 20).
Also,
the
three
Table 19
brown
clear:
selenium
manganese
lead

Table 20

constricted/angled bases (Table 20) are
likely Pumpkinseed/Picnic flask type bases
owing to the curvature of adjoining body
fragments, although this could not be
confirmed for certain. None of the base
fragments had markers marks. The brown
flask fragments conform to an oval or
straight-sided oval bottle shape.

Flask Tagments by color.
AU 1 lower AU 11 Upper
8

9

13
59
1

AU 11 Lower

Trench 2

13
75
10

4

Flask MNI base (n=6) and lip (n=9) data.

AU I lower:
2 tooled slightly tapered lips with collar and extra bead around base of neck, clear-manganese (Figures
32a-b).
1 tooled threaded lip, clear-manganese (Figure 32c).
1 constricted/angled base, clear manganese, cup bottom mold, no base mark (Figure 33a).
AU I lower and AU II Upper:
1 straight-sided or rectangular base, clear-manganese, cup bottom mold, no base mark (MNI=1, 3
non-conjoinable fragments from these two stratigraphic analytical units).
AU II Upper:
1 double collar lip, clear-manganese (Figure 32d).
1 tooled slightly tapered lip with collar and extra bead around base of neck, clear-manganese (Figure
32e).
1 straight-sided or rectangular base, clear-manganese, cup bottom mold, no base mark, suction scar.
1 oval base, brown, cup bottom mold, no base mark present on remaining fragment.
AU II Lower:
2 tooled slightly tapered lips with collar and extra bead around base of neck, clear-manganese (Figures
32f-g).
2 double collar lips, clear-manganese (Figures 32h-I).
2 constricted/angled bases, clear manganese, cup bottom mold, no base marks (Figure 33b-c).
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alcohol, and other beverage bottles

category. These cases all involved alcohol
bottles that did not have alcohol colors: one
medium blue (aqua) bottle base (Base Type
17; Anheuser Busch beer), and a few
shoulder and body clear glass fragments
(likely selenium decolorized) with the
FEDERAL LAW PROHIBITS embossing,
which were required by law to be placed
on all liquor bottles sold in the United
States, effective January 1, 1935 (Busch
1991:121). These fragments are listed in
the appropriate alcohol tables, provided
below (Tables 21-23).

As explained above in the Introduction to
this chapter, after reviewing the
assumptions of how specific bottle glass
colors were functionally-designated in the
other Skagway historical archeology
reports, the following color-oriented
functional
breakdown
for
mostly
non-diagnostic bottle glass fragments was
decided upon: {medium and dark greens,
olive greens, and amber/browns} = liquor;
{bright greens} = other beverage; and
{light greens, clear, and light-medium
blues} = miscellaneous domestic bottles.
Miscellaneous domestic bottle fragment
data are presented in the Domestic
Group/Miscellaneous Domestic Class,
below, the last class in this present
Domestic Grouping. Other functionally
recognizable bottles have been removed
from the following discussion, and are
found elsewhere in this Chapter 5 (e.g.,
condiment bottles; patent/prescription
medicine bottles; ink and mucilage bottles;
highly probable soda/mineral water bottles;
flasks; toilet water/perfume bottles;
canning and food jars). In addition,
fragments of glass that could not be
recognized as either bottles or jars are
found at the end of this chapter, under
Unclassifiable
Group/Unknown
Class/Unidentified Glass Fragments.

Table 21 provides the number of fragments
of bottle glass by color, by each of the
provenience and analytical units examined
here. There are no complete bottles in this
present discussion of alcohol and other
beverage bottles. No attempt is made in
Table 21 to sort out bases, lips, or body
fragments. Table 22 provides written
descriptions of the types of bases and lips
found in these two bottle categories,
alcohol and other beverages. On the
whole, I err to the side of caution when
assigning specific functions to types of lips
and bases. Of course, some readers may
choose to assign a more-specific functional
category to a color, lip type, or base type,
than is presented in the tables presented
here.
Minimum number of individual (MNI)
bottles data are provided in Table 23.
Although no systematic effort was made to
conjoin or refit bottle glass fragments,
there were numbers of fragments which
indeed were found to refit while sorting
and classifying the materials for this report,
as well as by the original cataloguers.
Refits were made both within and between

These color-functional correlations should
not be regarded as definitive, but are
merely assumptions made to present the
data in a manner consistent with and
comparable to the previous reports. In
only one instance did embossed glass
fragments indicate that they belonged in a
functional category contrary to their color
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provenience units, both vertically in terms
of stratigraphy, as well as horizontally
between different areas (and years) of the
excavation.
Refits between different
analytical units (i.e., AU I, I lower, II
Upper, II Lower) did occur, and lends
suspicion to the integrity of these units.
This issue is discussed further in the
Chronology section of this chapter.
Thus, owing to the presence of refits
between analytical units, three forms of
MNI bottle data are provided in Table 23,
depending upon the level of acceptance one
is willing to apply to the designated
provenience units. First, MNI data are
provided by base and lip type (see Table
22), per provenience unit, and assumes that
the provenience units have no or negligible
mixing. Added to this are the presence (P)
or absence (A) of body fragments and other
base fragments that could not be identified
to specific type, per bottle glass color.
Thus, if AU I had no specified types of
bases or lips, yet still had body fragments
of a color, it receives an MNI of at least 1
for that analytical unit. Likewise, it may
be apparent that at least two different
bottles are represented by the body
fragments and unidentified base fragments,
owing to differences in body shape, distinct
shades of color, attributes of base
fragments, etc. In these cases, we would
indicate an MNI of 2. Thus, the columns
of base and lips types per color do not
necessary add up in the MNI row
associated with each color.

together all of the bottle fragments from
the entire assemblage.
Thus, three
complete bases of the same type from
different provenience units will sum across
to the Assemblage column. However, if,
three fragments of the same type are
represented, each less than one-third of a
base and no overlapping of distinct
attributes occurs (e.g., base marks), then
the MNI for the Assemblage would equal
only one. Thus, as above, the rows of base
and lip types do not necessarily add up in
the Assemblage column.
The third form of MNI data provided is a
single MNI of bottles for each separate
color, based upon all possible distinctions
in attributes apparent at the time of sorting
and classifying (e.g., base and lip types;
attributes on base and lip fragments not
complete enough to type; overlapping of
pieces per type; distinct color shades;
numbers and weight of body fragments;
etc.).
This number is found in the
Assemblage column, in the MNI row
provided at the bottom of each listing of
bases and lip types by color. Again, this
number does not represent a summation of
either the Assemblage column above it, or
the MNI row data to the left of it.
A total of 1271 alcohol bottle fragments
(i.e., dark green, medium green, olive
green, and a few distinctive blue and clear
fragments), and 30 other beverage (bright
green) bottle fragments were recovered
from the excavations (Table 21). Fourteen
distinct base types and seven finish (i.e.,
lip) types are represented by the alcohol
colors (Lip types 1-7, Figures 34a-g, and
refer to 53c); Base types 1-13, and 17,
Figures 35-42; Table 22), and only one

The second form of MNI data is presented
in the Assemblage column at the far right
of Table 23. This column ignores the
separate provenience units, and lumps
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base type is represented by the other
beverage color (Base type 14; Table 22).
As per the third form of MNI bottle
calculation presented above, which
examines the entire assemblage, regardless
of provenience unit, and takes into account
all recognizable bottle attributes, we find
that a minimum number of 44 alcohol
bottles and two other beverage bottles are
represented
in
the
assemblage.
Thirty-three of the alcohol bottles are
brown bottles, most of which are
recognizable as beer bottles to researchers
and amateurs alike (e.g., Base types 8, 9,
11; Lip types 4, 5).
Several of the base marks on these bases
are identifiable to manufacturer, date of
manufacture, and sometimes to their
contents. Base type 7 has a base mark (S.
B. & G. Co.) which represents the Streator
Bottle and Glass Co., Streator, Illinois.
The company and mark date between 1881
and 1905 (Toulouse 1971:461-463). Base
type 8's mark (an H overlapping an
anchor; Figure 37) represents the Anchor
Hocking Glass Corp., of Lancaster, Ohio.
The mark dates between 1938 and at least
1971 (Toulouse 1971:46-49). The 42 and
41 also in the base mark (Table 22) may
refer to the year of manufacture (i.e.,
1941-42). Base type 10's base mark (S. G.
Co.) refers to the Safe Glass Co. (Toulouse
1971:473; Figure 5.15).
No date
specifically referring to this mark is
provided, although the company was
present in Bowling Green Ohio between
1880-1892, Redkey, Indiana 1892-1896,
and Upland, Indiana 1898-1905. Base type
ll's base mark (NW [connected]) indicates
the Northwestern Glass Co., of Seattle,
Washington (Toulouse 1971:390; Figure

5.17). The company was founded in 1931,
and the mark dates to about the same time.
One variant of this base type from the AU
I/II surface boundary places the NW mark
in the center of the base, while another
from AU I places the mark off-center.
Base type 12's base mark (MG [connected,
monogram]) refers to the Maywood Glass
Co., of Compton, California (Toulouse
1971:357). This company dates between
1930 and 1961. Two forms of this mark
are provided by Toulouse, each dating to a
different time. The exact configuration of
the present specimen, however, is obscured
by its fragmentation, and could not be
determined for certain. Either way, the
monogram MG mark dates back to ca.
1940, thus providing a terminus post quern
for this artifact from AU II Upper. Base
type 13's mark (L in an oval) refers to the
Latchford Glass Co., of Los Angeles,
California. This mark and company date
to the founding of the company in 1957
(Toulouse 1971:316). Base type 14 has a
partial base mark ([...?]CAL[...]) possibly
indicating CAL-PAC, a mark referring to
the California Packing Co., San Francisco,
California. No other CAL was located in
Toulouse or other bottle reference books
examined. This company was founded in
1916; however, Toulouse (1971:112-113)
reports that no confirmed case of this mark
has ever been found on the base of a bottle
or jar. The assignment of this artifact from
AU I (and a probable fragment from AU II
Upper) to this manufacturer is therefore
tentative.
Base type 17's base mark (AB [connected,
monogram]) indicates the Adolphus Busch
Glass Manufacturing Co., with plants
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operating in Belleville, Illinois (1886-1907)
and St. Louis, Missouri (1904-1928)
(Toulouse 1971:26). The base mark, a
common one in mining sites and gold rush
communities throughout Alaska (e.g.,
Bowers and Gannon 1997; Mills 1998;
Mills and Smith 1997), is dated by
Toulouse ca. 1904-1907. However, the
consistent finding of this mark on dozens
of blue beer bottles in numerous sites
throughout Alaska in deposits dating into at
least the late 1910s lends the author of this
chapter and other researchers (e.g., Higgs
1998; Bowers and Gannon 1997) to extend
this date range to ca. 1920.
Berge
(1980:115) also indicates a possible supply
of blue AB bottles manufactured earlier but
stockpiled and subsequently used through
about 1915. On the other hand, the
consistent re-use of such bottles during
Alaska's prohibition years (January 1918 December 1933; Spude et al. 1993:92)
might also explain their being found in
later deposits, a suggestion made elsewhere
(Bowers and Gannon 1997).

publication (1971:406). Also, Toulouse
provides a chart (1971:395) which indicates
the date many of the Owens-Illinois plants
opened and closed production.
Base mark 9 with the following numbers
were found: (20 left, 7 right, 7 below},
{22, 6, no number below}, {20, [remaining
numbers missing]}, {[...], 8, 8}, and {21,
3 , 3 } . An Owens-Illinois plant opened in
Oakland (20 left), California in about
1945. If the 7 to the right of one of the
two Oakland specimens correlates to a year
ending in that number, then this specimen
could only date to 1947, as the plant did
not open until ca. 1945 and thethree-number code system dropped out of
use in 1954. This artifact was found in AU
II Upper. The left number 22 correlates
to a plant operating in Tracy, California,
which opened in about 1965. The 6 to the
right of this specimen, if it correlates
directly to a calendar year, would therefore
refer to either 1966, 1976, etc.
Interestingly, this late artifact was found in
AU II Lower, a point that we take up again
in the Chronology section of this chapter.
Another artifact missing the manufacturers
number has a three-number code (i.e.,
1929-54), and has an 8 to the right (1938?
1948?), and was found in AU II in Trench
18. A last Base type 9 specimen indicates
that it was manufactured in Portland,
Oregon (21 left), a plant that opened about
1958. This base mark was accompanied by
a three-number code, indicating that either
the three-number code date range supplied
by Toulouse is inaccurate (1929-54), or
else the dating of the opening of the plant
is in error (Toulouse 1971:395). The 3 in
this base mark from the lower levels of AU
I may indicate 1963, 1973, etc. See Table

Different variants of Base type 9
(Owens-Illinois Pacific Coast Co. or
Division) were found (Figures 38-39).
According to Toulouse (1971:395,
403-408), the numbers accompanying the
overlapping O and I Owens-Illinois symbol
provide manufacturing plant information
(number to the left of the symbol), year of
manufacture (number to the right of the
symbol), and mold details (number below
the symbol, if present). If Toulouse can be
taken literally, the complete three-number
code base mark (left, right, below) dates
1929-1954 (1971:403), and a two-number
code (left and right only) dates 1932 to at
least 1971, the date of Toulouse's
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45 for the analytical units in which each
particular base type 9 variant is found.

One brown bottle fragment from AU I
lower component also has an embossed GC
which is indicative of the Glass Containers
Corporation, founded in 1945, with various
operating plants throughout California
(Toulouse 1971:220). The only other body
embossing noted was found on a minimum
of three clear-selenium (or other
non-manganese, non-lead) bottles from AU
I lower, and AU II Upper. The complete
embossing of these artifacts reads
FEDERAL LAW PROHIBITS THE SALE
\ OR RE-USE OF THIS BOTTLE, and
was required on all liquor bottles sold in
the United States following January 1,
1935 (DePuydt et al. 1997:58). Two of
these three bottles were rectangular (the
third cylindrical), and likely associated
with either Lip type 13 or Base type 19
(see Miscellaneous Domestic Bottles,
below), owing to thickness of glass,
decolorizer used, and the lack of other
types of lips and bases in this glass color
category However, since no conjoinable
fragments were found that could
conclusively link together these liquor
bottle body fragments with either lip or
base type, these latter will remain in the
unidentifiable Miscellaneous Domestic
Bottle category, below.

Base type 5 is a base fragment from Trench
2 with the following partial base mark: 65
[...] \ VIRGIN ISL[...] \ [CHRIST[...] \
ST. CRO[...] \ [Owens-Illinois oval and
diamond symbol] (Figure 35).
This
imported bottle from the Caribbean likely
once contained distilled liquor, probably
rum, a common import from this area .
No reference examined for this report had
a similar base mark, although the
Owens-Illinois symbol has been in use
since 1929 (Toulouse 1971:403).
Several of the bottle body fragments
provided manufacturer or chronological
information. Several fragments of a lighter
brown cylindrical bottle body with thin
panels from AU II Upper component had
remnants of embossing on them: [G]LOBE
[arched] \ [B]EER [straight; overlapping a
picture of a globe] \ [BRETAVED BY
[straight] \ [... B]REWING C[0] [straight]
\ [SAN FRAN]CISCO, CAL [straight]. A
lone heel fragment was embossed with
[...]ERMIT [...] \ [...] (Figure 41). One
paneled heeled base fragment of this bottle
type from AU I lower component possibly
indicates a cup bottom mold seam pattern
for this bottle; no other details regarding
the base are available.
No further
information on this bottle was found,
although Hurst (1987) indicates that this
bottle was manufactured between 1934-39.

Lastly, numerous of the olive green body
fragments are fragments of at least one
squared case gin bottle, with their
distinctive whittled external appearance
(Figure 43).
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Table 21

alcohol:
browns
dark greens
med. greens
olive greens
[It.-med.
blues]
[clearselenium]
Sub-total:
otlier
beverage:
bright
green
Total:

Alcohol and other beverage bott e glass fragments.
AU I

AU I
lower

I/II
surface

AUII
Upper

AUII
Lower

AU
IIC

AUII/T18

Tl

T2

Fea21 Total

54
13
1
6
0

272
16
8
2
0

30

0

200
8
50
20
1

2

2

404
23
38
12
0

0
0
1
0

14
3
5
3
0

32
8
1
1
0

21
7
5
0
0

3
0
1
0
0

1032
78
111
45
1

0

1

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

74

299

32

480

279

3

25

42

33

4

1271

18

2

0

8

0

0

2

0

0

0

30

92

301

32

488

279

3

27

42

38

4

1301

Table 22

Alcohol and other beverage bottle lip and base types.

Alcohol:
dark green:
Base type 1: no basal mold seams; dark green; cylindrical; high basal kick-up with
knob of glass at apex of kick-up; all pieces fragmentary, ca. 3 inches (7.7cm) diam.;
no base mark; probable turn mold; wine bottle; identical to base type 4, except the
color is dark green.
Base type 2: no basal mold seams; dark green; cylindrical; all pieces highly
fragmented, ca. 2 5/16-3 5/32 inches (7.5-8.0cm) diam.; probable basal suction scar.
Base type 3: no basal mold seams; dark green; cylindrical; body fragment indicates
turn mold; basal push-up, but not high kick-up; one fragment, ca. 3 inches (7.7cm)
diam.; no base mark.
Lip type 1: wine lip (single collar with vertical sides, set below top of lip); dark
green; tooled; wine bottle; Figure 34a.
medium green:
Base type 4: no basal mold seams; dark green; cylindrical; high basal kick-up with
knob of glass at apex of kick-up; all pieces fragmentary, ca. 3 inches (7.7cm) diam.;
no base mark; probable turn mold; wine bottle; identical to base type 1, except the
color is medium green.
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Base type 5: post and cup bottom seam mold; medium green; oval-to-kidney shaped;
fragment, 1 xh inches (3.8cm) width and ca. 3-3 xh inches (7.7-8.9cm) length; base
mark: 65 [...] \ VIRGIN ISL[...] \ [CHRIST[...] \ ST. CRO[...] \ [Owens-Illinois
symbol]; rum bottle; Figure 35.
Lip type 2: identical to lip type 1, except the color is medium green.
olive green:
Lip type 3: brandy lip (down tapered, no additional bead/collar); olive green; applied
lip; Figure 34b.
brown:
Base type 6: no basal mold seams; brown; cylindrical; one complete base has body
fragment which indicates turn mold; central basal push-up with dimple in center, not
high kick-up; ca. 3 3/16 inches (8.1cm ) diam.; no base mark; probable turn mold;
Figure 36.
Base type 7: post & Cup bottom mold seam; brown; cylindrical; ca. 3 1/16 inches
(7.8cm) diam.; base mark: S. B. & G. Co [straight] \ 6 [under].
Base type 8: post and cup bottom mold seams; brown; cylindrical; 2 3/4 inches
(7.0cm) diam.; base mark: "5 [left] \ H [overlap w/anchor shape] [center] \ 42 [right]
\ 41 [below anchor]"; likely beer; Figure 37.
Base type 9: cup bottom mold seam; brown; cylindrical; 2 11/16 inches (6.9cm)
diam.; base mark variant 1: 4606 GB [arched, above] \ 20 [center left] \
[Owens-Illinois symbol with dot] [center] \ 7 [center right] \ 7 [below O-I symbol];
base mark variant 2: 4606 [straight, above] \ 22 [center left] \ [Owens-Illinois symbol
with I] [center] \ 6 [center right]; other variants illustrate different number schemes;
likely beer; Figures 38-39.
Base type 10: post and cup bottom mold seam; brown; cylindrical; ca. 3 inches
(7.7cm) diam.; base mark: S. G. Co [straight] \ 7 [under]; Figure 40.
Base type 11: post and cup bottom mold seam; brown; cylindrical; 2 6/16 inches
(6.1cm) diam.; base mark variant 1: N W [connected by line; center] \ 40 [under];
base mark variant 2: NW [connected by line; off-center near edge] \ 62 [center, left] \
[...]; likely beer; Figure 42.
Base type 12: cup bottom mold seam; brown; cylindrical; ca. 3 V2 inches (8.9cm)
diam.; base mark: 3 [center left] \ [MG monogram] [center] \ 9 [center right]. (5990)
Base type 13: cup bottom mold seam; brown; cylindrical; ca 3 inches (7.7cm) diam.;
base mark: L [in oval; centered] \ 0 [under]. (6912)
Lip type 4: crown lip, brown; automatic bottle machine, side seam to very top of lip;
beer; Figures 34c-e.
Lip type 5: crown lip, brown; tooled; beer; Figure 34f.
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Lip type 6: brandy with bead (down tapered with a bead around neck at base of taper);
brown; tooled; same as Lip type 10, except brown (Table 32); refer to Figure 53c for
shape.
Lip type 7: brandy with bead (down tapered with a bead around neck at base of taper);
brown; turn mold; Figure 34g. (7397)
Other Beverages:
bright green:
Base type 14: post and cup bottom mold seam; bright green; cylindrical; unidentified,
diameter, too fragmentary; base mark: [...?]CAL[...J with an embossed line, possibly
part of a large triangle, above CAL.
ALSO:
Alcohol:
lt.-med. blue:
Base type 17: post and cup bottom mold seam; medium blue (aqua); cylindrical; ca. 3
inches (7.7cm) diam.; base mark: AB [connected; monogram]; Anheuser Busch beer.
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Table 23
Alcohol and other beverage bottle MNI data by provenience, and also
for total Assemblage where all fragments are examined regardless of provenience.
See Table 22 for base and lip type descriptions. P= present; A = absent.
AUI

AU I I\II
lower surface

AUII
Upper

AU II
Lower

1

1

AUII AU IIC
/T18

Tl

T2

1

1

Fea
21

Assemblage

Alcohol:
dk green/GD:
Base 1
1
Base 2
Base 3
Lip 1
P
body frags &
unidentified, base
frags

2
1
1
1

1
1
P

A

P

1
P

A

P

P

P

A

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

Base 4
Base 5
Lip 2
P
body frags &
unidentified, base
frags

1

GD MNI

4

med. green/GM:

GMMNI

1

1
1
1

1
1

P

P

1
P

1
P

A

P

P

P

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

2

P

A

P

P

P

P

1
A

A

A

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

2

1

2

olive green/GO:
Lip 3
P
body frags &
unidentified, base
frags
GO MNI

1

1

1

brown BR:
Base 6
Base 7
Base 8
Base 9
Base 10
Base 11
Base 12
Base 13
Lip 4
Lip 5
Lip 6

1
1
1

1

1

1

3

1

7

1
3
1

1

4

1
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1
1
6
1
2
1
1
12
1
1
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Lip 7
body frags &
P
unidentified, base
frags
BRMNI

3

1

P

P

P

1
P

6

1

14

8

P

A

1?
P

A

A

P

A

A

A

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

P

P

P

P

P

1

1

2

1

1

33

Other Beverages:
bright green/GB:
Base 14
1
body frags &
P
unidentified, base
frags
2
GB MNI

1

2

ALSO:
Alcohol:
lt-med. blue/BL:
Base 17
clear-selenium/CS

1

1

body frags &
A
unidentified, base
frags

P

CSMN1

1

A

P

A

A

A

A

A

A

3

2

closures, beverage

very widespread in the bottle industry
(Munsey 1970:105). One of the crown
caps from AU II Upper has a glossy inner
seal of unidentified material (not plastic;
Figure 44b), while the other two have cork
seals (Figures 44c-d). Crown cap cork
seals were largely replaced by plastic seals
in 1955. One cuprous screw-threaded cap
was recovered from AU II in Trench 18
(Figure 44e). Although invented in the
19th century, external threaded lips were
largely impractical and only appeared on
specialty bottles, and only became practical
following the automation of bottle
production. Conventional screw top bottles
were not common until after 1924 when the
industry standardized itself in regards to

A total of five beverage closures were
recovered (Table 24). Three ferrous bottle
crown caps were recovered, two from AU
II Upper and one from AU II C (Figures
44b-d). Crown caps were patented by
William Painter in 1892 (Pat. No.
468,258; filed 16 June 1890 and registered
2 February 1892; Riley 1958:258).
However, they were not widely used in the
bottling industry until after the invention of
the fully automatic bottle machine,
perfected by Michael Owens in 1903,
standardized the size and shape of the
crown lip (Lorraine 1968:43; Kendrick
1971:47). By 1912, crown cap usage was
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this attribute
an external
found in the
(Figure 44f).
Table 24

(Kendrick 1971:49). Lastly,
friction aluminum cap was
Upper component of AU II
This cap has one protruding

bead encircling its body, but is not
threaded. Neither it nor the threaded cap,
above, have liners or seals.

Beverage container closures •
AU II Upper
AU I I C

beverage closures

3

1

Food Preparation Class

AU II/T18
1

violet floral decoration (Figure 45b). It is
unknown whether this latter sherd derives
from the same vessel as the preceding three
pink-glazed sherds.

Only two items were related to food
preparation: a pot or pan handle (Figure
44g), and a complete crown top bottle
opener. The handle was attached to the
missing pot/pan by three small rivets at its
proximal end, and has a hole at its distal
end for hanging. The crown top opener,
too, has a small manufactured hole at its
distal end for suspension.

All of the remaining 241 sherds are
white-glazed earthenware, including many
white-glazed ironstone sherds.
No
stoneware sherds were found. No sherds,
porcelaineous or earthenware, have any
identifiable base marks on them. The
assemblage is too fragmented to attempt a
meaningful tabulation of minimum number
of individual vessels (e.g., plates, saucers,
bowls, etc.). The sherds appear to derive
mostly from either plates or saucers.
However, at least one bowl, one tea cup,
and two larger, thick-walled serving or
storage vessels are represented. Only a
handful of decorated earthenware sherds
large enough to attempt to classify occurs
in the assemblage: a body sherd with a
green transfer-printed leaf or wing design,
accompanied by embossed curves (Figure
46a); a body sherd with a dark green
transfer-print floral design (Figure 46b);
one rim sherd and one body sherd with
brown transfer-print presenting an
unidentified design (Figure 46c); a rim
sherd and three body sherds with
blue/black transfer-print floral design,

Food Serving Class
ceramic tableware
A total of 248 ceramic tableware artifacts
were excavated. No complete or even
near-complete vessels were found, only
small sherds and spalls. Seven of these
sherds are porcelaineous, in that the paste
is highly vitrified all the way through from
surface to surface. However, none of these
seven are completely vitrified, lacking a
smooth uninterrupted glass-like consistency
throughout. Three of the porcelaineous
sherds have a pink outer glaze, one of
which has additional green, blue, and violet
unidentified decoration (Figure 45a). One
other of the porcelaineous sherds has
external decoration, which includes a
unidentified light blue, dark blue, and
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accompanied by embossed vines or
swirling curves (Figure 47); a rim sherd
with green (probable) sponge decoration;
one rim fragment with gold band (Figure
46d); and a body sherd with a green
decalcomania floral design (Figure 46e).
glass tableware
A total of only six fragments of glass
tableware were recovered (Table 25), three
pressed fragments of unidentified objects
and three tumbler or drinking glass
fragments, representing a minimum
number of four vessels. Two of the
pressed/molded glass fragments, one each
from AU I lower levels and AU II Upper,
are aqua tinted and share identical
attributes (Figures 48a-b). Owing to the
uniqueness of these two pieces within the
assemblage, they likely derive from the
same object, which appears to be a type of
base platform, possibly for a liquid fuel or
electrical lamp. The larger of the two
fragments indicates the base platform was
rectangular or square, with rounded
corners. The lower rim had a scalloped
edge, which at the corner was elongated to
form one of the four corner legs which
supported the object. The two fragments
share decorative beads of glass on their
bodies, as well as distinctive body
curvature and angles. The larger piece has
air bubbles up to 4 mm in diameter. The
third pressed fragment is from AU II

Lower, and is clear, curved and has
multiple thin panels on its inner face.
A partial tumbler base from AU II Upper
is 1 7/8 inch (4.8cm) diameter at the base,
clear-manganese tinted, and has no
apparent mold seams (Figure 48c). The
piece is vertically ribbed around its entire
heel and lower body, and is likely
associated with a tumbler body fragment
from AU I lower, which shares this same
vertical ribbing attribute, as well as glass
thickness, curvature, and clear-manganese
tint (Figure 48d). The two pieces do not
refit, although they are believed to come
from the same object owing to their unique
and identical attributes. The final tumbler
fragment is a near-complete base, 2 inches
(5.1cm)
in
diameter,
with
a
clear-manganese tint, and no mold seams.
Additional plain body tumbler fragments
may be present within the unidentified thin
glass class in the Ambiguous Grouping,
discussed below.
utensils
Only a single utensil was uncovered (Table
25), a large silver-coated cuprous
tablespoon (Figure 48e). Much of the
silver has worn off, revealing the rusting
green patina beneath. Incised lettering
behind the neck reads STERLING
PLATED. No other makers mark or
design is indicated.
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Table 25

Glass tableware and utensils.
AU 1
AU 1
lower

Glass tableware:
molded/pressed tableware
frags
tumbler fragments
Utensils:
tablespoons

1

Food Remains Class
bones (see Appendix A)
other food remains
Table 26 presents the non-bone food
remains, consisting of seeds/pits and nut
shell fragments. A total of 27 pits, nuts,
and fragments combine to make up a
minimum number of 15 pits or nut shells,
12 of which were peach pits. Small
fragments of unidentified nut shells were
found in both the upper and lower
components of AU II, and half of an
unidentified tubular-like nut shell was
found in the upper component of this unit.

AU 11
Upper

AU 11
Lower

1

1

1

1

1
1

One of the complete peach pits from lower
component of AU II came from an upper
layer of Feature 4B. In addition, hundreds
of tiny, complete seeds were collected as
parts of soil samples from the lower levels
of Feature 4B, which stratigraphically is
associated with AU II Lower. These
unidentified seeds were of two types: dark
brown seeds (ca. 10/64 inch [.4cm ]diam.)
and yellow-tan seeds (ca. 5/64 inch [.2cm]
diam.). It is unknown whether these seeds
represent the dietary remains of humans, or
else represent some form of natural
occurrence within the deposits.
See
Ambiguous Group, below, for bi-valve
remains.

Table 26

Non-bone food remains.
AU 1
AU 11
Lower
Upper
peach, whole
1
2
peach, half
3
peach, frags
unidentified nut, half
1
unidentified nut, frags
4
small seeds & frags
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AU 11
Lower
3
3
3
7
100s

AU 11 G

1

MN1
6
5
1
1
2
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Pharmaceutical/Medicinal Class
medicine
patent/prescription
bottles, or extract bottles
Patent/prescription medicine bottle artifacts
consist of a total of 232 bottle fragments
and one complete bottle. A minimum of
33 bottles are represented by these 233
artifacts. Owing to similarities in bottle
attributes between some patent/prescription
bottles and some types of culinary bottles,
notably extract bottles, it cannot be
determined for certain the exact numbers of
each of these two broad types in the present
assemblage. See Table 28 for descriptions
of the minimum number of individual
bottles as represented by lips, bases, and
the one complete bottle in this artifact
category.
Aside from the published
Skagway historical archeology series
reports (i.e., Blee 1983, 1988; DePuydt et
al. 1997; Rhodes 1988; Spude et al. 1993),
the following pertinent sources were
examined for data regarding embossed
medicine bottles and fragments: Baldwin
(1973), Berge (1980), Bowers and Gannon
(1997), Fike (1987), Sudderth and Richner
(1992), Toulouse (1971), and Wilson and
Wilson (1971).
Seventy-two
clear-manganese
bottle
fragments of this artifact category were
found, including fourteen lips or lip
fragments (Table 28), nine flat embossed
body fragments, one curved embossed
fragment, and 48 non-diagnostic flat body
fragments. Based upon the number of lips
(n=14), and the one Vaseline bottle/jar
(see below), there is a minimum number of
fifteen bottles among these 72 fragments.

Most of the embossed fragments are very
small, exhibiting only a few letters which
remain presently unidentifiable to function
or makers mark. These small fragments
include the following embossing, too
common to identify to source: (1), N[...]
or[...]N;(2)[...]ELS[...];(3)[...]L[...];
(4) [... KANJSAS CIT[Y]; (5) [...]K[...]
\ [...]LAD[...]; and (6) [...]AR[...].
However,
two
fragments
of
clear-manganese glass from Trench 1 and
one fragment from Trench 2 conjoin
together, forming about one-half of the
front indented panel of a large,
thick-walled bottle.
Together, the
fragments
embossing
reads
[...]
WAMPOLE & CO \ [...JLPHIA. This
bottle contained contents manufactured by
Henry K. Wampole & Co., of
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (Fike 1987:81;
Wilson and Wilson 1971:94). The Henry
K. Wampole & Co. dates ca. 1876-1958,
and at the turn-of-the-twentieth century
manufactured a variety of elixirs, salts,
extracts, syrups, wines and tablets (Fike
1987:80).
The only other identifiable clear-manganese
fragment is a curved embossed piece from
the lower levels of AU I. This fragment is
embossed with [...]UGH M[...] [arched
up] \ [...]INE [straight, below]. The full
embossing for this squat bottle/jar is
CHESEBROUGH
MNG.
CO.
\
VASELINE, an illustration of which is
found in DePuydt et al. (1997:Figure A77,
middle). Robert A. Chesebrough first
made this product available in the 1860s,
Vaseline was trademarked in 1870, and the
Chesebrough
Manufacturing
Co.
Consolidated, New York, NY was founded
in 1880 (Periodical Publishers Association
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1934:23; Fike 1987:56). It is unknown
whether this fragment is associated with a
cork lip or a threaded screw lip.
Eighty-one clear-selenium bottle fragments
in this category were found, including
seven undiagnostic body fragments, one
base fragment (Table 28), one embossed
body fragment, and 72 conjoinable lip,
neck, shoulder, body and base fragments
from a single Listerine mouthwash bottle
from AU II Upper. Aside from the
Listerine bottle, a minimum of only one
other clear-lead bottle in this category is
present. The base fragment, from AU II
Lower component, is rectangular in shape
with angled corners, and has a cup bottom
mold seam pattern. No makers mark is
present on the fragment that remains. The
embossed body fragment, also from AU II
Lower, is part of a graduated scale
embossed upon the corner of a bottle, and
contains a 3 between two graduated marks
or lines.
The Listerine bottle is identical in all
respects to the complete specimen
illustrated by Spude et al. (1993:Figure
15), excepting that the present specimen
does not have a makers mark on its base,
but instead a suction scar from a
fully-automated bottle making machine.
Embossing on the remaining fragments is
the same as on the illustrated specimen,
including LISTERINE along the shoulder,
and
LAMBERT
\
PHARMACAL
COMPANY at the lower part of the body.
Our bottle seems to have different
dimensions than that illustrated in Spude et
al. (1993), with a basal and body diameter
of 2 13/16 inch (7.2 cm) as opposed to the
2 Vi inch (6.4cm) diameter illustrated in

that other report. The Lambert Pharmacal
Co. was founded in St. Louis, MO in 1878
(Fike 1987:67). Spude et al.'s (1993)
bottle has a pre-1915 Obear-Nester Glass
Co., East St. Louis, IL base mark on it,
indicating a hand-blown bottle (Toulouse
1971:373). The specimen reported here
however, has side mold seams up the neck
and to the very top of the lip', as well as
completely around the neck immediately
below the lip. This mold seam pattern,
along with the basal suction scar, indicates
a fully-automated bottle making machine.
Although speculative, if Listerine received
bottles of only one type at a time (i.e.,
either
all
hand-blown,
or
all
fully-automatic), the present Listerine
bottle likely dates post-1915.
Thirteen clear-lead patent/prescription or
extract bottle fragments were found,
including one lip and neck (Table 28), one
base fragment
(Table 28), eight
undiagnostic body fragments, and three flat
body fragments with partial embossing on
them. Based upon the thickness of the
glass, style of lettering, and the base
diameter, a minimum number of four
bottles/jars are represented in these thirteen
fragments. The cylindrical base fragment
indicates a small bottle or jar, with a
diameter of only ca. 1 5/16 inch (3.1 cm).
This artifact may have been an ointment
bottle/jar, or possibly even a perfume
bottle. The partial embossing on the flat
body fragments read: (1) [...]1 (i.e., a
small case L, in script); (2) [...]UN[...];
and (3) [...]RUP Co. \ [...]0 CAL[...] on
an indented panel fragment. Only the last
fragment is identifiable to source, deriving
from a rectangular bottle with the
following
complete
embossing:
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CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP Co \ SAN
FRANCISCO
CAL.
(Baldwin
1973:97-98).
Other bottles in the
references examined had similar lettering
(Fike 1987:54, 225; Wilson and Wilson
1971:89), except that they all had full
capitals on all letters present, and not a
small o in Co as on the present specimen.
Fifty-three light to medium blue (i.e., pale
aqua to aqua) bottle fragments of this
artifact category were located, including 37
unembossed flat panel body fragments,
eleven flat panel body fragments with
embossing, two lips (Table 28), and two
bases (Table 28). Based upon a number of
bottle attributes
(e.g.,
overlapping
embossed lettering, degree of blue tint) a
minimum number of five blue tinted bottles
are represented among these fragments.
Embossing occurred on body fragments
from AU II Upper and Lower, and
Trenches 1 and 2. AU of the eleven
embossed body fragments have variable
parts of the same bottle embossing, which
in full reads HAZELTINE & CO. \\
PISOS CURE \\ FOR \ CONSUMPTION
(Baldwin 1973:390; Fike 1987:104; Wilson
and Wilson 1971:73). Pisos Cure was
introduced by Hazeltine & Co., of Warren,
PA. in 1864, and the pisos part of the
embossing changed in 1906, thus dating the
present bottle fragments between these two
dates. Owing to overlap of letters in this
complete embossing sequence of words,
there are minimally three of these Hazeltine
& Co. bottles in the assemblage.
Details of the two blue lips and two bases
are presented in Table 28, below. The
extract (single collar, rounded up) lip was
found in AU II Upper, the single collar lip

with vertical sides was found in AU II
Lower, the base with 32 base mark came
from AU I lower, and the complete base
with the A. M. F. & CO \ T. 4 base mark
came from Trench 2. This latter bottle was
manufactured by the Adelbert M. Foster &
Co., of Chicago, IL, with the mark dating
ca. 1895-1911 (Toulouse 1971:44-45).
This base was found associated with ten of
the twelve plain (non-embossed) flat
paneled body fragments removed from this
trench, forming a near-complete bottle
body lacking a neck and lip.
Only four fragments of brown or amber
bottle fragments in this artifact category
were found, including one body fragment
of a flat front-paneled bottle type with
rounded sided (e.g., Philadelphia oval, c.f.
Wilson 1981:110q) from AU II in Trench
18, and three flat body fragments from AU
II Upper.
One of these latter three
fragments has partial embossing on it:
[...]W.F.[...] \ [...]D[...], while another
has a linear pattern on it. Owing to
differences in glass thickness and
distinctive shades of brown between these
two proveniences, at least two different
bottles are represented by these four
fragments.
Cobalt blue bottle glass is represented by
one undiagnostic body fragment, one
partial base, and a complete bottle (Table
28; Figure 50c). There are a minimum
number of two bottles for this color in this
artifact category. The complete bottle, the
only complete patent/prescription bottle in
the assemblage, is embossed on the body
BROMO-SELTZER \ EMERSON \ DRUG
CO. \ BALTIMORE, MD. and a centrally
situated 11 on the base. It is 2 Vi inches
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(6.4 cm) tall, has a 1 2/16 inch (2.8 cm)
basal diameter, and has a cup bottom mold
seam pattern with a tooled ring or rolled lip
(single bead/collar, rounded). The bottle
has an in situ cork stopper. This bottle was
either blown by the Cumberland Glass
Manufacturing Co., of Bridgeton, NJ, or
the
Maryland
Glass
Corporation,
Baltimore, MD. (Toulouse 1971:140, 161,
339-341; see also Baldwin 1973:82-83;
Berge 1980:98; Fike 1987:58, 111; Wilson
and Wilson 1971:24; Sudderth and Richner
1992:144). Cumberland supplied these
distinctive cobalt blue bottles to the
Emerson Drug Co. until 1907, at which
time Maryland took over this chore.
Maryland was built for and wholly owned
by the Emerson Drug Co. The tooled
bottle in our assemblage likely pre-dates
1915, the year when two Owens
fully-automated bottle machines were
installed in the Maryland plant, although it
is possible that the two semi-automatic
machines in the factory remained in
operation for at least several more years
(Toulouse 1971:339-340).
Lastly, there are seven light green bottle
fragments in this patent/prescription or
extract category, including five flat
undiagnostic body fragments, one complete
cylindrical base from AU I (Table 28), and
Table 27

Patent/prescription medicine or extracts boittle fraj»mentf 5.
AU 1

clear manganese
clearselenium
clear-lead
lt.-med. blue
brown
cobalt blue
It. green

one flat embossed body fragment from AU
II Lower.
The indented panel body
fragment is embossed with [...]COTT[...].
Based upon a number of attributes of the
fragments, a minimum of three bottles are
represented by these seven fragments. The
cylindrical base, with base mark DR. S.
B. H. & CO. \ PR. \ W, originally
contained a medicine manufactured by or at
least under the brand name of Dr. Samuel
B. Hartman & Co (Like 1987:62). This
company/name was founded in a presently
unidentified location in the mid-nineteenth
century. However, Hartman moved to
Columbus, OH in 1888, and formed
another company there that same year, the
Peruna Medicine Co. Hartman introduced
PE-RU-NA and MAN-A-LIN medicines in
1879, and La-Cu-Pi-A medicine in 1877,
any of which may have originally been
found in our bottle base specimen. All
three of these medicine brands were still
being advertised in 1935 by United
Remedies Inc., Chicago. Illinois, and
Peruna was still advertised in 1948 by the
Consolidated Royal Chemical Corp.,
Chicago. The PR. on the base may stand
for the PE-RU-NA medicine, purportedly
a cure for catarrh of the head, lungs,
stomach, liver, kidneys, bladder, and
pelvis (Fike 1987:62), or may represent the
separate Peruna Co.

5
3

1
1

AU 1 1/11
AU 11
lower surface Upper
8
24
73
1
2
6
9
3
1
4

Lower
18
5
3
15

AU
IIC

/T18
2

4

10 1

1

2
21

5
1
1
1

2
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Table 28
data.

Patent/prescription or extract bottle bases, lips, and complete bottle

AUI:
Neck fragment; similar to complete specimens having a single collar with vertical (non-flaring) sides,
with a bead around lower portion neck ; clear-manganese; tooled.
Two lip and neck fragments, conjoinable; single collar with vertical (non-flaring) sides;
clear-manganese; tooled; Figure 49a.
Partial base (3/4s); cup bottom mold; base mark: 1; cobalt blue; basal diameter: 1 11/16 inches
(4.3cm); identical in all basal attributes to smaller diameter complete Bromo-Seltzer bottle found in
Trench 1.
Complete base; cup & post bottom mold; base mark: DR. S. B. H. & CO. [curved around edge] \ PR.
[curved around edge] \ W [center]; light green; cylindrical, 3 inches (7.8cm) diameter; Figure 51.
AU I lower
Complete lip and neck, fragmentary shoulder; prescription lip: single collar with flaring sides;
clear-manganese; tooled; associated with flat-paneled body fragment with embossing: [...]PER \\ [...]
KY.; Figure 49b.
Fragmentary base (3/4s); cup bottom mold; base mark: 32; medium blue (aqua); rectangular, 1 1/4
(3.1 cm) width , indeterminable length.
AU II Upper:
Complete lip and fragmentary neck; single collar with vertical (non-flaring) sides, with a bead around
lower portion of neck; clear-manganese; tooled; Figure 49c.
Complete lip and neck, fragmentary shoulder; prescription lip: single collar with flaring sides;
clear-manganese; tooled; associated with squared/rectangular body fragments; Figure 49d.
Complete lip and neck, fragmentary shoulder; single collar with vertical (non-flaring) sides;
clear-manganese; tooled; Figure 49e.
Complete lip and neck, fragmentary shoulder; single extract lip: rounded up collar; clear-manganese;
tooled; Figure 49f.
Complete lip and neck, fragmentary shoulder; single collar with vertical (non-flaring) sides; clear-lead;
tooled; Figure 49g.
Complete lip and neck; extract lip: single rounded up collar; medium blue (aqua); tooled; Figure 49h.
AU II Lower:
Complete lip and neck; extract lip: single rounded up collar; clear-manganese; tooled; Figure 49i.
Complete lip and neck, fragmentary shoulder; single collar widi vertical (non-flaring) sides; light blue
(pale aqua); tooled; associated with paneled embossed fragments indicating a Hazeltine & Co. Pisos
Cure bottle (see text); Figure 49j.
AU II/T 18
Complete lip and neck; prescription lip: single collar with flaring sides; clear-manganese; tooled;
Figure 50a.
Fragmentary lip, neck, and shoulder; prescription lip: single collar with flaring sides;
clear-manganese; tooled; fluted panels on the shoulder.
Fragmentary base; cylindrical; cup bottom mold; partial base mark: [...] CO. \ [... U.]S.A.; diameter
ca. 1 5/16 or 3.1 cm.
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Trench 1:
Complete lip and neck, fragmentary shoulder; extract lip: single rounded up collar, and has an
additional collar with vertical (non-flaring) sides directly below the upper rounded collar;
clear-manganese; tooled; fluted panels on shoulder fragment; Figure 50b.
Complete bottle; ring or rolled lip: rounded single bead/collar; body embossing: BROMO-SELTZER \
EMERSON \ DRUG CO. \ BALTIMORE, MD.; basal embossing: 11; height: 2 '/a inches (6.4cm);
basal diameter: 1 2/16 inches (2.8cm); cup bottom mold; cobalt blue; no air vents; tooled lip; in situ.
cork stopper; Figure 50c.
Trench 2:
Complete lip and neck; single collar with vertical (non-flaring) sides, with a bead around lower portion
of neck; clear-manganese; tooled; Figure 50d.
Complete lip and neck, fragmentary shoulder; extract lip: single rounded up collar; clear-manganese;
tooled; square body evident from shoulder fragment; Figure 50e.
Complete base; rectangular; cup bottom mold; base mark: A. M. F. & CO [straight; above] \ T. 4
[straight; under]; light blue (pale aqua); 2 1/16 inches (5.2cm) length, 1 3/16 inches (3.0cm) width;
Figure 52.

other non-bottle medicine
The only other pharmaceutical-related
items are 30 fragments of thin-walled (1
mm thick) vials, representing the remains
of at least eight individual specimens based
upon the stratigraphic field designations
(Table 29). Two types of lips are present:
(1) a wide-mouthed broad collar type
similar in overall shape to the larger packer
bottle finish, one in AU I lower and three
in AU II Upper (Figures 50f-i), and (2)
small fragments of a beaded or threaded lip
type, found in all three proveniences
(MNI = 3; Figure 50j). The first broad
collar type has external mouth diameters of

Table 29

0.47, 0.55, 0.59, and 0.67 inch (1.2, 1.4,
1.5, and 1.7 cm), and includes both
clear-selenium and clear-lead glass. No
diameter is possible on the second beaded
or threaded variety. Four of the fragments
from AU II Upper refit to form a complete
specimen, with a broad collar lip. This
object is 2 1/4 inches (5.7cm) in height
with a 3/5 inch (1.5cm) basal diameter,
and does not have any seams present
(Figure 50f). There are no makers marks
or embossing present on any of the vial
fragments. Some of the body and base
fragments do have mold seams present,
with at least one base fragment exhibiting
a post bottom mold seam pattern.

Pharmaceu tical vial fragments and MNIs.
AU 1 lower
AU 11 Upper

vial fragments:
selenium (MNI)
manganese (MNI)
lead (MNI)

KD

Fea. 21

2(1)

KD
4(1)

21(3)
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Furnishing Class
A total of 22 furnishings related artifacts
were uncovered (Table 30), most of which
(n=16) are chimney lamp glass fragments.
These latter fragments were either basal
rim fragments with their distinctive
curvature and ground edge attributes
(n=7), a plain upper rim fragment (n=l),
or else were body fragments (n = 8) that
were found in clear association with
identifiable rim fragments. At least three
different chimney lamps are represented,
owing to distinctive basal rim

curvature. No upper rim fragments of
the crimped (i.e., beaded, or scalloped)
variety were located (e.g., DePuydt et al.
1997: 75-76). More body fragments of
chimney glass likely are lumped in with the
Ambiguous Group/Thin Curved Glass type
(see below).
One small fragment of
unglazed redware reminiscent of a
flowerpot was found, along with a probable
clock gear, three furniture casters (two
flat-bottomed and one with wooden
roller/wheel), and one complete curtain rod
hanger .

Table 30

Furnishing artifacts
AU 1 lower AU 11 Upper
1
chimney glass
1
flower pot
1
casters
1
clock gears
curtain rod hanaer
1
Miscellaneous Domestic Class
miscellaneous
bottles

domestic

Tables 31-33 present data on bottles that
could not be assigned to a more definitive
functional type within this chapter.
Readers
may
choose
to
assign
more-specific functions to any or all of the
bases and lips, depending upon their own
assumptions.
Table 31 provides a
tabulation of all light green, light-medium
blue, and clear glass bottle fragments that
were not otherwise assigned a more
specific functional category. Table 32, like
Table 22 above, provides detailed
information on distinctive base and lip
types found in the assemblage.
The

AU 11 Lower

AU 11/1 18
14

2
1

sequential numbering of these types
continues from Table 22. And lastly,
Table 33, like Table 23, provides three
types of minimum number of individual
bottles data, correlating to (1) MNIs per
type per provenience, (2) MNIs per type
regardless of provenience, and (3) MNIs
per bottle color (see discussion above,
Alcohol and Other Beverage Bottles).
A total of 1149 bottle fragments (lips,
bases, body) are present, which represent a
minimum of sixteen bottles. Four distinct
types of bases (Base types 15-16, 18-19)
and six types of lips (Lip types 8-13) were
noted that were complete enough for a full
description.
No base marks readily
indicative of manufacturer are present.
While the data presented in the tables
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below are descriptive and self-explanatory,
Lip type 8 deserves additional mention
(Figure 53a). A minimum of four lips of
this type were noted throughout the
deposits, from AU I to AU II Lower.

this lip type is associated with beer,
bitters,and liquor bottles.
However,
similar specimens are noted from
condiment bottles (Lunn 1981:Fig.2A) and
lime juice bottles (Saxberg 1993). They
are thus kept here as Miscellaneous
Domestic bottles, and are not given a
more-specific functional classification.

Rhodes (1988: Figure 5.15q, 208-209;
c.f., Putnam 1965:136, Jones and Sullivan
1985:89, Wilson 1981:38) indicates that

Table 31

Miscellaneous domestic bottle glass fragments.
AU 1 AU 1 1/11

light greens
licht med. blue
clear manganese
clear lead
clear selenium or
other decolorizer
Total-

Table 32

7
17
41
2
40

AU 11

lower surface Upper
9
0
68
34
11
51
99
16
121
18
0
13
117
10
185
777

AU 11
Lower
35
30
83
7
27

AU 11
C
1
1
3
0
0

/T18
4
17
16
6
6

187

5

49

7
0
8
0
0

3
11
19
0
6

Lea
21
0
0
0
0
0

is

8Q

0

'1 J U

lotai
134
172
406
46
391
1149

Miscellaneous domestic bottle lip and base types by color.

light greens:
Base type 15: no cup or post bottom mold seams visible, though piece is fragmentary; light green;
cylindrical; ca. 3 inches (7.7cm) diam.; base mark: 1- [above center point] \ 9418 [arched down; below
center point]; flat platform around base with a raised/domed push-up center with the embossing, and
dimple in center, not high kick-up; possible turn mold; Figure 54.
Base type 16: post bottom mold seam; light green; cylindrical; ca. 3 1/16 inches (7.8cm) diam.; no base
mark; a wide, off-center suction scar present.
Lip type 8: "double collar" lip (applied tapered lip with smaller, also tapered, bead beneath); has inner
"ledge" for stopper inside lip; tooled; light green; Figure 53a.
Lip type 9: crown lip; tooled; crown cap in situ on available specimen, with inner cork liner present;
light green; Figure 53b.
light-medium blues:
Lip type 10: brandy with bead (down tapered with a bead around neck at base of taper); light to medium
blue (pale aqua to aqua); tooled; same as Lip type 6, except blue (see Table 22); Figure 53c.
Lip type 11: crown lip; fully automated bottle machine; very light blue.
Lip type 12: Blob top: single rounded lip; applied; tooled; medium blue (Aqua); Figure 53d.
clear-manganese:
Base type 18: cup bottom mold seam; clear-manganese tinted; cylindrical; ca. 2 15/16 inches (7.5cm)
diam.; no base mark evident on remaining fragment.
clear-selenium (or other non-manganese, non-lead decolorized):
Base type 19: post and cup bottom mold seam; clear-selenium (or other non-manganese or lead) tinted;
rectangular; ca. 2 3/4 inches (7cm) x 1 9/16 inches (4.6cm); base mark: "D 9 [straight] \ 70 H 7
[straight] \ M 8 7 EE [straight]"; Heel mark "7".
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Lip type 13: external tliread screw on; clear-selenium (or other non-manganese or lead) tinted;
automatic bottle machine; aluminum screw on cap in situ; probably distilled liquor, and probably
related to Base Type 19 (or other fragmentary rectangular bottle fragments), and body fragments with
FEDERAL LAW PROHIBITS... embossing; Figure 53e.

Table 33
Miscellaneous domestic bottle MNI data by provenience, and also for
total Assemblage where all fragments are examined regardless of provenience. See
Table 32 for base and lip type descriptions. P= present; A = absent.
AUI AUI I/II
AUII AUII
lower surface Upper Lower
It. green/GL:
Base 15
Base 16
1
Lip 8
Lip 9
P
body frags &
unidentified,
base frags
1
GL MNI
It to med.
blue/LB:
Lip 10
Lip 11
Lip 12
P
body frags &
unidentified,
base frags
LB MNI
1
clear:
mansianese/CM:
Base 18
P
body frags &
unidentified,
base frags
1
CM MNI
lead/CL:
P
body frags &
unidentified,
base frags
CLMNI
1
selenium or
other
decolorizer/CS:
Base 19
Lip 13

AUII
C

AU1I- Tl T2
/T18

Fea
21

1
1

P

A

1
1
P

1

0

2

1

1
1
4
1

2
P

P

P

P

P

A

2

1

1

2

1

0

1

6

2
1
1

1
1

P

P

P

P

P

1
P

A

P

A

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

0

P

1
P

P

P

P

P

P

P

A

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

P

A

P

P

A

P

A

A

A

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

1

Assemblage

4

1

2

1

1

1
1
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body frags &
unidentified,
base frags
CSMNI

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

A

P

A

1

1

1

9

1

1

1

0

1

0

Personal Group

3

of the woven pieces have manufactured
"edges," with the majority of items being
torn and fraying on all sides. All of the
woven fragments, whether of fine wool or
thread, appear in present condition to be
dark colors (e.g., dark browns, dark grays,
and black). DePuydt et al. (1997:79) note
a similar "dark preference" in the clothing
fabric category from other historic
Skagway excavations. Most of the woven
fragments exhibited plain weave, varying
from a loose weave in some of the woolen
specimens to a very fine weave in some of
the thread pieces. Patterns of weave that
were distinguished include (1) fragments of
a dark brown/gray fine wool exhibiting a
"chevron" pattern (identical fragments from
AU I lower, and AU II both Upper and
Lower; Figures 55a), and (2) identical
fragments of a dark gray "twill" (ribbed;
diagonal parallel weave) pattern from AU
II Upper (n=10 fragments) and AU II
Lower (n=62 fragments; Figures 55b).
Among this latter group of fragments was
a single stitched edge piece.
Other
noteworthy items are two identical very
fine black thread pieces woven into lineal
sections
(Figures
55c-d),
possibly
representing shoelace fragments, with one
fragment each deriving from the AU I
lower and AU II Upper.

Clothing Class
fabric
A total of 107 fabric fragments were
recovered (Table 34), including four pieces
of felt, three pieces of stitched leather, and
100 fragments of woven cloth.
The
classification of these items as "clothing
fabric," even non-descript small fragments,
follows similar decisions made in previous
historic Skagway archeology reports (Blee
1983: 63-64; DePuydt et al. 1997:79-80;
Rhodes 1988:378-379; Spude et al.
1993:49). This convention is followed
here. None of the fragments exhibit collars,
cuffs, button holes, or other similarly
recognized clothing attributes (Figures
55c-j: sample of pieces).
Two supple leather fragments from AU II
Upper exhibit both torn and straight
manufactured edges. Stitching holes are
found along the edges and onto the bodies
of these fragments. One other stitched
leather piece from Trench 1 is a complete
(non-torn) piece from a larger composite
leather object, now missing (glove?
mitten?). Fine stitch holes are present
along the edges of this piece. Only a few
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Table 34

Clothing fabric remains.
AU 1 lower AU 11 Upper

felt
woven fine wool
woven fine thread
stitched leather

1
1
5

3
8
12
2

fasteners
A total of seventeen buttons were
recovered (Table 35), most of which
( n = l l ) were of the one-piece, four-hole
sew-through type made of milk glass.
Taking into consideration a number of
attributes, including slight color variation,
diameter, and style, a minimum of six
different types of four-hole milk glass
buttons are discernible (Figures 56a-f).
Two other sew-through button types are
present, including a one-piece, four hole
type made of black rubber (Figure 56g),
and a ferrous metal two-piece four-hole
type (now fragmented).
Other button
varieties included multiple-piece ferrous
metal rivet types, used on suspenders and
denim jeans or jackets (n=3; Figure 56h),
a two-piece (metal cover over wood)
shanked type, where the shank is sewn onto
the clothing; (Figure 56i), and two heavily
corroded ferrous metal buttons of unknown
number of pieces which appear to also be
shanked sew-on varieties (Figures 56j-k).
No embossed trademarks could be
discerned on the three rivet-type buttons.

AU 11 Lower

Trench 1

11
63
1

Seven other clothing fastener types were
recovered. Some of these include: a
cuprous gold-plated head to a cuff link
(Figure 561), a fragmentary non-ferrous
safety pin (Figure 56m), a white plastic
cufflink or button cover (Figure 56n), and
a collar button or shirt stud made of
celluloid or fine ceramic (Figure 56o).
This latter stud is identical to that described
by Rhodes (1988:376) in having on its face
a series of (three) concentric grooves
around a central hole that extends down
into the shank. The shank on the current
specimen is broken off.
Three final
fasteners include a cuprous suspender strap
adjuster (Figure 56p), a cuprous clasp with
in situ dark cloth in its proximal end
(Figure 56q), and a ferrous metal belt
buckle and leather belt fragments. The
clasp may be associated with garter,
stocking, or sock suspenders, or with some
other undergarment. The belt buckle is
very corroded, measuring ca. 1.7 x 12
inches (4.3 x 3.0cm), and associated with
leather belt fragments 1.1 inch (2.7cm)
wide which have one discernible pin hole.
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Table 35

Clothing fasteners.

Buttons:
1 pc.4 hole, sew thru.
milk glass
rubber
2 pc. 4 hole sew thru.
2 pc. shanked sew on
multiple p c , rivet-style
unidentified, pc. shanked sew on
Other Fasteners:
cuff link
shirt stud
suspender
safety pin
buckle & belt
unidentified, cover
clasp

AU 1

fill

AU 11

lower

Surface

Upper

Lower

1

8

2
1
1
1
2

1
1

footwear
A variety of leather, felt, and metal shoe
and boot parts were uncovered (Table 36).
The most complete of these were 17
fragments comprising much of one
woman's left shoe (Figure 57). The intact
inner leather liner measured 8 % inches in
length (21.6 cm). The sole of this shoe
was comprised of one long piece of hard
leather, onto which a heel comprised of
five additional pieces of stacked hardened
leather had been nailed with cuprous shoe
nails. Several strips of leather associated
with this shoe have a series of four cuprous
lacing hook-and-eyes, followed by five
cuprous lacing eyelets, one series to each
side of the shoe tongue. Most of the actual
hooks of the hook-and-eye pieces have
been broken off. No deliberate cut marks
appear anywhere on this shoe's fragments.
Five other associated fragments form part
of
another
woman's
shoe
(side
indeterminate; Figure 58a). The heel of
this specimen was also formed by nailing

Trench
1

AU 11/T18

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

together thin, stacked hardened leather
pieces with small cuprous shoe nails (n=3
layers). Only fragments of the rest of the
hardened leather sole and softer leather
body remain, and a series of five cuprous
metal eyelets are on one strip. The original
size of the shoe is indeterminate. No cut
marks appear on any of these fragments.
Solitary sole fragments include (1) two
associated pieces of hardened leather with
close stitching all around their edges and
four seemingly random ferrous shoe nails
(Figure 59a), and (2) three associated
hardened leather possible sole fragments
with outer edge stitching. A complete
section of leather shoe/boot upper was also
found (Figure 58b). This piece formed the
complete left portion of the upper, and
since has been detached (intentionally?)
along its outer edge stitching. A series of
four cuprous lacing hook-and-eyes is
found, followed by six cuprous lacing
eyelets. The two middle hook-and-eye
pieces are missing. Also found were four
associated felt boot (liner?) fragments with
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six in situ cuprous eyelets (Figures 59b),
four leather pieces which had been
intentionally cut out of a shoe/boot which
once held metal eyelets (only their imprints
now remain; Figure 59c), and a leather
strip with a series of six eyelet lacing holes
which, too, have had their metal eyelets
removed (Figure 59d).
other clothing
The only other definitive clothing remains
found were two associated pliable leather

Table 36

glove fragments (Table 36). The fragments
had machine stitching along some edges,
but were torn along other edges. No cut
marks were defined. Also, it is likely that
at least some of the cloth or textile
fragments
discussed
below
(see
Unclassified Group, Unknown Class,
Textile) were once clothing-related.
However, without collars, button holes, or
other clothing-related indicators such as
manufactured sleeves, all of these
fragments
must
presently
remain
unclassified.

Shoe/boot fragments and other clothing.
AU I
AU II /T18
AU II
Upper

shoe/boot frags (MNI)
glove fragments (MNI)

3(1)

14(4)

1(1)

Grooming & Hygiene Class
perfume/cologne/toilet
water bottles, jars
Seven heel, body, and shoulder fragments
of a clear-lead glass cylindrical perfume
bottle were recovered from AU II Upper
(Figure 60a). Embossed on the body is
ED. P[...] [curving up] \ PAR[...]
[curving down]. Enough of the bottle
remains to estimate a 6.2 cm diameter
body, but the height is indeterminate. A
heel fragment indicates a cup bottom mold
seam pattern. The manufacturer of the
contents of this bottle was ED. Pinaud,
Parfumerie, of Paris, France, which started
in 1812 (Periodical Publishers Association
1934:69). Blee et al. (1986:153) report a
San Francisco, California newspaper dated

AU II Lower
19(2)
2(1)

March 1853 which advertised Pinaud
perfumes. This is contradictory to other
sources which report Pinaud's introduction
to the U.S. market in 1870 (Periodical
Publishers Association 1934:69). Pinaud's
U.S. headquarters were located in New
York City, at least by 1929 (Fike
1987:67). Other reported findings of
Pinaud bottles or jars in Alaska include a
white milk glass bottle from Sitka,
southeast Alaska, from a feature dating
between 1858 and 1867 (Blee et al.
1986:153, Figure 2.65b), and from
Fairbanks, central Alaska, from deposits
dating 1901-1922 (Bowers and Gannon
1997: Table 5.9, Markers Mark #30). In
addition, two conjoinable clear-lead
perfume bottle base fragments from AU II
Lower have an embossed base mark
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reading Ed. Pinaud [script; straight] \ c
[underneath] (Figure 60b and 61). The
base is circular, and enough remains to
indicate that it is not a post bottom mold
seam pattern, and thus was likely a cup
bottom mold. Although neither of these
two pieces refit with the one heel fragment
referred to above, neither is there any
overlap. The two base fragments have the
same general attributes of color, size, and
(probable) bottom mold seams, and thus
they may have derived from the same
bottle as the seven body fragments above,
providing a minimum number of only one
Pinaud bottle for the assemblage.
A glass perfume bottle stopper was
recovered from AU II Upper component
(Figure 60c). The stopper is heart-shaped,
has a threaded neck or insert which has its
distal end broken off and missing, has a
clear-manganese tint, and mold seam lines
entirely encircling the specimen. It is
unknown whether the stopper is related to
the Pinaud perfume bottle referred to
above, as the neck and lip of that bottle are
not present in the assemblage. The artifact
is nearly identical to one described and
illustrated by DePuydt et al. (1997:Figure
A22). A small perfume bottle or vial
body, shoulder and neck fragment was
found in AU II Lower component (Figure
60d). The piece has an octagonal body
shape with a diameter of 4.5 inch (2.0cm)
and an indeterminate height, it is
clear-manganese tinted, and has a remnant
body mold seam extending up the body,
over the shoulder, and onto the neck.
Lastly, a glass rectangular base and body
fragment and associated neck and lip
fragment in the perfume/cologne/toilet

water bottle category were found in AU II
Upper (Figures 60e and 62). Specifically,
the piece is from a tooth paste or powder
container. The lip is a short brandy with
bead variety, with mold seams encircling
the neck directly under the bead and
another one proceeding up to the top of the
lip, indicated a fully automated bottle
machine. The glass is clear-manganese
tinted, and body embossing reads
[RUBIFOAM \ FOR] TH[E \ TEETH \
P]UT UP BY \ E.W. HOYT & [CO] \
LOWELL, [MASS.] (full embossing from
Fike 1987:65). E.W. Hoyt & Co. was in
business at least from 1877 to the 1960s,
and was producing dentifrice by at least
1889-1925 (Fike 1987:64-65).
other grooming & hygiene
Other grooming and hygiene artifacts not
described above include a complete lipstick
tube and casing, a cuprous comb frame (?),
and four small fragments of white milk
glass containers (see Table 37), the latter
of which are tentatively identified as
deriving from cosmetic jars (c.f., Rhodes
1988:393-398).
The lipstick casing
completely covers and slides off of its inner
tube, which has a swiveling base for
lipstick adjustment (Figure 56r). Both tube
and case are made of a non-ferrous yellow
metal (c.f., Rhodes 1988:Figures 5.95c-d).
The case has six parallel incised lines
around the body at its opening end, and
two black-painted grooves encircle the
swivel end of the tube. Remnants of
still-moist red-orange lipstick are found
inside of the tube. The comb piece is a
cuprous metal frame crimped over the
remnants of wooden teeth, only the basal
portions of which survive (Figure 56s).
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The tentative interpretation of the item as a
comb (relative to earlier cataloguers
interpretations of purse clasp) is reinforced
by the spacing of the wooden teeth
remnants, half of which are spaced 0.04
inch (1mm) apart and the other half 0.02
inch (.05mm) apart.
Miscellaneous Personal Class
Other miscellaneous personal items include
two associated aluminum foil fragments
from either cigarette or cigar wrappings,
two clay pipe fragments (Figures 60f-g), an
inner plate from a pocket watch (Figure
60h), a tobacco plug stamp, a complete
pocketknife (Figure 63a), a small knife
blade likely detached from a pocketknife
(Figure 63b), and a glass fragment from a
shoe polish bottle (Figure 60i; see Table
37). The foil fragments are silver on one
side, and gold on the opposite side. The
fired white clay pipe fragments are both
bowl fragments, and the larger one also has
part of the rim (Figure 60f). A capital D
in raised relief is found on the smaller
fragment (from AU II Upper), and a
capital T is raised on the larger piece (from
general Trench 2 recovery). The two
fragments conjoin and the raised embossing
reads T D. The letters are each 0.22 inch
(5.7mm) tall, and are spaced apart 0.57
inch (14.4mm) with a mold seam running
vertically between them. They start 0.57
inch (14.4mm) below the rim. Owing to
the size of the fragments, it was not
determinable whether the raised letters
were on the front or the back of the bowl.
No scorching is evident anywhere on the
fragments.

Clay pipe bowl fragments with identical T
D lettering (both impressed and in raised
relief) have been found at a number of
North American sites (e.g., Elling
1980:13.9-13.10; Lim 1977:1-8; Pfeiffer
1976:170-171, Figure 72e, 1981a:226-230,
1981b:2-9; 1982:115, 1983:176-178,
188-191). Owing to the close breakage
patterns at the outside edges of the raised
letters on both fragments, it was not
determinable whether this specimen
represented a plain type (just raised letters),
or any of the known decorated types (e.g.,
Patriotic, rope circle, floral circle, shield,
scroll, waves, cockled) (see references
above). The T D pipe type represents all
white, ball clay pipes, and it is unknown
what the letters stand for. Bowls with
these letters have been associated with at
least the following English and Scottish
manufacturers:
Duncan
McDougall,
Donald McDougall & Co., William White
& Sons, John Waldie & Co., Thomas
Dormer & Son, and Thomas Duggan,
dating from the mid-18th to at least the late
19th century (Lim 1977:3-5). Pfeiffer
(1998) indicates that there are literally
dozens of variations on the T D mark,
dating from the 1700s through to the late
20th century.
The pocket watch plate is complete, made
of a non-ferrous alloy, and has two in situ
gears attached by tiny pins. A small capital
B is stamped alongside an edge on this
plate.
The tobacco plug stamp (not
illustrated), used to seal a roll of
paper-wrapped plug tobacco, measures 1.0
x 0.83 inches (2.5 x 2.1cm), has serrated
edges, and has painted lithography of a side
profile of a horse with the following
words: R.A. PATTERSON TOB CO \
WESTOVER \ TRADE \ MARK. R.A.
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Patterson Tobacco Co. derived from
Richmond, Virginia. Identical plug stamps
have been found in interior mining
settlements dating from ca. 1905-30 (Mills
1998), and plug stamps in general were
popular across the United States between
1870-1930 (Schild 1972). The complete
ferrous pocketknife is very badly
deteriorated, measures 3.4 inches (8.7cm)
long (folded), and has wooden side panels
attached by three tiny ferrous pins on each
side. One main blade is discernible still
folded inside the knife. Lastly, a
Table 37

clear-manganese shoulder and neck
fragment of a shoe polish bottle has HILL
embossed on its shoulder. Although the
deep rounded shoulder and sharp vertical
rise of the neck is reminiscent of shoe
polish bottles (c.f., DePuydt et al.
1997.-A47 & A48; Putnam 1965:64 bottom
left), this shape is also suggestive of some
round mucilage bottles (e.g., Putnam
1965:64, bottom right) and wide-mouth
round prescription medicine bottles (e.g.,
Lewis and Haskell 1981:Figures 18v-w &
26a-c).

Grooming, hygiene, and miscellaneous personal artifacts.
Surface

toilet
water/perfume/cologne
(fragments)
lipstick

AUI

AUI
lower

AUII
Upper

AUII
Lower

10

3

AU
AU
II/T18 II C

Trench 2

1

milk glass fragments

1

1

2

comb

1

Misc. Personal:
smoking pipe

1

smoking foil
plug stamp

1

2
1

pocket knife

1

1

pocket watch
shoe polish

1
1

Activities Group
Hunting/Warfare Class
A total of eleven artifacts comprised the
hunting class, all of them related to
ammunition (Table 38). Nine of these
were of the same artifact type: fired/spent
.22 short rimfire cartridges with a U

headstamp. The headstamp signifies the
Union Metallic Cartridge Co., of
Bridgeport, Connecticut. The company
was formed under this name in 1867, but
merged with the Remington Arms Co. in
1902 to form the Remington-Union
Metallic Cartridge Co. The U headstamp
was maintained on .22 cartridges after the
merger. All of the .22 cartridges in the
present assemblage are made of copper.
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W.C.F., indicating it was made by the
Winchester Repeating Arms Co., New
Haven Conn., which was formed in 1866.
The possible shotgun head is made of
ferrous metal, and is heavily oxidized thus
obliterating any headmark it once
contained. It has a small diameter (ca. 5/6
inch or 2.1cm), and possibly represents the
remains of a 20-gauge shot shell.

This dates them prior to 1930, when the
industry shifted .22 cartridge case
production from copper to brass (Adkins
1997). The two remaining artifacts in this
class are a .30-30 centerfire live round
(i.e., cartridge with in situ bullet) (Figure
63c), and a probable shotgun shell head.
The .30-caliber brass or copper piece has a
full headstamp reading W.R.A. Co. \ 30
Table 38
rimfire:
.22, short
centerfire:
shotgun

Hunting/warfare artifacts.
AU II Upper
AU II Lower
3

AO-1()

Transportation Class
A total of nine transportation-related
artifacts were recovered (Table 39). Two
horse harness buckles were found, both of
the bent or angled variety with a
centerpost, bent in order to prevent most of
the buckle from rubbing against the horses
hide (Figures 64a-b). Both buckles have
swiveling tongues still in situ on the
centerpost, and the larger one (Figure 64a)
has cylindrical rollers on opposing sides of
the buckle in order to facilitate harness
movement through the buckle. Also, six
railroad spikes were found, all of the same
variety: long squared ferrous body,
off-centered flat circular heads (excepting
one whose head is broken off and missing),
and a beveled point (Figure 64c-e).
Although badly corroded, all six appear to
be slightly bent in profile, probably

AU II C
1

5
1
1

indicating that they are used (i.e., pulled).
The last transportation item is an Alaskan
license plate (Figure 65). The plate, made
of aluminum, is painted yellow on its face
with blue painted letters, numbers, Alaska
flag image, and box trim. The raised
embossed characters read: C-TR. [upper
left] \ ALASKA [upper center] \\ [figure of
Alaska's flag; left] \ 61 507 [centered and
right].
In addition, there is a small
aluminum plate fastened/clipped through
slots in the upper right of the license plate,
which has a painted black background and
white painted raised embossed numbers 55.
Additional smaller incised stamped letters
above the 55 read WT61714. The license
plate is likely for a camper-trailer, dating
to 1955. As explained above, this plate
was
found
on
the
surface
of
field-designated Strata 3, a lower level of
AU I (see Stratigraphy).
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Table 39

Transportation class artifacts.
AU I

harness buckle
license plate
RR spikes

AUI
(lower)

AUII
Lower

AUII
Upper

Trench 1

Trench 2

1

2

1

1
1
2

1

Fishing Class

Tools Class
Four tools were located, including a
fragment of carpenter's lead (Figure 66a),
a wood planer's blade (Figure 66b), and
two axe heads (Figures 67a-b). The
planing blade is roughly rectangular, and
flat (ca. 0.4 inch or 0.5cm) (Table 40).
The sharpened cutting end has squared
corners, while the opposite end is blunt and
has rounded corners. There is a large,
key-hole shaped hole in the middle of the
blade for attachment to rest of the plane's
body/handle (now missing). Two axe
heads, one complete and one fragmentary
were found. The complete specimen is a
single bit head with a slightly broader
cutting edge (4.2 inch or 10.7cm at blade)
than body width (3.7 inch or 9.4cm at
poll), owing to a slight downturn of the
metal at the cutting edge (Figure 67b).
The downturn is reminiscent of the
Michigan or other similar axe head variety
(e.g., Russell & Erwin Manufacturing Co.
1980:203).
The other axe head is
fragmentary, presenting only the poll or
butt end of a single bit specimen. This end
had been used extensively in a hammer-like
fashion,
as displayed by
telltale
metal-splaying wear damage. The eye for
the handle, or helve, is oval, and the head
broke in half at the mid-point of the eye
where it was weakest (Figure 67a).

Two large (.2 cm diam.) possible fish
hooks were recovered (Figure 63d),
although now they lack both visible eyes at
their proximal ends and a barb at their
distal ends (Table 40). This condition may
be owing to their extremely deteriorated
state, or it may be that these items were
merely hook-shaped bent pieces of wire
and were not related to fishing at all.
Children's Class
Six ceramic doll fragments are the only
toys or other children's class artifacts
recovered (Table 40). These include a
doll's arm (Figure 68a), a small doll's
body (Figure 68b), and four pink bisque
sherds (Figure 68c-e).
The arm is
complete, white, made of fine ceramic with
a clear or white glaze, and stops at the
elbow. It is very similar to one excavated
at another Skagway locality (see Blee
1983: Figure 30a), although the present
artifact is slightly smaller, and with less
well-defined fingers and knuckles. The
present specimen also has a manufactured
groove near its proximal end, for
attachment to the original doll's arm or
body. Similarities between the two pieces
include its bent fingers in profile, and prior
mold seams along both sides of the arm
from one end to the tip of the fingers at the
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other end. The mold seams on the present
specimen have been mostly removed prior
to firing. Like the arm just described, the
small doll's body is made of similar fine
ceramic with white or clear glaze. It had
no detachable or movable parts. The arms
projected at the elbow to the front, away
and perpendicular to the rest of the body.
The feet, too, project outward in the same
manner. Broken off and missing from this
doll are the head and most of the neck, the
right arm from the elbow down (the point
where projection away from the body
occurs), and the right leg from the knee
down (the point at which the leg separates
from the mold of the rest of the body and
other leg). Traces of a mold seam run up
both sides of the body. No fine details are
evident on the remaining hand or foot
(e.g., neither hand, fingers, toes, nor
ankle). The doll's sex is not evident in its
design. The remaining four doll fragments
are slightly curved bisque porcelain sherds
with a pinkish glaze on the outer, convex
side.
Although no distinguishing
characteristics are evident on any of the
pieces (e.g., nose, ears, eyes), identical
sherds with such attributes have been found
at other Skagway excavations (e.g., Blee
1988:116; DePuydt et al. 1997:83), which
represent ceramic doll head/face fragments.

School or Office Supply Class
The only school or office supplies
uncovered were two complete and three
fragments of glass ink or mucilage bottles.
Each of the three fragments have unique
attributes of design and color distinguishing
them from one another, thus indicating a
minimum number of five different bottles

in the assemblage.
Both complete
specimens (Figures 69a-b, 70-71) are
cone-shaped Sanford ink bottles. One from
Trench 4 (Figure 69a) has a double collar
or double bead lip (c.f., DePuydt et al
1997:83; Spude et al. 1993:Table 16).
This specimen has two rings or beads
around its shoulder, the larger one is
rounded and the other one situated
immediately above it is smaller and angled.
Its mold seams indicate a fully automated
bottle machine, with a post bottom mold, a
two-piece body mold, and a separate
two-piece neck and lip mold. It is made of
clear-manganese glass, measures 2.36
inches (6.0cm) diameter at its base and
2.60 inches (6.6cm) height, and has a base
mark reading SANFORD'S [curving up] \
24 [central] \ O [below].
These data indicate the manufacturer as
Sanford Manufacturing Co., of Chicago
Illinois (DePuydt et al. 1997:83), and the
24 indicates that the contents were
Sanford's standard black ink, which first
appeared in Sanford's 1891 catalog in a 2
oz. cone bottle, the size of the present
specimen. No. 24 ink was changed to a
1.5 oz. bottle in the Sanford's 1916 catalog
(Sanford Manufacturing Company 1891,
1912, 1916), thus dating the manufacture
of the bottle to 1891-1915. The other
complete specimen, also a Sanford's 2 oz.
cone bottle, came from AU II Upper
component (Figure 69b). This bottle has a
tooled double collar lip, two rounded rings
around its shoulder, air vents around the
shoulder, mold seams indicating a
two-piece body-shoulder-neck mold, a cup
bottom
mold
seam
pattern,
is
clear-manganese, and measures 2.5 inch
(6.3cm) diameter and 2.6 inch (6.6cm)
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height. Its base mark reads SANFORD'S
[curving up], with no other letters or
numbers present. DePuydt et al. (1997:84)
indicate that 1891 was the first year of use
for the SANFORD'S brand name and this
general bottle type, which together with the
manganese
decolorizer
places
the
manufacture of this bottle between
1891-1917. This accords with Lewis and
Haskell's (1981:102) contention that
conical ink bottles generally ceased being
manufactured during the 1920s "with the
rise of automated manufacturing machines,
and screw caps replaced corks during that
decade (c.f., Munsey 1970:121).
A partial base and body fragment from AU
II Lower component is also conical,
clear-manganese, has a cup bottom mold,
an estimated basal diameter of 2.4 inch
(6.2cm), and a base mark reading
SANFORD'S [curving up] with no further
numbers or letters (Figure 69c). As above,
DePuydt et al. (1997:84) indicate that 1891
was the first year of use for the
SANFORD'S brand name and this general
bottle type, which together with the
manganese
decolorizer
places
the
manufacture of this bottle between
1891-1917. This fragment may be either

an ink or a mucilage bottle, as the two
types
have similar overall basal
characteristics, and generally differ only in
their neck and lip attributes. A base
fragment of another conical-shaped bottle
from AU I lower levels has been tentatively
classified as an ink/mucilage bottle (Figure
69d). This fragment has much thinner
glass than all other bottles described in this
section, has an aqua tint, a cup bottom
mold, an estimated basal diameter of only
1.14-1.18 inch (2.9-3.0cm), and has a
centrally-located 2 embossed on its base.
The basal section above the 2 is missing,
and it is not known whether there was
more to the base mark or not. The final
bottle fragment in this section is a heel and
body piece, is light blue tinted, cylindrical
(not conical), and has at least a cup bottom
mold (Figure 69e). The fragment has a
wide 5/6 inch (2.1cm) protruding band
around its heel, immediately above which
is a partial embossing [...]NKS, thus
identifying this specimen as an ink bottle.
Similar cylindrical banded ink or mucilage
bottles are not indicated in other Skagway
historical archeology reports, although they
are indicated in other bottle identification
handbooks (e.g., Putnam 1965:60, upper
right figure).
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Table 40
Miscellaneous tools class, fishing class, children's class, & school/office
supplies class.
AU 1

Tools:
carpenters lead
plane
axe head
Fishing:
fish hooks
Children's:
doll arm
doll body
pink blazed bisque
School/office:
ink bottles (MNI)

AU 1
lower

AU 11
Upper

AU 11
Lower

AU 11
C

AU 11
/T18

1rench 4

1
1
1

1

2
1
1
2

KD

1

1

2(2)

1(1)

Ambiguous Group
Two different types of marine invertebrate
carbonate casings were recovered from
throughout the excavations: clumps of
marine worm casings (Figures 72a-b), and
fragments of unidentified marine bivalve
shells (Figures 47c-d; Table 41). It is
unknown if the recovered bivalve
fragments represent food remains or are
natural inclusions in the sediments. It is
unlikely that the worm casings represent
anything other than natural remains.
Among the innumerable excavated rocks,
pebbles, and gravel processed by the
excavations, five were collected as possibly
indicating historic or prehistoric cultural
modification or use. A metamorphosed
sandstone rock was collected as a
whetstone (Figure 72e). However, while
its two wide faces are indeed smooth, no
striations indicative of cultural whetstone

KD

activity could be discerned, and the piece is
presently viewed as natural.
Likewise, two pieces of collected slate
(Figures 72f) are not unequivocally
culturally modified. Slate sheets indicative
of roofing material, writing tablets, or pool
table tops have been identified elsewhere
in Skagway excavations (e.g., Blee
1988:119; Rhodes 1988: 406; Bowers and
Gannon 1997). Regardless of the function
(or non-function?) of the two fragments,
the occurrence of the slate in the
excavations likely results from human
activity, as no solely sedimentary rock
formations, let alone slate/shale, are
located in the vicinity of the Skagway town
site, although there are some metamorphic
sedimentary and phyrite deposits in the
area. The nearest sedimentary deposits are
located over the White Pass in the Lake
Tutshi area of British Columbia, Canada
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(Graham 1998). Also, four other small
rock chips were interpreted by the
excavators as possible flakes or debitage
resulting from human (prehistoric?) flaking
activity (Figure 72g). However, these
fine-grained metamorphosed greenstone
chips do not exhibit unequivocal attributes
of human activity (e.g., platform; flake
scars; percussion bulbs), and are presently
viewed as non-cultural in this report.
A total of 96 thin flat sheet iron artifacts
were found, 94 of which consisted mostly
of small ( < 3 cm2) non-diagnostic
fragments. I hesitate to refer to these 94
fragments as "sheet metal," as the source
of these fragments is uncertain. They are
as likely to have derived from a large sheet
of metal as they are from much smaller,
rectangular, flat-sided tin cans.
The
remaining two flat metal pieces are sheet
metal sections hand-cut into circles, and
then bent over in half (Figures 73a-b).
One of these two items also has a nail
(unidentified type; too corroded) driven
through it, and bent over (Figure 73a). The
function of these nearly identical sheet
metal objects is unknown.
Tin can fragments of unidentified function
total 176. These do not include the tin
cans or fragments of known function,
which were discussed above (see Domestic
Group, Food Storage Class). Tin cans
were distinguished from "flat iron"
fragments (as above) by a variety of
criteria, including curvature, presence of
side or end seams, other distinguishing tin
can attributes relating to opening and
closure, or else were plain body pieces
found in association with other fragments
having these other criteria. It is not

feasible to estimate a minimum number of
individual cans for the assemblage, based
upon the extremely fragmentary condition
of most of the remains. Among the total
number of pieces in the assemblage, about
25 fragments exhibit crimped end or side
seams.
These pieces came from all
analytical units which provided can data
(see Table 41). Only two fragments
displayed lapped end seams, one each from
AU II Upper and Lower.
Only one complete can is noted in this
unidentifiable can category (Figure 73c).
This can, from AU II Upper, has crimped
side and end seams, and is crushed flat
onto its side, so that it is not possible to
determine any end attributes which could
help in providing a possible function.
Eight fragments of a wide, single band
upper collar with rolled lip were found, all
from a single can. This attribute has been
noted on cans which require a reclosable,
external friction lid.
Two oval,
machine-shaped wire handles were found
(Figures 74a-b). Both of these come from
the AU II Lower, and one was associated
with numerous flat-sided can fragments.
These handles resemble those found on top
of rectangular-bodied five gallon fuel cans.
Similar handles are also found on other tin
can types, however, so we are unable to
assign them to a particular function here.
A nearly complete ferrous rectangular lid
from AU II Upper is made from a single
sheet of metal with drawn sides 0.27 inch
(6.9mm) in height (Figure 74c). This
hingeless lid has a thin wooden liner, and
apparently is an external friction lid to an
unidentified container.
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Four complete or partial stoppers, plugs, or
corks were recovered. One complete bottle
stopper from AU I is made from
manganese decolorized clear glass, and
likely came from either a perfume,
pharmaceutical medicine, or extract bottle
(Figure 74d). Its mold seams indicate a
three-part mold. A small, complete bone
plug or stopper was also located in AU I
(Figure 74e). This object, 6 mm in height,
is slightly concave on its base, and has
what appears to be a stamped capital "C"
centrally located on its top. The object
tapers slightly on its neck, and has a
squared "finish" or band around its upper
section, in profile. The item may have
been a small vial stopper, or maybe a
sunken plug filler. The remains of two
fragmentary small corks were found, one
from the lower levels of AU I (Figure 74f)
and one from the AU II Upper (Figure
74g). They are both 9 mm in diameter,
and were used in either a small bottle or
vial.
A solid carbon core of a large battery came
from AU I (Figure 74j). This 3/4 inch
(1.9cm) diameter core is complete at one
end, but broken at the other. Owing to its
large size, it may have come from a
telephone
battery,
although
this
identification is tentative. A single blob of
solder was found in AU II Upper. The
highly oxidized remains of a ferrous
rectangular buckle were found in AU II
Upper. It measures about 1.6 x 1.0 inch (4
x 2.5cm), could have come from a number
of sources, including a human belt, a pack,
or a dog/horse harness. A circular bottle
safety seal was recovered from AU II
Upper (Figure 74h). This pliable item,
composed of either thin lead or aluminum,

was folded over the opening of an
unidentified bottle as determined by a 0.04
inch (1mm) wide fold-over "collar" around
its outer edge. Lastly, two twisted cut
leather strips about 0.16 x 0.08 inch (4 x
2mm) in width and depth measure 7.3
inches (18.5cm) (AU I lower levels) and
8.5 inches (21.5cm) (Trench 2; Figure 74i)
when stretched out. Only one end of the
longer piece seems cut; all other ends
appear broken/torn. Owing to the slight
variation in width of the pieces, it appears
that the pieces were hand cut. These strips
may have served as shoelaces, or some
manner of stitching or binding.
Fifty-eight lumps of coal were recovered,
40 of which were porous burnt lumps and
18 were shiny faceted unburnt lumps.
Combustion on those identified as such was
distinguished in most cases by scorch
marks or extraneous inclusions. This
artifact type may relate to transportationrelated locomotives of the White Pass and
Yukon Railway, or else relate to home or
office heating.Lastly, 129 fragments of thin
glass were recovered from throughout the
excavations. This collective grouping likely
includes fragments of chimney glass, fine
drinking glasses and other tableware, light
bulb glass, and fine glass flasks and
patent/prescription/extract bottles, which
could not be readily assigned to one of
these
different
functional
types.
Identifiable fragments of these artifact types
have already been quantified and discussed,
above. Two curved pieces with air vents
were found in AU II Upper. A majority of
fragments in this category were clear-lead,
but other glass tints found include clearunidentified, light blue, brown, frosted,
light green, dark green, and clear-
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in AU I lower, three in AU II Upper, and
nine in AU II Lower.

manganese.
The clear-manganese
fragments were distributed as follows: two

Table 41

Ambiguous group artifacts.
AUI

marine worm casings
bivalve shell fragments
rocks
tin cans & fragments
unknown
flat metal
stoppers
battery core
solder
buckle
bottle seal
tiny seeds
leather strips
coal
unburnt
burnt/combusted
thin glass fragments

2
1

AUI
lower
4

I/II
surface

AUII
Upper

2
69

2

24

9

7
2
1

2
1

13

48
1

AUII
Lower
3
1
1
57

AUII/T18

2
6

25

1

Trench 2

1
9

1
1
1
100s
1

1

2
3

1
7
82

12

Unclassifiable Group
These are artifacts whose function cannot
be determined but which might have some
sort of analytical contribution to make
(Blee 1988:35), and whose manufacturing
date, origin, and method are uriknown
(Rhodes 1988:148). The group is here
divided into three classes: Changed,
Whatsits, and Unknowns.
Changed Class
This class includes those items that have
been transformed somehow (e.g., burning,
melting, extreme oxidation) so as to make

15
33
23

9

their identification beyond material type
impossible (Rhodes 1988:440; Table 42).
Only seven pieces of melted glass could not
be discernible to their earlier forms (e.g.,
bottle/jar; window glass). Other melted
glass fragments that could be discerned to
earlier function are included in their
appropriate functional categories, and have
already been tabulated above. Two pieces
of water-rolled ground glass were found,
one clear and one light green. Two chunks
of burned wood, and six chunks of slag
were collected. Most of the Changed
artifacts (n=41), however, were heavily
oxidized ferrous blobs, often with
incorporated sandy matrix.
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Table 42

Unclassifiable group, changed class artifacts.
AU I lower
AU II Upper AU II Lower

Melted Glass
Water-rolled Glass
Charcoal
Iron Blobs
Slacr

2

27

5
1
2
5

4

9

1

Whatsit (or Unidentified Object)
Class
The artifacts included in this class can be
defined by morphology, material type, and
manufacturing technique. Most of them
appear to be parts of some larger items or
pieces of equipment. They might be readily
recognizable to someone, somewhere.
However, they remain unidentified for the
time being, and are catalogued by themselves
in this class (Rhodes 1988:443; also, Blee
1983:97, 1988:35).
Twenty-seven artifacts have been included in
this class, seventeen of which are metal. A
fragmentary ferrous cylinder-and-plate object
from the lower levels of AU I is cast from a
single piece of metal; that is, the cylinder
and plate have not been formed separately
and attached together (Figure 75a). The
diameter of the cylinder is 1 inch (2.5cm),
and the width of the plate is 1.4 inches
(3.5cm). The cylinder is completely smooth
within and without; there is no internal or
external threading. One end of the plate is
complete and squared, whereas the other end
is broken off just after the cylinder. Part of
the distal end of the cylinder also is broken
off and missing, however the piece of the
"lip" of the cylinder that remains indicates
that the complete length of the cylinder was
2.17 inches (5.5cm) above the height of the
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plate. A heavily corroded screw projects
through the non-broken end of the plate,
with its head (type unidentified) flush
with the plate metal, and its body
projecting up parallel to the cylinder.
Another ferrous object is apparently
complete, but heavily corroded which
makes positive identification tentative
(Figure 75b). The object, from the lower
levels of AU I, is rounded at one end
with a hole through it. The other end
appears squared, and also has a squared
hole through it which now is filled with
corrosion. The remainder of the body is
corroded over. The object conforms in
general layout to a swivel snap, though
this identification is speculative. Another
ferrous object, from AU I, is a. fragment
of a larger metal hardware piece, part of
which is curved (Figure 75c).
The last ferrous artifact is a complete
beveled chisel-like object from AU I
(Figure 75d). This flat, slightly curved
chisel-like "blade"-like object tapers in
thickness from about 0.12 inch (3mm) at
its sharp, beveled distal end to about 0.2
inch (5mm) at its proximal end. This
proximal end then blends into a
cylindrical section 1.3 inches (3.3cm) in
diameter. The sides of the flattened
portion of the specimen are parallel,
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remaining 1.5 inch (3.8cm) apart for its
entire length of 7.6 inches (19.3cm). The
cylindrical proximal portion of the object
continues an additional 2.9 inches (7.3cm) in
length.
This proximal portion has a
hollowed out circular cavity which proceeds
1.3 inches (3.3cm) into it, and which tapers
slightly as it does so, ending in a dull
rounded point. This proximal (non-beveled)
end of the object has an apparent flaring
"lip," which upon closer examination is
found to be formed by repeated pounding on
this end. The object may have served two
functions during its use-life: the first being
an unknown tool type which had some other
item inserted into its proximal end; and the
second as another unknown tool type which
was pounded with a hard hammer/mallet at
its proximal end (chisel? large tent stake?).

other 1.54 inch (3.9cm) in diameter and
0.08 inch (2mm) thick from AU II
Lower (Figure 75g). The smaller of
these two has a machine-manufactured
center
hole
and
two
machine-manufactured "nicks" out of its
rim, one rectangular and the other a
half-circle. There is a slight raised ridge
around the center hole on one face. This
item may be clock/watch gear related.
The larger of these two discs has a
smaller round disc on it near the outer
edge on one side, raised 0.06 inch
(1.5mm) above the flat disc surface and
flat on top. On the opposite side of this
piece there is a straight line groove from
the approximate center of the disc to its
rim.

A non-rusting alloy rectangular-shaped
object from AU II Upper component has a
"book-like" shape, in profile (Figure 75e).
One "cover" is complete (0.63 x 0.43 inches,
or 1.6 x 1.1 cm), which bends at a right
angle and proceeds for 1 1/4 inches (.5cm),
before bending again at a right angle, thus
forming the opposite and parallel "cover."
Most of the back "cover" and half of the
"spine" of the object is broken off and
missing. Two machine-manufactured small
rectangular cut-outs occur spaced out along
the spine. These two gaps occur on the
complete "cover" and over partially onto the
spine, but do not continue onto the back
"cover."

A flat (0.02 inch/.5mm) cuprous
machine- manufactured oval plate (2 1/8
x 3 3/8 inch or 5.4 x 3.5 cm) was found
in the lower levels of AU I (Figure 75h).
One face is stamped with letters, and
reads "MAKERS" straight across the
middle center part of the plate. Smaller
stamped illegible lettering proceeds all
around the outer edge of the plate. A
small complete cuprous knob from the
lower levels of AU I is rounded on the
upper side of its head and concave on the
underside (Figure 76a).
This is a
two-piece object, with the hollowed-out
shank (7 mm height) and the body
forming one piece, with the body capped
by the second piece.

All of the remaining metal objects described
below are cuprous. These include two flat,
circular and complete objects, one 0.7 inch
(1.8cm) in diameter and 0.02 inch (.5mm)
thick from AU I lower (Figure 75f), and the

A complete, cuprous conical and
tapering object was recovered from AU
II Upper (Figure 76b). The object is
formed by rolling a thin sheet and
securing it (via solder?) along a lapped
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seam running its entire length. The object is
hollow, and at its wide "mouth" end, four
"prongs" and four small holes above each
prong are present which were likely used to
secure the object to some other item that fit
within it. The opposite end of the object
forms a bulb beyond the narrow constriction
of the neck.
The object conforms in
numerous details to a shoelace ferrule (?),
although its large size (1.9 inch or 4.7cm
length) makes this identification tentative.
A cuprous U-shaped band with fine leather
attached on to it forming a "scalloped" edge
shape was found in AU II Upper (Figure
76c). The band is broken at both ends, and
the leather is attached by means of smaller
encircling bands of cuprous metal. Small
holes are centered in the scalloped rounded
portions of the leather.
Two smaller
fragments of similar bands were found
associated with the large metal/leather
artifact. Several other cuprous fragmentary
objects were recovered, including two
conjoinable fragments of a soldered
multi-component object from the lower levels
of AU I (Figure 76d), a fragment of a flat (1
mm) bar with manufactured groove along its
length from AU II Upper (Figure 76e), and
two associated flat metal fragments also from
AU II Upper (Figures 76f). The larger of
these latter two artifacts has a metal circle of
an unknown alloy secured on to the flat metal
by means of a small pin or bolt.
Non-metal unidentified objects include a
fragment of a black plastic cylinder
recovered from AU II Lower (Figure 76g).
One end is manufactured, and is completely
smooth without any threads or lipping. All
other edges of this piece are broken, and no
mold seams are evident. The original
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diameter of the cylinder was about 1.5
cm. Two unidentified items made of
wood were found, one thin circle or disc
(Figure 76h), and one thin whittled
tapering object (Figure 76j), both from
AU II Upper. The disc is only 1 mm
thick, and has been smoothed and
polished on both surfaces. It is nearly
complete, excepting some slight chipping
along its edges. Faint traces of a dark
illegible lithography are apparent on one
face. The complete whittled wooden
object is rounded and dulled at one end,
and tapers on all sides until forming a
fine point at its opposite end.
A near-perfect symmetrical hexagonal
stone was found in AU II Upper (Figure
76i). Composed of biotite (c.f., Pough
1976:246-247), the six side edges are
rough, and the flat upper and lower
surfaces are black and shiny, with
irregular gold inclusions. The hexagonal
shape with flat upper and lower surfaces
is the natural form of this crystal (Pough
1976:Plate 39). A complete woven strap
from the AU II component of Trench 18
(Figure 76k), and a complete glass
cylindrical object from AU II Upper
component (Figure 761) are the final
objects in this artifact group. The strap
is comprised of a tight-fitting weave of
cordage, and no use-wear or other marks
appear on it to suggest a function. The
clear glass object has a perfectly
cylindrical body with rounded shoulders
at each end, and has a slightly tapering
glass protrusion projecting from each
end. Mold seams encircle all around the
rounded shoulders at both ends of the
object, with seams running from these up
the tapered protrusions. Glazing or
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grinding covers the entire body and both
shoulders of the object, nearly obscuring the
mold seams. Because the glazing/grinding
proceeds over the rounded shoulders, it is not
felt that this feature is wear- or use-related.
No wires or any holes lead into the object.
Suggested functions include some type of
roller (?), an insulator (?), or a stopper (?).
Unknown Class
"Generally the artifacts or materials included
in this class are too fragmentary or too
deteriorated to identify more than just the
material [and shape]. Occasionally, ...even
the material type remains a mystery" (Rhodes
1988:441-442). Such items in the present
assemblage are presented in Table 43.
Three bottle/jar lip and neck fragments are
unique from all others discussed above (e.g.,
alcohol, other beverage, miscellaneous
domestic bottles) in their orifice and neck
diameters to warrant their inclusion here as
unidentifiable. The first is clear-manganese,
has a single collar which is rounded and
tapered down, with a very short neck ca. 3/5
inch (1.5cm) before a sharp shoulder. It has
a very wide mouth, about 1 1/2 inch
(3.8cm) inner orifice diameter, is ground on
the upper
inner lip signifying
a
wide-mouthed closure,, and was made by a
fully automated machine. A second lip is
also clear-manganese, has a single slightly
down tapered collar, the lip has been tool
finished, and has an inner orifice diameter of
about 1 inch (2.5cm). It too has a short neck
of only 0.7 inch (1.8cm) before reaching a
sharp shoulder.
The last unidentified
bottle/jar fragment is a brown neck fragment,
is likely produced by a fully automated
machine, has a single round bead, and has an
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inner diameter of about 1 1/16 inch
(2.7cm).
Fifteen leather fragments unidentifiable
to function were found. These are all
small dark brown fragments, now dried,
brittle, and curling.
Seven pliable
fragments of clear cellophane were
found, at least two of which appear to
have been cut (Figures 77a-b). Eleven of
the twelve fragments ox plastic recovered
share identical attributes: 1 mm thick,
flat, black, and slightly pliable (Figures
77c-d). These fragments are vinyl-like,
but are clearly not phonograph record
fragments as they lack the parallel
grooves indicative of this artifact type.
The remaining fragment of plastic also is
black, thin ( < 1 mm), and slightly
pliable, but this piece is cylindrically
curved and has a mold seam along its
entire length (Figure 77e). A single
piece of unidentified rubber was found
(Figure 77f). This tan piece is press
molded, with two raised straight parallel
lines on one side, and flat on the other.
The fragment is reminiscent of a
tread-like surface, possibly a wheel/tire
or a boot sole. An unidentified clump of
fibrous organic matter was uncovered
(Figure 77g). This small mass may or
may not be artifactual, and may represent
the highly decomposed remains of
manufactured
pulp
wood
(e.g.,
plywood). A single cut or chopped wood
fragment was collected (Figure 77h).
Four items of overall unknown material
were recovered. The first is cylindrical,
2 cm long, 3 mm in diameter, and tapers
to 1 mm diameter at its opposite end. It
is black and shiny, and may be a type of
plastic
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(Figure77i). This item is from AU II Lower.
Two other fragmentary items, one each from
AU II Lower and Upper, are roughly flat, ca.
3.5 mm thick, and of unknown material
(Figures 77j-k). They may be burnt wood or
leather, but do not exude charred residue
when rubbed. The last unknown material
artifact is from AU II Upper, with a hard
very smooth, flat upper surface, yet is
fragmentary, black/dark gray, and rough on
all other sides and edges (Figure 771). The
upper surface is reminiscent of stone,
Table 43

however, all other edges indicate some
type melted or synthetic material (e.g.,
tar; asphalt). It is not felt that the piece
is road asphalt or some type of concrete
or mortar. Lastly, 25 small fragments of
glass unidentifiable to any functional
category were recovered from throughout
the excavations. These fragments range
a variety of colors, including
aqua, clear, light green, dark green,
emerald green, and two clear-selenium
fragments from AU II Lower.

Unknown class artifacl S.
AU 1

unid. bottle/jar frags
leather
cellophane
plastic
rubber
fibrous, organic
wood
unknown material
glass fragments

1

AU 1
lower
1

1/11
surface

11
Upper
1
7

1
7

1

Lower
1
6
5
3

IIC

12

II/T18
2

1

1
1

3

4

2
8

1

ARTIFACT CHRONOLOGY
Two underlying questions direct the
following chronology discussion: (1) Are
the analytical units defined in the
Excavations and Stratigraphy chapter
chronologically discrete units?, and (2) Is
there a chronologically discrete Gold Rush
era deposit within the assemblage?
Different types of data are used to estimate
chronology for the various analytical and
other provenience units and features
defined and discussed in Excavations and
Stratigraphy. Seeing as how most if not all
of the artifact assemblage likely dates to
and after the ca. 1897-98 explosive growth

1
2
6

3

of the town site (see Historic Background),
some forms of data are therefore more
relevant to the present discussion than
others; that is, those artifacts that date to
the very late nineteenth and twentieth
centuries.
In sum, neither of the above two questions
(Discrete units? Gold Rush deposit?) seem
to be confirmed solely by the artifact
evidence. As noted above, artifact refits
occur between the different vertical
analytical units (i.e., AU I, I lower, II
Upper, II Lower), including between the
AU II Lower component and other units.
This could result from a variety of means,
including (1) natural or cultural mixing
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between stratigraphic units in the past, (2)
inadvertent mixing of otherwise discrete
stratigraphic units during archeological
excavation, or (3) inadvertent mislabeling
of artifacts during archeological excavation
and in the laboratory. Past cultural or
natural mixing of deposits, and therefore
artifacts, likely occurred on this town site
lot. Many of the features defined during the
excavations involved pits and holes
disturbing
underlying
stratigraphy.
However, disturbance by this means would
introduce older materials into younger
deposits, not younger materials into
undisturbed older deposits. However, past
disturbances that were overlooked or
otherwise not entirely recognized during
archeological excavation may result in a
mislabeling of artifacts to correct
provenience. That is, younger deposits
may have been introduced into older
deposits sometime in the past, but this was
not recognized during excavation. It is
impossible to assess the extent, or even the
occurrence, of this situation (as well as lab
error) at the present time. However,
post-excavation preliminary reports do
confirm at least some confusion as to the
boundary between AU II Upper and AU II
Lower components in some areas of the
excavation (Stilson 1986; DePuydt and
Hurst 1987).
Table 44 presents relevant non-makers
mark artifact chronological data pertinent
to the present discussion, along with the
minimum number of that artifact/attribute
per analytical unit. Table 45 presents
artifact chronological data related to a
variety of makers marks referred to
throughout the artifact discussion above,
along with their minimum number of

occurrences per analytical unit. The data
from these tables are presented graphically
in Figure 78. For graphical purposes in
this figure, when an artifact/attribute is
presented simply as a greater than date
(e.g., > 1935), the modern or present end of
the temporal continuum has been presented
as A.D. 1978 when excavations at this lot
began.
In sum, the earliest datable artifact from
AU I must date to at least 1920 (Lea &
Perrins Worcestershire sauce bottle, ca.
1877-1920; Table 45), while the most
recent datable artifact must date to at least
1960 (Coca-Cola bottle, >1960; Table 45).
It is acknowledged that the datable artifacts
in this AU I may date older than 1920, and
may date up to the present. However,
based upon present artifact information, the
range of datable artifacts in AU I must date
back to at least 1920, and date as current as
1960 (i.e., 1920-1960). Using this
reasoning, the following chronological
ranges for the other major analytical units
presented in this report include: AU I
lower (1905-1958), AU I/II surface
(>1931), AU II Upper (1910-1945), AU II
Lower (1910-1965), and AU II C
( < = 1930). As is readily obvious, there is
significant overlap of these ranges which
argues against the notion of sequential,
stratigraphically
and
chronologically
discrete analytical units. As a note of
caution, this reasoning of course does not
take into account re-use of artifacts,
keeping of heirlooms, etc., which prevent
items from being deposited in the
archeological record for years, decades, or
even centuries after their manufacture
(Schiffer 1987).
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The dates relating to AU II Lower deserve
additional mention, as this AU is the likely
candidate for a pure Gold Rush era unit in
this town lot, as it is the deepest cultural
deposit. Two artifacts date particularly late
for this AU, bottle bases made by
California companies and plants which date
post-1957 and post-1965 (Table 45).
Neither of these two artifacts were found
associated with a feature, and both are
recorded as coming from the same
stratigraphic layer in the same excavation
unit in the same year of excavation. If the
provenience of just these two bottle bases
was incorrectly understood
during
excavations, and these bases in fact are
associated with the immediately overlying
AU II Upper, then the latest that these AU
II Lower deposits would have to date is ca.
1911, as indicated by the presence of
selenium decolorized glass. Manganese
decolorized glass was most popular in the
United States between ca. 1880-ca.l917,
and selenium decolorization was most
popular between ca. 1911-ca. 1930, and
especially during and following World War
I when the supply of manganese from
Germany was cut off (Kendrick 1968:185,
1971:54, 56; Munsey 1970:55). Table 46
presents the numbers of manganese and
selenium decolorized glass artifacts in the
assemblage, regardless of condition. These
items consist mostly of broken bottle glass.
Table 47 presents these data from the major
analytical units (AU I, II Upper, II Lower)
in terms of percentages.
This table
indicates that the percentage of selenium
glass decreases up the stratigraphic profile,
relative to the percentage of manganese
glass: 24% in AU II Lower, which more
than doubles to 54% in AU II Upper, with
65% occurring in AU I.

Likewise, the number and percentage of
alcohol, other beverage, and miscellaneous
domestic bottle lips which indicate tooling
decreases up the stratigraphic profile
relative to lips formed by automatic bottle
machines. Bottles formed in molds by
semi-automatic bottle machines still
required their lips to be tooled by special
lipping tools, in order to smooth off the top
of the lip and standardize its size and shape
(e.g., Lorraine 1968:Figure4a). However,
fully automated bottle machines form the
entire bottle at the same time, lip and all,
and do not require additional tooling. The
first fully automated bottle machine was
perfected and patented in 1903 by Michael
Owens (Lorraine 1968:44). Despite the fact
that the bottle industry did not become
standardized to fully automated bottles until
some time between 1920 and 1930
(Kendrick 1968:113, 1971:11; Scoville
1948:78), the presence of fully automated
bottle lips indicate artifacts that must
post-date 1903. Table 48 provides the
numbers and percentages of tooled/applied
lips and fully automated lips in the alcohol,
other beverage, and miscellaneous domestic
bottle categories (see Tables 22-23 and 3233).
These data indicate that fully
automated lips were present in all major
analytical units (AU I, AU II Upper, AU II
Lower), thus indicating that at least some
of the deposits in each one post-date 1903.
This includes AU II Lower (34%, 4/11).
However, the percentage of fully
automated lips, relative to tooled/applied
lips, jumps dramatically in the overlying
AU II Upper, to 93%. What these data
collectively indicate is that while the AU II
Lower deposits may have two artifacts
dating to at least the 1950s and 1960s, and
one that dates post-1924, the majority of
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the artifacts that have been assigned to this
analytical unit likely date before 1911. The
other overlying analytical units, however,

appear from the artifacts to represent a
mixture of artifacts dating between the turn
of the century and through the 1950s.

Table 44
Non-makers mark dating information on artifacts pertinent to this
study, and minimum numbers of that artifact/attribute per analytical unit. I lower =
lb; II Upper = IIA; II Lower = IIB.
Information

Date

Reference

AU (& MNI)

Contoured Coca-Cola bottles
1955 Alaska License Plate
Bottle embossing: Federal Law
Prohibits...
Bottle emboss.: No Deposit No
Return...
bottle turn mold manufacturing
technique (see Tables 23 & 33: base
types 1, 3, 4, 6, 15)
mass produced threaded screw top for
bottles

>1916
1955
>1935

Munsey 1972:62
[this study]
Busch 1991:121

KD
KD

> mid-1930s

Busch 1991:121-123

1(1), IIA(l)

most popular
ca. 1880-1910

Kendrick 1968:113,
1971:39; Munsey
1970:59
Kendrick 1971:49

lb (1), IIA (3), IIB
(2), Tl (5), T2 (2)

>1924

lb (1), IIA (2)

IIB (1)

Table 45
Identified artifact manufa cturers, and minimum numbers of that
artifact/attribute per provenience unit. I ower = lb; II Upper = IIA; II Lower = IIB.
Manufacturer
Location
Date of
Reference AU (& MINI)
Artifact
R.A. Patterson Tobacco Co.
(plug stamp)
Dr. Samuel B. Hartman &
Co. or United Remedies Inc
or Consolidated Royal
Chemical Corp. (bottle)
Coca-Cola Co. (bottle)

Owens-Illinois Glass Co.
(bottle)
California Packing Co. (?)
(bottle)
Northwestern Glass Co.
(bottle)

Richmond, VA

ca. 1870-1930

Schild 1972

Surface (1)

Columbus, OH
(Dr. SBH) or
Chicago, IL
(latter 2)
Atlanta, GA
[various bottle
plants]
Fairmont, WV

ca. 1888ca.l948

Fike 1987:62

KD

>1960

Munsey
1972:13

KD

1929-54 (1936?
1946?)
>1916

Toulouse
1971:403
Toulouse
1971:112
Toulouse
1971:390

KD

San Francisco,
CA
Seattle, WA

>1931 (1940?)

KD
I (1), I/II surface
(1)
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Manutacturer

Location

Date ot
Artifact

Reference

Lea & Perrins Co. (bottle)

Worcester,
England
New York, NY
[various], CA

ca. 1877-1920

Lunn 1981

ca. 1877-1920
>1945

New York, NY

1880-ca.l917

Lunn 1981
Toulouse
1971:220
Fike 1987:56 Ib(D

Streator, IL

1881-1905

Portland, OR

>1958

San Francisco,
CA
Oakland, CA

1934-39
>1945

May wood Glass Co. (bottle)

Compton, CA

ca. 1940-61

Safe Glass Co. (bottle)

Bowling Green,
OH or
Redkey/Upland,
IN
Lancaster, OH

late 19th/early
20th century

John Duncan & Sons (bottle)
Glass Containers Corp.
(bottle)
Chesebrough Mng. Co.
(bottle)
Streator Bottle & Glass Co.
(bottle)
Owens-Illinois Pacific Coast
Div. (bottle)
Globe Brewing Co. (bottle)
Owens-Illinois Pacific Coast
Div. (bottle)

Anchor Hocking Glass Corp.
(bottle)
Lambert Pharmacal Co.
(bottle)

St. Louis, MO

>1938
(1941-42?)
21915

ED. Pinaud Parfumerie
(bottle)

Paris, France

21812

Union Metallic Cartridge Co.
OR Remington- Union
Metallic Cartridge Co.
(cartridge)
Sanford Manufacturing Co.
(bottle)

Bridgeport, CN

1867-1930
(copper use
<1930)

Chicago, IL

1891-ca.l917

Owens-Illinois Pacific Coast
Div. (bottle)

Tracy, CA

>1965
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1(1), I I B & I I C
(2)
Ibid above
Ib(D

Toulouse
1971:461
Toulouse
1971:395,
406
Hurst 1987

Ib(l)

Toulouse
1971:395,
406
Toulouse
1971:357
Toulouse
1971:473

IIA (2)

Toulouse
1971:46-49
Fike
1987:67;
Spude et al.
1993: Figure
15
Periodical
Pub. Assoc.
1934:69
Barber
1987:169

HA (1)

SMC 1891;
Kendrick
1971:54
Toulouse
1971:395,
406

IIA (1), IIB (1)

Ib(l)

Ib(l), HA(l)

HA (1)
IIA (1)

HA (1)

IIA (1), IIB (1)

IIA (3), IIB (5), II
C(l)

IIB (1)
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Manufacturer

Location

Date of
Artifact

Reference

AU (& M M )

Latchford Glass Co. (bottle)

>1957

Henry K. Wampole & Co.
(bottle)

Philadelphia,
PA

ca. 1876-1958

Adelbert M. Foster & Co.
(bottle)
Sanford Manufacturing Co.
(bottle)

Chicago, IL

ca. 1895-1911

Chicago, IL

1891-ca.l917

Toulouse
1971:316
Toulouse
1971:26
Hull-Walski
& Ayers
1989:143
Fike
1987:81;
Wilson &
Wilson
1971:94
Toulouse
1971:44
SMC 1891,
1912. 1916

IIB (1)

Adolphus Busch Glass Mng.
Co. (bottle)
Winchester Repeating Arms
Co. (cartridge)

Los Angeles,
CA
Belleville, IL or
St. Louis, MO
New Haven,
CN

Table 46

manganese
selenium

ca.
1904-1907/20
>1866

HB (1)
IIB (1)

Trenches 1 & 2
(1)

Trench 2(1)
IIA (1), Trench 4
fl)

Number of manganese versus selenium glass fragments in this study.
AUI

AUI
lower

I/II
surface

AUII
Upper

AUII
Lower

AUII/T18

AU
IIC

Tl

T2

Fea
21

30
167

83
63

16
10

170
203

117
37

33
5

3
0

10
0

14
2

6
0

Table 47
Changing percentages of manganese versus selenium in the maj'or
analytical units.
selenium
manganese
65% (240/369)
AU I (I+I lower + I/II surface) 35% (129/369)
54% (203/373)
AU II Upper
46% (170/373)
24% (37/154)
AU II Lower
76% (117/154)
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Table 48
Percent and MM alcohol, other beverage, and miscellaneous domestic
bottles tooled/applied lips and fully automated machine-made lips (from Tables 23 and
33).
Percent & MN1 fully
Percent & MN1
automated lips
tooled/applied lips
91% (5/7)
AU I + AU I lower
29% (2/7)
AU II Upper
93% (8/11)
27 % (3/11)
36% (4/11)
AU II Uower
64% (7/11)
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Figure 26 Structural Group / Hardware Class / fasteners / non-nail hardware fasteners,
a. carriage bolt (KLGO 7022), b. nut (KLGO 7355), c. nut (KLGO 7310), d. lock
washer (KLGO 40064), e. screw (KLGO 7618), f. screw (KLGO 40115), g. screw
(KLGO 40097), h. rivet (KLGO 7617), i. rivet (KLGO 6934), j . 2 rivets & leather
(KLGO 7627), k. rivet & leather (KLGO 6752).
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Figure 27 Structural Group / Hardware Class / fasteners / non-nail hardware fasteners (a-f)
& builders hardware (g-k). a-c. nail washers, square (KLGO 40103, 6933, 40084), d-f.
nail washers, round (KLGO 5928, 6928, 7316), g-i. hinges (KLGO 6929, 6864, 7076),
j . gate latch (KLGO 7635), k. strike plate (KLGO 7585).
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Figure 28 Structural Group / Hardware Class / miscellaneous hardware (a-f); Structural
Materials Class / masonry (g). a. cuprous strap (KLGO 6976), b-c. cuprous grommets
(KLGO 7403, 5964), d. serpentine wire (KLGO 6801), e-f. rings (KLGO 7631, 7702),
g. red brick fragments (KLGO 6805, 7091).
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Figure 29 Structural Group / Structural Materials Class / other structural materials (a);
Structural Group / Utilities Class / electrical supplies (b-h). a. molding (KLGO 7471),
b. lightbulb base (KLGO 6780), c. lightbulb fragments (KLGO 5910), d. electrical switch
(KLGO 6806), e. cylindrical or spool insulator (KLGO 40085), f. switch base (KLGO
7710), g. rubber insulated wire (KLGO 7368), h. multi-strand copper wire (KLGO 6695).
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Figure 30 Structural Group / Utilities Class / electrical supplies (a-c) & plumbing (d). a.
electrical junction box (KLGO 40086), b. insulated wire (KLGO 40069, 7647), c. pipe
fitting (KLGO 7184).
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Figure 31 Domestic Group / Food Storage Class / canning jars and other jars (a) &
condiments (b-c) & food closures and canning accessories (d-e). a. jar fragments with
grapes embossing (KLGO 39766), b. Lea & Perrins Worcestershire sauce bottle lip & neck
(KLGO 7444), c. catsup lip & neck (KLGO 7363), d. Lea & Perrins stoppers (KLGO
6734), e. (candy?) jar stopper fragments, refit (KLGO 6847, 6820).
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Figure 32 Domestic Group / Beverage Container Class / flask lips, a-b, e-g. tapered
collar with extra bead around base of neck (KLGO 7099, 7100, 7157, 6839, 7264), c.
threaded lip (KLGO 6754), d, h-i. double collar (KLGO 7159, 7429, 7007).
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Figure 33 Domestic Group / Beverage Container Class / flask bases, a-c. constricted/
angled bases (KLGO 7102, 7739, 7008).
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Figure 34 Domestic Group / Beverage Container Class / alcohol lips (see Table 22 for
Lip Type descriptions), a. Lip type 1 (KLGO 7694), b. Lip type 3 (KLGO 7448), c. Lip
type 4 short neck (KLGO 5906), d. Lip type 4 medium neck (KLGO 7048), e. Lip type
4 long neck (KLGO 7149), f. Lip type 5 (KLGO 7765), g. Lip type 7 (KLGO 7397).
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Figure 35 Domestic Group / Beverage Container Class / alcohol base (see Table 22 for
Base Type descriptions). Base type 5 (KLGO 7499).
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Figure 36 Domestic Group / Beverage Container Class / alcohol base (see Table 22 for
Base Type descriptions). Base type 6 (KLGO 7455).
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Figure 37 Domestic Group / Beverage Container Class / alcohol base (see Table 22 for
Base Type descriptions). Base type 8 (KLGO 6884).
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Figure 38 Domestic Group / Beverage Container Class / alcohol base (see Table 22 for
Base Type descriptions). Base type 9 (KLGO 6885).
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Artifacts

Figure 39 Domestic Group / Beverage Container Class / alcohol base (see Table 22 for
Base Type descriptions). Base type 9 (KLGO 6911).
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Figure 40 Domestic Group / Beverage Container Class / alcohol base (see Table 22 for
Base Type descriptions). Base type 10 (KLGO 7150).
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Artifacts

Figure 41 Domestic Group / Beverage Container Class / alcohol body. Globe Brewing
Co., San Francisco (KLGO 7150).
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Artifacts

Figure 42 Domestic Group / Beverage Container Class / alcohol bases (see Table 22 for
Base Type descriptions), a. Base type 11 (KLGO 7341, 3991).
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Artifacts

Figure 43 Domestic Group / Beverage Container Class / alcohol body. Case bottle body
fragments (KLGO 7431, 39737).
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A rlifarts

Figure 44 Domestic Group / Food Storage Class / food closures and canning accessories
(a); Domestic Group / Beverage Container Class / beverage closures (b-f); Domestic
Group / Food Preparation Class (g). a. mason jar lid (KLGO 40119), b-d. crown caps
(KLGO 5926, 6739, 6683), e-f. threaded caps (KLGO 39711, 6682), g. pan handle
(KLGO 7646).
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A rlifacts

Figure 45 Domestic Group / Food Serving Class / ceramic tableware, a-b. porcelaineous
sherds (KLGO 7218. 7372).
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Artifacts

Figure 46 Domestic Group / Food Serving Class / ceramic tableware, a. green
transfer-print, white-glazed earthenware sherd (KLGO 39643), b. green transfer-print,
white-glazed earthenware sherd (KLGO 39636), c. brown transfer-print, white-glazed
earthenware sherd (KLGO 5982), d. gold band, white-glazed earthenware rim sherd
(KLGO 39639), e. green decalcomania, white-glazed earthenware sherd (KLGO 39639).
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Artifacts

Figure 47 Domestic Group / Food Serving Class / ceramic tableware. Blue/ black
transfer-print, white-glazed earthenware sherds (KLGO 7475, 7038, 7747).
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Artifacts

Figure 48 Domestic Group / Food Serving Class / glass tableware (a-d) & utensils (e).
a-b. pressed glass fragments (KLGO 7117, 7064), c. tumbler base fragment (KLGO
7056), d. tumbler body fragment (KLGO 7300), e. tablespoon (KLGO 5980).
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Artifacts

Figure 49 Domestic Group / Pharmaceutical/Medicinal Class / medicine / patent,
prescription, and/or extract bottle lips, a, c, e, g, j . single collar with vertical
(non-flaring) sides, with a bead around lower portion of neck (KLGO 39652, 7224, 5996,
7233, 7390), b, d. prescription lip: single collar with flaring sides (KLGO 7511, 7667),
f, h, i. extract lip: rounded up collar (KLGO 7052, 6817, 6987).
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Figure 50 Domestic Group / Pharmaceutical/Medicinal Class / medicine / patent,
prescription, and/or extract bottle lips (a-e) & other non-bottle medicinal (f-j). a.
prescription lip: single collar with flaring sides (KLGO 39658), b. extract lip: single
rounded up collar, and has an additional collar with vertical (non-flaring) sides directly
below the upper rounded collar (KLGO 7452), c. complete Bromo-Seltzer bottle (KLGO
7450), d. single collar with vertical (non-flaring) sides, with a bead around lower portion
of neck (KLGO 7475), e. extract lip: single rounded up collar (KLGO 7555), f-i. vial:
wide-mouthed broad collar type (7053. 7053, 6672, 6769), j . vial: beaded or threaded lip
type (KLGO 5936).
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Figure 51 Domestic Group / Pharmaceutical/Medicinal Class / medicine / patent,
prescription, and/or extract bottle base (see Table 28). Dr. S. B. H. & Co. bottle base
(KLGO 39655).
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Artifacts

Figure 52 Domestic Group / Pharmaceutical/Medicinal Class / medicine / patent,
prescription, and/or extract bottle base. KLGO 7490.
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Artifacts

Figure 53 Domestic Group / Miscellaneous Domestic Class / miscellaneous domestic bottle
lips (see Table 32). a. "double collar" lip: applied tapered lip with smaller, also tapered,
bead beneath (KLGO 6844), b. crown top (KLGO 7232), c. brandy with bead: down
tapered with a bead around neck at base of taper (KLGO 7525), d. Blob top: single
rounded lip (KLGO 39984), e. external threaded (KLGO 5952).
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Artifacts

Figure 54 Domestic Group / Miscellaneous Domestic Class / miscellaneous domestic bottle
base (see Table 32 for Base Type descriptions). Base type 15 (KLGO 7457).
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Artifacts

Figure 55 Personal Group / Clothing Class / fabric, a. chevon pattern (KLGO 7025), b,
f. twill pattern (KLGO 7030), c-d. fine black thread, possible shoelaces (KLGO 6834,
7554), e. felt (KLGO 7597), g. unraveling fragment (KLGO 6877), h. loose weave
(KLGO 7572), i. very fine linear weave (KLGO 7596), j . tweed (KLGO 7734).
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Artifacts

Figure 56 Personal Group / Clothing Class / fasteners (a-q); Personal Group / Grooming
and Hygiene Class / non-bottle & jar grooming and hygiene (r-s). a-f. 6 varieties of
four-hole milk glass buttons (KLGO 7376, 7376, 7376, 7055, 7350, 7277), g. one-piece
four-hole rubber button (KLGO 6875), h. multiple-piece, metal rivet type button (KLGO
7017), i. two-piece metal over wood shanked button (KLGO 6715), j-k. corroded metal
shanked buttons (KLGO 6826, 6777), 1. cufflink (KLGO 7034), m. safety pin (KLGO
39671), n. plastic cuff link or button cover (KLGO 7763), o. collar button or shirt stud
(KLGO 6937), p. suspender strap adjuster (KLGO 7466), q. cuprous clasp (KLGO 7019),
r. lip stick case (KLGO 39676), s. comb frame (?), purse clasp (?) (KLGO 6748).
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Artifacts

Figure 57 Personal Group / Clothing Class / footwear. Woman's left shoe (KLGO 7733).
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Artifact*.

Figure 58 Personal Group / Clothing Class / footwear, a. Woman's shoe (KLGO 7216),
b. leather upper (KLGO 7746).
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Figure 59 Personal Group / Clothing Class / footwear, a. sole fragments (KLGO 7762),
b. felt liner fragment (KLGO 7708), c. leather boot/shoe fragments with eyelet imprints
(metal removed) (KLGO 6955), d. leather boot/shoe strip with eyelet imprints (metal
removed) (KLGO 39675).
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Figure 60 Personal Group / Grooming & Hygiene Class / perfume, cologne, toilet water
bottles & jars (a-e); Personal Group / Miscellaneous Personal Class (f-i). a. ED. Pinaud
body fragment (KLGO 7748), b. ED. Pinaud bottle base (KLGO 7764; see also Figure
61), c. perfume bottle stopper (KLGO 7054), d. perfume bottle or vial fragment (KLGO
7265), e. E.W. Hoyt and Co. dentifrice bottle (KLGO 7221, see also Figure 62), f-g. T
D clay pipe bowl fragments, refit (KLGO 7474, 7371), h. pocket watch plate (KLGO
6831), i. shoe polish bottle fragment (KLGO 7291).
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Artifacts

Figure 61 Personal Group / Grooming & Hygiene Class / perfume, cologne, toilet water
bottles & jars. ED. Pinaud bottle base (KLGO 7764; see also Figure 60b).
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Artifacts

Figure 62 Personal Group / Grooming & Hygiene Class / perfume, cologne, toilet water
bottles & jars. E.W. Hoyt and Co. dentifrice bottle (KLGO 7221; see also Figure 60e).
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Artifacts

Figure 63 Personal Group / Miscellaneous Personal Class (a-b); Activities Group /
HuntingAVarfare Class (c); Activities Group / Fishing Class (d). a. pocket knife (KLGO
7027), b. pocket knife blade (KLGO 7128), c. .30-.30 cartridge (KLGO 7700), d. two
possible fish hooks (KLGO 7020, 7020).
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Artifacts

Figure 64 Activities Group / Transportation Class, a-b. horse harness buckles (KLGO
7016, 39674), c-e. railroad spikes (KLGO 7587, 7508, 7508).
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Artifacts

Figure 65 Activities Group / Transportation Class. 1955 Alaska license plate (KLGO
7330).
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Artifacts

Figure 66 Activities Group / Tools Class, a. carpenter's lead (KLGO 6749), b. plane's
blade (KLGO 5978).
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Artifacts

Figure 67 Activities Group / Tools Class, a-b. ax heads (KLGO 40087, 6926).
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Artifacts

Figure 68 Activities Group / Childrens Class, a. doll arm (KLGO 7599), b. doll body
(KLGO 39670), c-e. pink bisque sherds (KLGO 7289, 7147, 39673, 39673).
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Artifacts

Figure 69 Activities Group / School or Office Supply Class, a. Sanford's ink bottle
(KLGO 5902; see also Figure 70), b. Sanford's ink bottle (KLGO 7628; see also Figure
71), c. Sanford's ink or mucilage bottle base (KLGO 7564), d-e. ink or mucilage bottle
fragments (KLGO 7290, 6886).
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Artifacts

Figure 70 Activities Group / School or Office Supply Class. Sanford's ink bottle (KLGO
5902; see also Figure 69a).
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Artifacts

Figure 71 Activities Group / School or Office Supply Class. Sanford's ink bottle (KLGO
7628; see also Figure 69b).
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Figure 72 Ambiguous Group, a-b. marine worm casing (KLGO 7362, 6753), c-d.
bivalve shell (KLGO 7262), e. metamorphosed sandstone (KLGO 7744), f. slate fragments
(KLGO 6833), g. metamorphosed greenstone flakes (KLGO 39677).
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Artifacts

Figure 73 Ambiguous Group, a-b. hand-cut folded metal circles (KLGO 7636, 7645), c.
complete can of unknown function (KLGO 6681).
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Artifacts

Figure 74 Ambiguous Group, a-b. machine-shaped wire handle (KLGO 7632, 7409), c.
metal lid with wooden liner (KLGO 6898), d. glass bottle stopper (KLGO 39669), e. bone
plug or stopper (KLGO 39678), f-g. corks (KLGO 7141, 7687), h. bottle seal (KLGO
7680), i. leather strip (KLGO 7472), j . carbon battery core (KLGO 39690).
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Figure 75 Unclassifiable Group / Whatsit or Unidentified Object Class, a.
cylinder-and-plate object (KLGO 6949), b. swivel snap ? (KLGO 7139), c. hardware
fragment (KLGO 39688), d. beveled chisel-like object (KLGO 39689), e. non-rusting
alloy rectangular object (KLGO 7729), f-g. cuprous circular objects (KLGO 7545, 7703),
h. cuprous plate, MAKERS embossed (KLGO 7591).
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Figure 76 Unclassifiable Group / Whatsit or Unidentified Object Class, a. cuprous knob
(KLGO 7546), b. cuprous conical and tapered object (KLGO 6832), c. cuprous U-shaped
band with leather (KLGO 7567), d. cuprous object (KLGO 7592), e. cuprous bar (KLGO
7253), f. cuprous flat fragments (KLGO 7681), g. plastic cylinder (KLGO 6860), h.
wooden disc (KLGO 7261), i. hexagonal biotite (KLGO 7259), j . wooden tapered object
(KLGO 7089), k. woven strap (KLGO 39680), 1. glass cylindrical object (KLGO 7601).
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Artifacts

Figure 77 Unclassifiable Group / Unknown Class, a-b. cellophane fragments (KLGO
7552, 6721), c-d. flat plastic fragments (KLGO 6785, 5974), e. curving plastic fragment
(KLGO 6750), f. rubber fragment (KLGO 39679), g. fibrous matter (KLGO 7732), h.
chopped wood fragment (KLGO 7214), i-1. unknown material objects (KLGO 7657, 6698,
7637, 7090).
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Artifacts

Figure 78 Summary of relevant artifact chronological data, derived from Tables 44 and
45, for AU I (9 date ranges), AU I lower (lb; 7 date ranges), I/II surface (1 date range),
AU II Upper (IIA; 17 date ranges), AU II Lower (IIB; 14 date ranges), and AU II "C" (3
date ranges).
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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Carl Spath
This report compiles and synthesizes three
archeological investigations at Block 37, Lot
1, in the Skagway Historic District,
Skagway, Alaska. These were excavations
in 1980 (Suazo 1983), 1986 (Stilson 1986),
and 1987 (DePuydt and Hurst 1987). The
latter excavations had been preceded by
archeological monitoring of a soils test pit in
which a buried cultural level had been
recognized (Blee et al. 1984:184). The
National Park Service was preparing to
move the historic Martin Itjen House to this
location and was required to evaluate
whether the proposed undertaking would
adversely affect any significant historic
properties. In a brief archeological synopsis
within an historic structure report for the
Martin Itjen House Blee, et al. (1984:184)
note that the buried humus and artifacts
noted in the soils test about 10-18 inches
below the surface occurred in the same layer
as that identified as the Feature 23 Stratum
in Test Trench 18. This was assessed as a
cultural level having the potential to yield
information important in the history of
Skagway, and therefore a potentially
contributing element in the Skagway
Historic District.
The investigations compiled and synthesized
in this report are historical archeological
investigations. At a very simplistic level,
like history they use documentary evidence
and oral traditions to reconstruct past
events, and like archeology they also use
fragmentary physical evidence, often from
buried contexts, to reconstruct events and
patterns of events. Documentary evidence

used in history can include official
documents, original photographs, first hand
or indirect accounts or recollections,
newspaper accounts, and many other forms
of
recorded
descriptions
and
interpretations. Physical evidence can
include lost or discarded objects, remnants
of buildings or structures, physical or
chemical traces in soils and sediments and
many other types of traces of past human
activities. Ideally, historical archeology is
more than the archeology of documented
historical sites to confirm or illustrate
historical
documents, or historical
documents that confirm the age and identity
of archeological materials.
It is an
interaction and synergy of historical
methods and archeological methods to
achieve a greater understanding of past
events than could be achieved by both
methods used separately. As stated by
Adams and Brauner (1991:33) "When data
from documents and from oral history are
combined with the data from the sites we
derive a much better understanding of the
past than possible when only one data set is
used. . ." In the case of Block 37, Lot 1,
the history and the archeology were both
very scanty and incomplete.
The introductory chapters of this report
discuss the historical and geographic setting
of Block 37 in the history of Skagway, and
the history of investigations at Block 37.
This is followed by a chapter by Kurt
Schweigert discussing the history of
Skagway and the known history of Block
37, Lot 1. Then Carl Spath summarized
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the archeological excavations at this lot.
The subsequent chapter by Robin Mills of
Northern Land Use Research synthesized
the artifacts recovered from the excavations.
These discussions are supplemented by two
appendices: (1) faunal analysis by David
R. Huelsbeck; and (2) pollen and phytolith
analysis by Linda Scott Cummings and
Thomas S. Moutoux. A moderate quantity
of materials was recovered from this site,
ranging in age from early Gold Rush to
modern, but the range of artifact types was
fairly limited and there were few items or
discrete assemblages representative of
specific historic activities at this location.
The investigations at this lot built
progressively on one another, and the range
of available information grew over time.
The investigators focused on different
aspects of the archeology and developed
some superficially contrasting interpretations of the history of the lot, but
basically described and assessed the same
set of archeological components. Similarly
the description and assessment presented
here draws upon a differing range of
comparative information and vary in some
respects from earlier draft reports. A
significant advantage and contribution of
this final report is a complete and uniform
descriptive analysis of the -recovered
artifacts which refines and adjusts earlier
interpretations. This is not a criticism or
denial of earlier observations, but a
refinement through additional analysis,
integration of information from divergent
sources, and a greater accumulated corpus
of comparative information.
Only comparatively small details and
adjustments have been added to the specific

history of Block 37, Lot 1 through
available
documents
and
historic
photographs. This is not because no
additional documentary and archival
research was done, but because no
appreciable additional information was
found. The basic picture compiled by
Suazo (1983) captured the essential
patterns, and no discoveries were made that
contradicted those patterns. In the fall of
1896, when rich gold strikes had been
made on tributaries of the Yukon River and
prospectors already in the region were
frantically working claims, the future
location of Block 37, Lot 1 was a quiet
meadow at the edge of the tidal flats near
the mouth of the Skagway River. Most of
the improvements of the Moore homestead
were along the east side of the river valley
and the Moores were beginning work on
White Pass Trail.
Through the winter of 1896-1897 word of
the rich strikes reached the world. By
April and May 1897 ships bound for
Alaska were crowded with prospectors
(Bearss 1970:47). In July 1897 two ships"
carrying gold and miners from the
Klondike reached Seattle and San
Francisco, and the news sparked a
stampede. William Moore had anticipated
that the route to the Klondike region
through Skagway and over White Pass
would be important, but he had not
anticipated the magnitude of the stampede
that soon overwhelmed his homestead. A
tent city sprang up virtually overnight, and
by the end of July there was a gabled,
wood frame building on lot 2. By August
9 the town of Skagway had been platted
and lots were staked (Blee et al 1984:10).
Improvements to the White Pass Trail were
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just beginning when the stampede reached
Skagway, and the resultant bottleneck in
transportation contributed to an explosive
growth of population at Skagway.
Initially Moore's poorly maintained wharf
and the tidal mud flats were the only paths
to get people and goods ashore from the
Taiya Inlet. Most goods were unloaded
from ships and large boats by lighters,
which in turn were unloaded in shallow
water by wagons, horses and mules. The
tidal fringe was an important transfer point
from the tidal flats to dry land. In this
setting are lots 1-6 (i.e. the north half) of
Block 37. The southern lots were within the
regular, although perhaps not daily, tidal
range. A barn-like store was built on lot 2
shortly before the lots were platted out, and
was oriented slightly askew of the town
grid, probably aligned with the normal high
tide line or a regularly used trail. On August
21, 1897, lot 1 was claimed by M.L.
Longuert.
The following year the
Longuerts deeded the north half of the lot to
Herman L. Meyer, and later left for the
Atlin gold fields. Although no record of the
transfer was found, title to the south half of
the lot reverted to the Alaskan and
Northwestern Territories Trading Company.
The Trading Company was the legal
successor to Bernard Moore's original
homestead claim. Before October 1897 a
shed roof, wood frame building was
constructed on the south half of lot 1 facing
Broadway.
The lowest strata in the Block 37
excavations are bedded alluvial sands.
Channel deposits have been identified in
other excavations within the Skagway
Historic District, but the descriptions of the

lower levels at Block 37 conform to
overbank, intertidal and deltaic deposits.
The excavators recognized that limited
cultural materials might be found that predated the 1897 rush.
These could
potentially include Tlingit materials or
traces of earlier limited activity, such as the
Moore homesteads. No such materials
were identified. In terms of availability for
cultural use, the Lot was a recently
emerged landscape at the onset of the
Klondike Gold Rush. There is no firm date
or reference point, but at some time earlier
in the century the processes of alluvial
aggradation, isostatic rebound from glacial
retreat and tectonic uplift had brought this
location above the tidal range. These
sediments form the culturally clean slate on
which the archeology of Block 37, Lot 1
was written. The following summary
addresses the body of information available
for three cultural levels: (1) AU II Lower
dominated by the gold rush episode
associated with the shed roof building from
1897 to 1908; (2) AU II Upper associated
mostly with the presence of the Dewey
Hotel from 1908 to 1940; and (3) AU I
several fill episodes associated with the
military presence in the 1940s and the
union hall. Although there are features and
localized deposits that are stratigraphically
"pure," none of these episodes are
represented by an unmixed level across the
excavation area. The resultant artifact
assemblages are limited in their
information potential regarding cultural
activities at the Lot.
In the Artifacts section above Mills
presents a very thorough and conservative
assessment of the artifacts recovered from
the excavations at Block 37. He does an
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admirable job of synthesizing diverse
provenience information and superficially
conflicting artifact descriptions so that
others reviewing this information can draw
their own conclusions. He presents a very
cautious interpretation of the chronological
implications of the items that are temporally
diagnostic, in effect giving the full range of
possible dates that the items could represent.
In light of how these artifacts fit with the
setting, the historic context, and the
stratigraphic interpretations, I will focus on
the clustering and overlap of these date
ranges and how those fit with other
information from Block 37. To briefly
draw an analogy from a distant area, if we
had a pastoral camp from the northern
Rocky Mountains dominated by hole-in-top
soldered lapped seam cans with a few
lapped and locked seam open top cans, with
moderate quantities of clear-manganese
glass, and wire hinged flip lid oval tobacco
tins, we could say that the materials on the
site could date from the mid-1800s to 1950.
This is similar in reasoning, although
exaggerated for effect, to the date ranges
that Mills has provided for Block 37. On
the other hand we could assume that the
pastoral camp was used only a few times
and that the key date ranges are in the
overlap of materials. In this example, the
use of manganese as a clarifying agent in
glass became much less common in the
early 1920s, hole-in-top cans also became
much less common in the early 1920s as
cost effective manufacturing of locked seam
open top cans gained acceptance, and the
wire hinge flip lid oval tobacco tin was
introduced in 1907, had become popular in
the region by 1910, and remained in
production until 1948. The overlap of these
items in combination with other information

on the sheep herding industry in this region
would suggest a probable date for this
camp from 1910 to the early 1920s.
Approaching the materials from the
excavation at Block 37 with a similar
perspective provides a far more consistent
picture than the possible range of
manufacturing dates of containers and other
artifacts taken at face value. The temporal
implications of the artifacts will be
summarized briefly with each AU below.

AU II Lower - Shed Roof Building
To the extent that this analytical unit is a
discrete deposit that was recognized by and
separated by the excavators, this is the
initial gold rush level at the Lot. The Lot
was claimed by M.L. Longuert on August
21, 1897, but through some transaction or
default for which no formal record was
found, title and control of the Lot reverted
to the Alaskan and Northwestern
Territories Trading Company. By late
October 1897 a shed roof, wood frame
building had been constructed on the Lot.
An October 27, 1897 photograph of
Skagway at high tide with Mill Creek
flooding (Figure 3) shows the shed roof
building on the south part of Lot 1 and a
small wall tent on the north half of Lot 1.
The latter photograph also shows baled
goods stacked near the shed roof building.
The Alaskan and Northwestern Territories
Trading Company was the successor to
Bernard Moore's original homestead claim
in Skagway. The name Trading Company
implies involvement in the trading of
goods, i.e., acquisition and sale. No tax
records, business listings, or other
documentary records were found indicating
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The Feature 4B-7-9 complex is a curious
group that Stilson characterized as a
drainage feature. The most conspicuous
element of this feature complex is Feature
4B, a two by two foot box-like feature
lined on three sides with planks and set in
a shallow pit. Feature 9 is a shallow
drainage channel leading into the open side
of F-4B. The interior fill of Feature 4B
was divisible into three levels: (1) a light,
coarse sands interbedded with dark silt and
wood chips. This stratum contained more
that 270 artifacts; (2) thin, black organic
The location of the shed roof building in the layer composed of hay or straw and wood
photographs corresponds to the east half of fragments in a sandy loam matrix and
Trench 2 and the main group of 1986 and virtually devoid of artifacts. This layer
1987 excavation units (S53.5/W15, covered the entire "floor" of Feature 4B
S58.5/W15, 20, and 25, S63.5/W15, 20, and an adjacent part of Feature 9. A soil
25, and 30). Cultural features associated sample collected from this middle layer is
with the AU II Lower deposits, also discussed in Appendix B; and (3) a coarse
referred to as Stratum 4B, at this location sand and gravel with cobbles exhibiting
include the curbed or plank-lined feature horizontal grading. This layer grades from
complex (Features 4B, 7, and 9), an organic cobble gravels on the open west side to
lens (Feature 14), a drainage feature sand on the east side. Some small black
(Feature 20) and six posts (Features 16, 22, seeds, a dozen nails and a few fragments of
23, 25, 25, and 31). The later post features sheet metal were recovered from this
are at the lower contact of the Lot and lowest level.
predate the shed roof building. Post hole
features 2, 5, and 6, and stake feature 8 are The pollen in the soil sample from Feature
also in the location of the shed roof 4B was dominated by pine and spruce with
building, but observations in the excavation smaller quantities of alder, cypress, fir and
notes suggest that these features are hemlock, representing trees common in the
intrusive from AU II Upper. There is area. Non tree pollen is dominated by
abundant photographic evidence that the grasses, and small quantities of aster
shed roof building was in this location from family, milkvetch, pink family, goosefootlate 1897 to April or May 1908. Many early amaranth families, a possible pondweed,
photographs of Skagway also show groups and some indeterminate pollen. The latter
or rows of upright posts in empty areas near pollen represents
grasses and forbs
buildings and on the tidal flats. It is not growing in the area, and the pondweed,
entirely clear what the function of these which is a water loving plant that grows
posts may have been but they are a common only in inundated areas. All of the pollen
feature of early waterfronts.
is consistent with native plants that would

improvements or commercial transactions
on the Lot during this period. Historic
photographs of the shed roof building do not
show a stove pipe, in contrast to the small
gabled building on the north part of the Lot
which has a stove pipe near the southeast
corner. The absence of a stove suggests that
the shed roof building is not an office or
commercial building. Other functions might
have included dry storage, tool shed, or
workshop.
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have been present in the area at the time of
settlement. The only evidence of possible
food plants recovered in the pollen record
was a potato-type starch granule, suggesting
that the remains of potatoes may have been
discarded in the vicinity. These materials
are discussed in more detail in Appendix B.
The opal phytoliths from the Feature 4B soil
sample are dominated by types characteristic
of festucoid grasses. This indicates that
cool season grasses were dominant in the
area. A single phytolith suggestive of bran
from cereal grains was recovered. This
trace could have come from discarded baked
goods, floor sweepings, animal feed, or
another grain related source.
Round
diatoms were common in the sample,
indicating a persistently wet location.
There is a largely distinguishable, although
not unmixed, cultural deposit at the location
of the shed roof building that represents the
period when that building was in use and a
short period after the removal of the
building. This AU II Lower component
was more difficult to follow in other
portions of the excavations, but apparently
existed discontinuously over much of the
Lot. Some would argue that the Gold Rush,
sensu strictu, was confined to the period
from 1897 to 1899. But in a more liberal
sense, the gold rush era in Skagway lasted
until around 1908 to 1910 when there was a
clear shift in community focus to tourism
and the railroad. This was manifested in a
cleaning up of disreputable and dilapidated
buildings, and physically consolidating large
hotels and businesses along Broadway.
There was also a regular and conscientious
effort to clean up trash from Broadway and
nearby lots. In the latter sense, AU II

Lower is a gold rush level with varying
degrees of disturbance or intrusion of later
materials. The field notes and profiles do
clearly indicate areas of discrete and
distinguishable AU II Lower deposits.
However, the distinction was not
consistently maintained, and the artifact
assemblage that has been cataloged as
Stratum 4B (i.e., AU II Lower) includes a
variety of later artifacts.
A moderate sample of artifacts was
recovered from the excavations at Block
37, but the functional distribution of
artifacts described by Robin Mills above
for AU II Lower does not reflect a
distinctive range of activities on the Lot.
There are structural items such as nails and
window glass, liquor and patent medicine
bottles, clothing fragments and domestic
items, but not a distinct predominance of
materials that would reflect, for example,
a stable, or a residence, or a saloon.
Rather it appears to reflect a nondescript
range of debris that might be expected in
an empty lot. AU II Lower does contain a
high proportion of materials that could date
from the 1890s to early 1900s, but many of
these material or manufacturing types
remained in use for longer periods of time
and are not by themselves diagnostic.
These include manufacturing processes
such as the use of manganese as a
decolorizing agent in glass, or match stick
solder dot closures on cans. These are, as
would be expected, relatively well
represented in AU II Lower, and continue
to be fairly well represented in AU II
Upper. But the latter processes, although
less common, continued to be used for
many years.
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The animal bone fragments from AU II materials associated with activities in the
Lower (Huelsbeck Appendix A) are building in addition to traces of the goods
dominated by pig bones, but the pig bones that were stacked around the building, and
appear to represent a single animal. the materials and sediments should exhibit
Approximately equal numbers of cow and less weathering and less trampling. These
sheep are represented.
Animal bone distinctions were not observed in the
assemblages from Skagway sites are excavation notes that are on file.
generally dominated by commercially
butchered meat cuts, with head and feet In early photographic views of Skagway,
elements weakly represented. The sample areas at the edges of the tidal flats and
from AU II Lower is an exception to this, many empty lots near the waterfront have
with 14 phalanges. A large proportion of rows of upright posts of roughly uniform
these foot bones are from the pig. Cut size and height. Similar rows of upright
marks on the pig bones suggest that it may posts or pilings are used in contemporary
have been locally butchered animal, and this communities along the edges of tidal flats.
individual animal represents the major Uses include mooring small boats within
differences between the bone assemblage the tidal range, hanging sailing or fishing
from AU II Lower and other bone gear and nets above the water, and aligning
assemblages analyzed from Skagway sites. temporary stacks of goods as they are
unloaded from lighters or small boats. I
There was a temptation to draw a simple have also seen these posts used as elements
correlation between the AU II Lower of expedient dry-docks for the construction
deposit and the shed roof building that was or repair of small to medium sized boats.
on this lot from October 1897 until April or In some of the Skagway photographs,
May 1908. However, such a correlation boards are placed across the tops of groups
was not supported by the stratigraphic of posts to form temporary dry platforms
evidence or artifact analysis. There is a for lumber and baled goods.
group of posthole features in this area of the
lot, but the posthole features are not A row of posts of this type are visible in a
contemporary with one another and are not 1920 photograph of the Dewey Hotel
consistent with posthole features that would (Figure 8) behind the hotel on the south
be characteristic of a small building part of lot 1. These posts are set back from
foundation. Pilings are frequently used as the edge of the lot and have no boards,
supporting
elements for
foundation rails, or wire spanning between them,
platforms in Skagway, and that function was suggesting that they are probably not
seriously considered.
If these posts elements of a property fence. If these posts
supported a small building at this location had been used for temporary stacking or
that was associated with the transfer of hanging of goods, the resultant cultural
goods, the footprint of that building should deposits would have been consistent with
be discernable as a horizontal transition in those observed in the excavation of AU II
the cultural deposits. The deposits under at Block 37. The salient aspects of these
the building location should include cultural deposits are sediments that exhibit
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a mix of localized compaction, bedding, and are clearly out of place for AU II Lower in
mixing, artifacts that are fragmented, Table 78, but there is clearly a clustering
scattered and disassociated, and surface or overlap of materials that could have
striations on individual artifacts.
This been manufactured between the early 1890s
pattern would reflect a transfer yard, a and 1910. Until recent years, containers
common waterfront feature, where baled or and reusable items were generally not
crated goods are stacked for brief periods discarded and buried the same year that
(hours, days, or weeks), after being they were manufactured. The late bottles
unloaded from ships, or waiting to be are from excavation levels that are
loaded on ships. After a brief time at the acknowledged as difficult to follow or
transfer yard, the goods are moved to having intrusive disturbance, and the other
another location. One assumption that had materials with temporal implications, taken
been made in the evaluation of the turn-of- together, suggest that the AU II Lower
the-century photographs of Block 37 was deposits range from 1897 to roughly 1915
that the small shed roof building facing or 1920.
This conflicts with the
Broadway was the same building and was in preliminary interpretation of this level as •
the same location continuously from correlating with the presence of the shed
October 1897 to April or May 1908. A roof building from 1897 to 1908, but does
possibility that would account for the lack of conform to the interpretation of post hole
a footprint in the deposits is that the shed features 2, 5, and 6 as 1920s non-structural
roof building was actually one or more very posts.
similar buildings that were moved to and
from very nearly the same spot for varying AU II Upper - Dewey Hotel
periods of time. The posts identified as
posthole features in the excavations were not By late 1907 or early 1908 the shed roof
elements of this building, but were rows of building is no longer evident on the Lot, on
posts present on the lot in the period from maps, or in photographs. In the period that
1908 to 1940 when the Dewey Hotel was the shed roof building had been present on
located at the north end of the lot.
the south part of Lot 1 a small gabled wood
frame building had also been present from
In the previous chapter Mills describes the roughly 1898 to 1907 on the north part of
various artifacts that were recovered from Lot 1, and a second small gabled wood
AU II Lower, some from secure frame building was present briefly in the
provenience and others possibly from far northeast corner of Lot 1 in 1899. The
deposits that were mixed with material from north part of Lot 1 was owned by H.L.
AU II Upper or later intrusions. The range Meyer from 1898 to 1901, and there is a
of potential manufacturing dates ranges listing in the Skagway business directory
from 1812 to the present. We can assume for a Skagway Coal Company at the corner
that few if any materials were deposited of Broadway and Second Avenue in 1899,
before 1897 and that all had been deposited but photographs and tax records give no
prior to the beginning of the excavations in clear clues to the use of the north part of
1978. There are several modern bottles that Lot 1 in this period. In 1901 the north part
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of Lot 1 was deeded to the Frye-Bruhn
Company, a major meat supplier in Alaska
during the gold rush era. However, Block
37 was not the location of either FryeBruhn's slaughterhouse or their meat
market, and it is not evident what use they
made of their property on Lot 1.
In 1903 Frye-Bruhn deeded the north part of
Lot 1 to Agnes Gardner, and in October
1908 the Alaska and Northwestern
Territories Trading Company sold the south
part of Lot 1 to Agnes Gardner. The
Dewey Hotel had been moved to the north
part of Lot 1 in May of 1908, and Miss
Gardner now owned the entire lot. The
1914 Sanborn Insurance map shows the
Dewey Hotel on the north part of Lot 1 and
no buildings or improvements on the south
part. The Dewey Hotel remained at this
location until 1940, when tradition has it
that the hotel burned. No accounts of a
hotel fire at this location were found, and
there are no conspicuous traces in the
excavations on the south part of Lot 1 of a
nearby large building fire. In the absence of
direct evidence, it will be assumed that the
hotel was gutted by a comparatively
contained interior fire, and the building was
dismantled and removed. In 1941 the
International Longshoreman's Association
obtained a tax deed to Lot 1 issued on
delinquent taxes owed by Miss Gardner.
AU II Upper correlated stratigraphically
with the presence of the Dewey Hotel on the
north part of Lot 1. These deposits lie
between materials associated with the shed
roof building and a 1942 fill episode (AU I
Lower, or Stilson's Stratum 3) associated
with the US Army activities in Skagway.
The AU II Upper stratum consists of

complex to mixed organic deposits with a
confused mix of turn of the century
through 1930s artifacts. Near the former
location of the shed roof building there are
some linear depressions that may be wagon
or truck ruts (F-18 and F-19) and three
post holes (F-2, F-5, and F-6) and a
wooden stake (F-8) that may be intrusive
from this later (post 1908) fill. A 1920s
photograph showing the Dewey Hotel
(Figure 7) shows irregularly spaced upright
posts in this approximate location. These
could be a fence, although no fence
material is evident between the posts, or
one of the enigmatic rows of upright posts
common in early photographs of Skagway.
The upper surface of the mixed AU II
Upper stratum is undulating with some
local pockets of bedded sand. This could
reflect irregular traffic or parking on a
periodically wet surface.
This upper
contact is associated with several fire pits
(F-26-28), refuse pits (F-l and F-3), and a
mixed area of disturbance (F-l7) that
appear to date from the late 1930s to early
1940s. Near the edge of the tide line there
is also a series of boards (F-ll and F-29)
that may have formed walkways across
periodically wet ground. A local sand lens
(F-30) partially covers some of these
boards (F-29), suggesting an episode of
flooding or unusually high tide.
In
general, the irregular surface, mixed
stratigraphy, fragmentation and surface
striation of artifacts, and vertical and
horizontal dispersal of artifacts in AU II
Upper suggest an open churned or
trampled, and perhaps alternately wet and
dry surface. A 1941 photograph (Figure 9)
after the removal of the Dewey Hotel,
shows an empty lot completely overgrown
by low weeds.
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A general fill sample from AU II at the
south edge of the Lot in unit S97/W37 was
analyzed for pollen and phytoliths
(Appendix B).
Tree pollen was less
abundant, although more varied than the
sample from Feature 4B. Tree pollen types
included alder, birch, hazelnut, cypress,
pine family, spruce, pine and hemlock.
This appears to be a pollen rain from
surrounding hillsides collected in wet
sediments, such as the mud flats. The
dominant element in the pollen was grasses,
including Cerealia, with small quantities of
aster family, thistle, milkvetch, paintbrush
type, goosefoot-amaranth type, and sedge.
This indicates both local weedy grasses,
forbs, and sedges, and introduced hay or
animal feed. The presence of dung fungus
spores in the sample as well indicates the
presence of grazing animals, most likely
draft animals or possibly other livestock.
The phytoliths from this sample were
dominated by dendritic elongate forms and
large numbers of spiny elongate forms, also
highly suggestive of animal feed.
AU II Upper, although there are no
structures or buildings known to be
associated with the south part of Lot 1 in
this period, has a noticeable sample of brick
fragments (n=60), flat glass (n=232), and
other structural materials, including tar
paper and contact paper. There are no
indications that any of these materials
exhibit burning, but they could still reflect
the removal of the Dewey Hotel in 1940.
Alternatively, this could reflect dispersed
dumping on an empty lot, or intentional fill
in areas that tended to collect water. A
conspicuous element in the Beverage
Container Class in AU II Upper is brown
glass alcohol bottles, most likely beer

bottles. The patent/prescription medicine
bottles and miscellaneous domestic bottles
exhibit the shift in dominance from clear
manganese to clear selenium that would be
expected in deposits spanning the 1910s
through 1930s.
The animal bone sample from AU II Upper
discussed in Appendix A is typical of
samples analyzed from elsewhere is
Skagway. The fairly small sample is
dominated by commercially butchered beef
and mutton, with somewhat more beef than
mutton represented. The cuts represented
by the identifiable bones represent
predominantly multiple serving roasts,
followed by single serving steaks. The
discarded bone here could be associated
with the restaurant on the west side of the
Dewey Hotel.
We have no reason from the stratigraphy to
associate the transition from AU II Lower
to AU II Upper with a discrete event.
There is no distinct unconformity, sharp
change in sediment, or marker layer
dividing these analytical units. The contact
is generally described as a transition to
sandier, less organic fill. Photographs
which have been associated with this level
show the area as an empty lot. Relative to
the lower unit, AU II Upper yielded a
notable, but not impressive sample of
structural materials, such as brick
fragments, flat glass, tar paper, and contact
paper. These materials could be debris
from the removal of an earlier building, or
the demise of the Dewey Hotel, but they
are sparse and could as easily be materials
discarded in an empty lot. Temporally
diagnostic artifacts recovered from this
analytical unit show a bimodal distribution
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(Figure 78). One group shows an overlap
of possible dates in the 1890s to 1910 range,
and another group clusters fairly tightly in
the late 1930s to early 1940s. It is curious
that the early materials recovered from AU
II Upper appear to group in the same time
range, if not slightly earlier than the
materials from AU II Lower. The later
materials correlate quite well with the
removal of the Dewey Hotel in 1940 and the
Army occupation of the lot by 1943. The
1943 overview of the lower end of Skagway
(Figure 10) shows quite clearly that a layer
of artificial fill has been recently placed on
the lot. In terms of texture, lighter color,
and date, this corresponds quite well with
the information that we have from
stratigraphy and artifact content for the
lower fill level of AU I. Local disturbances
and trash pits were identified in AU II
Upper, but the general picture conveyed by
the sandier sediments and persistence of
early artifacts is that very little activity took
place on this part of the lot from around
1910 or 1920 until the Army occupation of
the lot in 1943.
AU I - US Army and Union Hall
In 1941 the International Longshoreman's
Association obtained a tax deed to Block 37,
Lot 1, which was an overgrown, empty lot
at this time. In 1942 the US Army arrived
and established Skagway as a support and
transshipment point for construction of the
Alcan Highway and the Canol Pipeline.
The Army occupied nearly every vacant lot
in Skagway with structures to house men,
equipment and supplies.
A 1943 photograph of Skagway (Figure 10)
shows two Quonset huts on the south part of

Lot 1, stockpiled materials on the south
part of Lot 1 and north part of Lot 12, a
realigned railroad grade raised on new fill
that extends to the south part of Lot 1 (AU
I Lower), a refrigerated storage building on
Lots 3 and 10, and numerous barracks and
Quonset huts on what had been empty lots
in other parts of the town. The north part
of Lot 1 is not visible behind the White
Pass & Yukon Route Railroad Depot, but
an Army Corps of Engineers map from
roughly the same time (Metcalfe
Construction Company, et al. 1943) shows
a building on the north part of Lot 1 with a
structural footprint identical to the union
hall that is still present at that location.
The map also shows the two Quonset huts
and the refrigerated storage building. An
April 1945 photograph (Cohen 1996:106)
shows the union hall on the north half of
Lot 1 and indicates it was used by the
Military Police.
The Army withdrew at the end of the war
and in 1948 the Longshoreman's
Association obtained clear title to Lot 1.
The ILA retained title to the whole lot until
selling the south half to the United States
government in 1980. After the removal of
the Army Quonset huts, the south part of
Lot 1 remained empty until the National
Park Service moved the Martin Itjen House
there in 1980. Between the mid to late
1950s and 1980, several local fill episodes
occurred on Lot 1 (AU I Upper).
Information on the dates and purposes of
these later fill episodes was not found for
this report. AU I Lower is an artificial fill
composed of unconsolidated high energy
alluvial materials containing rounded
cobbles and boulders and dispersed turn of
the century to early 1940s cultural
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materials. This would be consistent with
the railroad fill seen in the 1943 photograph
of Skagway (Figure 10).
The 1986
excavations found a 1955 Alaska license
plate (Figure 65) and caterpillar tractor
tracks (F-12) on the upper contact of this
stratum, indicating that the surface
established by the Army by 1943 remained
an exposed surface until after 1955. AU I
Upper is an artificial fill that includes
angular crushed gravels and modern debris
including plastics, aluminum, paper, and
non-returnable beer bottles. This uppermost
fill level (AU I Upper) was recognized as
modern early in the investigations, and
artifacts were not systematically recovered.
Artifacts that were recovered include a
strong representation of beer and other
alcoholic beverage bottles. Many of the
items observed in or recovered from AU I
that could predate 1940 are highly
fragmented, exhibit heavy weathering, as if
they had been exposed on the surface for an
extended period, or exhibit heavy
mechanical striation, indicating mixing or
compaction within a coarse or gravelly
matrix. AU I clearly represents two or
more massive fill episodes by heavy
machinery in 1942 or 1943, and after 1955.
There are also some localized events, such
as Stilson's Stratum 2, which is an area of
puddled silts and fine sands.
There are several lines of evidence from
photographs, stratigraphy, and artifacts
indicating that there was an episode of
mechanical filling on this lot in late 1942 or
early 1943. This is manifested in the
stratigraphy as AU I Lower. The upper
contact surface of this unit, preceding
another fill episode which cannot be as
precisely dated, has caterpillar tractor tread

marks, a 1955 Alaska license plate, and a
1960 or later Coca Cola bottle associated
with it. Other materials that are typical of
1960s and later deposits, such as plastics
and aluminum foil, were noted in this
upper fill level, but not collected. This
suggests that the second major fill episode
occurred in the early to mid 1960s. These
upper levels were identified as modern by
the excavators, and collection and
recording were not as thorough or
systematic as for the AU II levels.
Nevertheless, it is clear that earlier, turnof-the-century artifacts were mixed in with
these upper fill levels. These upper levels
are simpler to interpret than any internal
subdivisions within AU II because they are
distinguished
by
stratigraphic
unconformities that provide reference
points for upper and lower limits.
Block 37, Lot 1 did not yield the richness
of historical and archeological material that
was associated with some of the other lots
that have been investigated in Skagway.
But this does not mean that these
investigations were insignificant in
contributing to our understanding of the
history of Skagway. In comparison, the
Moore cabin and house (Blee 1988) were
locations of varied and sustained activity,
the Peniel Mission and Mill Creek dump
(Rhodes 1988; DePuydt, et al. 1997)
contained concentrations of material
representing various activities, and Father
Turnell's trash pit (Spude, et al. 1993) was
a rich source of material on the habits and
preferences of the priest. Block 37, Lot 1,
in contrast, was evidently an area of
transient activity. Goods passed through
this location, but there was no sustained
activity on the lot, or activities that resulted
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in a concentrated accumulation of debris.
Consequently the material record is not
abundant, but that does not make it
unimportant. The comparison back and
forth of historic documents, stratigraphic
information, and artifacts enhances our
understanding of each class of information
in turn. It is important not to uncritically
accept superficial correlations between
historical patterns and archeological data,
but to question what should be present in the
historical records and archeological data if
those correlations are present.

Creek Dump and Peniel Mission (Rhodes
1988; DePuydt et al. 1997), but in many
respects the absence of materials is as
informative as their presence would be.
The descriptive classification of the
materials from these excavations is now
more consistent than the initial cataloging,
making comparison within this assemblage
and with other assemblages more
productive. These archeological deposits
have contributed information important in
the history of Skagway, and are
contributing elements to the significance of
the Skagway Historic District. However,
it does not appear that the deposits on the
Recommendations
south half of Lot 1 are likely to yield
additional
significant information. In other
The excavations at Block 37 Lot 1 covered
an appreciable sample of the cultural words the data recovery that has taken
deposits on the Lot.
The recovered place on this parcel has effectively
materials along with available documents mitigated the potential adverse impact of
and photographs have provided an the loss of these cultural deposits. This
interesting and fairly complete picture of the does not extend to the adjacent parcels,
history of this location within the overall such as the north half of the lot under the
history of Skagway. The question of the union hall. That part of the lot may retain
function of the shed roof building that stood important information about the early small
on this lot from 1897 to 1908 remains open, gabled buildings or the history and demise
although some potential uses such as a of the Dewey Hotel.
residence or a commercial establishment can
be ruled out. The artifact sample from this
location is not as rich and abundant as Mill
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APPENDIX A
FAUNAL REMAINS
FAUNAL REMAINS FROM BLOCK 37, LOT 1, SKAGWAY
David R. Huelsbeck
Pacific Lutheran University
5/29/98
INTRODUCTION
Block 37, Lot 1 is located in the Klondike Gold Rush National Historical Park, in
Skagway, Alaska. Block 37, Lot 1 was tested in 1980, and there had been a monitored
soil test in 1978 The materials discussed in this report are from excavations conducted
in 1986 and 1987. There are two levels identified within the principal cultural Stratum
(Stratum 4): a lower level that should date approximately to the Gold Rush and an
upper level that is more recent (DePuydt 1988). This collection initially was analyzed
and reported along with a collection of faunal remains from the Peniel Mission
(Huelsbeck 1988). For this report, the data sheets (but not the bones) were reexamined. Math errors have been corrected and a decade of experience analyzing other
Skagway faunal collections has been applied to this assemblage. A consumer behavior
approach is utilized (Huelsbeck 1989, 1991).
THE COLLECTION
Tables 1 and 2 list the skeletal element frequency and represented meat amounts.
Many of the bones are too fragmented for species identification and are grouped by
animal size class. For example, cattle-sized bones are from animals that are similar to
cattle in size and could include horse and others. Based on the species identifications in
this and other Skagway assemblages, cattle-sized probably is cattle only while sheepsized probably includes pig, deer, and possibly goat.
Most of the faunal assemblages from Skagway are dominated by cattle and sheep
(Huelsbeck 1987, 1988, 1993, 1994, 1996a, 1996b, Rhodes 1988). The assemblage
from the upper stratum is small but virtually equal numbers of cattle and sheep bones
are represented. These bones represent somewhat more beef than mutton (Table 2).
The assemblage from the lower stratum is unlike any other assemblage reported from
Skagway; it is dominated by pig bones. Approximately equal numbers of cattle and
sheep bones are present; the sheep-sized category undoubtedly contains some pig
bones. More pounds of beef than pork are represented by bones in the collection
(using the cut weight estimates given in Table 2). If an entire pig was present, then
much more pork than beef was present. Mutton is much less common.
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All of the other faunal assemblages analyzed so far appear to consist of commercially
butchered cuts of meat; there is very little evidence of home-butchering of any kind,
not even subdividing a large store-bought cut into smaller cuts. Skeletal elements
present in the collection and butchering evidence suggest that the Block 37 assemblage
is different.
Table 1 also lists the number of cranial fragments and foot bone fragments that were
recovered. The head and feet usually are considered butchering waste in contemporary
America. Pig's feet is an increasingly uncommon exception to this rule but pig and
sheep heads and feet can yield a meal. Although not common today, cookbooks from
earlier in the 20th century often include a few recipes for heads and feet. Whether the
bones here represent butchering waste or.cuts of meat that were consumed, cranial and
foot bones are not common in other Skagway assemblages.
It also is worth noting that although pig bones constitute nearly half of all the bones
recovered from the lower stratum, only one individual pig is represented by the bones.
It is entirely possible that the dominance of pork in this subassemblage is the result of
one well represented event: a home-raised and home-butchered pig. Butchering
evidence supports this conclusion.
BUTCHERING
Many of the mammal bones exhibit marks left by meat saws. The locations of these
cuts were recorded and these data are on file with NPS. The butchering pattern is
readily identifiable as essentially similar to that followed by butchers today (examine
the meat diagrams in any comprehensive cookbook such as Tlie Joy of Cooking or The
Settlement Cookbook). There are a few cases of cleaver and knife marks, but these
marks do not occur in a context that suggests home butchering of purchased large cuts.
This is the case for the bones from the upper level at Block 37 and every other analyzed
assemblage from Skagway except for the pig bones from the lower level at Block 37.
These bones exhibit no saw marks, only cleaver and knife marks. This strongly
suggests that the pig was home-butchered and that the bones may in fact represent only
one pig.
These bones could represent packed-pork. However, the butchering pattern for packed
pork follows the same basic pattern as commercially butchered pork (see Hattori and
Kosta 1990). Also, a feature at the Hoff store site in gold rush San Francisco
contained at least 3 barrels of packed-pork and skeletal elements from at least 8 pigs
(Hattori and Kosta 1990:84) while only 1 pig is represented here. Finally, even in
1850 meat saws commonly were used to prepare packed pork (Hattori and Kosta
1990:85).
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Many bones from the upper level do exhibit saw marks, but many do not. The pattern
of skeletal elements present is similar to the lower level: there are a number of head,
neck, and foot bones present. These may represent food remains and not butchering
waste, the occupants may have acquired a meat saw, or perhaps the two levels are not
widely separated in time. Hopefully, information from other collections of material
culture from the site will shed light on this question.
COOKING
There usually is no way to ascertain exactly how a particular cut was cooked from an
archaeologically recovered bone but some cuts, such as the shank, require slow moist
cooking or boiling to make them palatable. This is particularly true for older adult
animals (which are rarely marketed today). A small number of bones support age
estimations but at least one sheep was more than two years old and the pig was about 2
years old (Silver 1970). The collection here is dominated by steaks and roasts. Boiling
cuts are common in the Mascot Saloon assemblage (Huelsbeck 1987) and they are
almost as common as roasts and steaks in the Gold Rush deposits examined by Rhodes
(1988). Roasts and other large multiple serving cuts dominate both the upper and
lower level assemblages here. Single serving cuts, such as steaks and chops are not
very common.
"STATUS"
Examination of the relative purchase price of different cuts in the collection (Schulz
and Gust 1983) can yield information about socioeconomic status but even under the
best of circumstances such analysis is complicated (Huelsbeck 1989, 1991, Lyman
1987, Schmitt and Zeir 1993). The presence of cuts of meet that may not have been
purchased at a store, further complicates this analysis. Focussing only on beef, the
entire price spectrum is represented from the most expensive loin steak to the least
expensive shank.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The faunal assemblage from Block 37 is noteworthy for several characteristics. Bones
from sheep and pig heads and feet are much more common than in other Skagway
archaeofaunas. It seems likely that a significant portion of the represented meat was
not purchased from a commercial butcher, rather, one or more animals were butchered
on the property. Finally, pork is very common in the assemblage, unlike any other
faunal collection from Skagway.
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TABLE 1: Frequency of Identified Specimens

Taxon

Upper Level

Lower Level

Mammal
Cattle
Cattle-sized
Sheep
Sheep-sized
Pig
Rabbit
Indeterminate

5
5
7
5
1
1
9

14.7%
14.7
20.6
14.7
2.95
2.95
26.5

7
3
9
12
37
0
11

8.7%
3.7
11.1
14.8
45.7
0.0
13.6

Bird
Chicken
Other

0
1

0.0
2.9

1
1

1.2
1.2

Total

34

100.0

81

100.0

Taphonomy:
Burned
Gnawed, dog

Cranium, Mandible
Teeth
Carpals, Tarsals,
Phalanges

1
1

0
1

6

4

3

14
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TABLE 2: Food Represented by Faunal Remains

Cut

Weight
Lbs.

Number of Pounds per Stratum
Upper Level
Lower Level

Beef
Loin steak
Sirloin roast
Round steak
Rump roast
Chuck roast
Ribs
Shank x-cut
Sub-total

1
3
3
7
5
1.5
1

2
3
0
0
0
0
1
6

0
0
6
7
5
3
2
23

Pork
Picnic
Ham
Foot
Sub-total

5
4.5
0.6

0
0
0
0

10
4.5
1.2
15.7

Mutton
Leg
Shank
Neck slice
Foot
Sub-total

5
0.8
0.5
0.5

0
1.6
0.5
0.5
2.6

5
0
0
1
6

Pork/Mutton
Chop
Blade Steak

0.5
0.5

0.5
0.5

2.5
0

Chicken

3

0

3

Rabbit

3

3

0

12.6

50.2

Total
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POLLEN AND PHYTOLITH ANALYSIS
ANALYSIS OF TWO POLLEN/PARASITE AND PHYTOLITH SAMPLES
FROM BLOCK 37, LOT 1, SKAGWAY, ALASKA
Linda Scott Cummings
and
Thomas E. Moutoux
Paleo Research Laboratories
Golden, Colorado
Paleo Research Labs Technical Report 98-53

Prepared For
Greystone
Greenwood Village, Colorado
June 1998

INTRODUCTION
Two samples from Block 37 in the town of Skagway, Alaska, were examined for
pollen, parasite eggs, and phytoliths. These samples represent the fill of Feature 4B, a
probable wooden drainage feature, and a general fill sample from Stratum 4 of unit
S97AV37. Evaluation of these samples for pollen and phytoliths was expected to reveal
the presence of discarded food remains and local vegetation. A search for parasite eggs
was undertaken because one of these proveniences was thought to represent a privy
when the samples were selected. In addition, parasite eggs may be recovered from
areas where night soil has been used and from other locations.
METHODS
Pollen
A chemical extraction technique based on flotation is the standard preparation technique
used in this laboratory for the removal of the pollen from the large volume of sand,
silt, and clay with which they are mixed. This particular process was developed for
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extraction of pollen from soils where preservation has been less than ideal and pollen
density is low.
Hydrochloric acid (10%) was used to remove calcium carbonates present in the soil,
after which the samples were screened through 150 micron mesh. The samples were
rinsed until neutral by adding water, letting the samples stand for 2 hours, then pouring
off the supernatant. A small quantity of sodium hexametaphosphate was added to each
sample once it reached neutrality, then the beaker was again filled with water and
allowed to stand for 2 hours. The samples were again rinsed until neutral, filling the
beakers only with water. This step was added to remove clay prior to heavy liquid
separation. At this time the samples are dried then pulverized. Zinc bromide (density
2.1) was used for the flotation process. The samples were mixed with zinc bromide
and centrifuged at 1500 rpm for 10 minutes to separate organic from inorganic
remains. The supernatant containing pollen and organic remains is decanted and
diluted. Zinc bromide is again added to the inorganic fraction to repeat the separation
process. After rinsing the pollen-rich organic fraction obtained by this separation, all
samples received a short (20 minute) treatment in hot hydrofluoric acid to remove any
remaining inorganic particles. The samples were then acetolated for 3 minutes to
remove any extraneous organic matter.
A light microscope was used to count the pollen to a total of 200 pollen grains at a
magnification of 600x. Pollen preservation in these samples varied from good to poor.
Comparative reference material collected at the Intermountain Herbarium at Utah State
University and the University of Colorado Herbarium was used to identify the pollen to
the family, genus, and species level, where possible.
Pollen aggregates were recorded during identification of the pollen. Aggregates are
clumps of a single type of pollen, and may be interpreted to represent pollen dispersal
over short distances, or the introduction of portions of the plant represented into an
archaeological setting. Aggregates were included in the pollen counts as single grains,
as is customary. The presence of aggregates is noted by an "A" next to the pollen
frequency on the pollen diagram. A plus (+) on the pollen diagram indicates that the
pollen type was observed outside the regular count while scanning the remainder of the
microscope slide. Parasite eggs are recovered using this extraction process. They are
counted, along with the pollen, on each microscope slide. When they are not
recovered during the course of a normal pollen count, the remainder of the microscope
slide is scanned in an effort to find parasite eggs.
Indeterminate pollen includes pollen grains that are folded, mutilated, and otherwise
distorted beyond recognition. These grains are included in the total pollen count, as
they are part of the pollen record.
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Phytoliths
Extraction of phytoliths from these sediments also was based on heavy liquid floatation.
Approximately 50 ml of sediment was added to 50 ml of sodium hexametaphosphate
(0.1 molar solution) to suspend the clays. The sample was then sieved through 150
micron mesh. The sample was allowed to settle for two hours, then the supernatant
was poured off, which contained clay. This settling time allowed the phytoliths to
settle to the base of the beaker. The samples were mixed with water, allowed to settle
for two hours, and the supernatant discarded several times, until the supernatant was
clear. Liquid bleach was added to the sample and allowed to sit overnight to destroy
the organic fraction in the sample. Rinses were continued to remove the bleach, then
the remaining clays. The last two times the sample is allowed to settle the time is
reduced to one hour. This procedure removes most of the clays. Once most of the
clays were removed, the silt and sand size fraction was dried. The dried silts and sands
were then mixed with zinc bromide (density 2.3) and centrifuged to separate the
phytoliths, which will float, from the other silica, which will not. Phytoliths, in the
broader sense, may include opal phytoliths and calcium oxylate crystals. Calcium
oxylate crystals are formed by Opuntia (prickly pear cactus), and are separated, rather
than destroyed, using this extraction technique, since it employs no acids. If calcium
carbonates are present, use of glacial acetic may be employed to dissolve the calcium
carbonates without destroying any calcium oxylates present. Any remaining clay is
floated with the phytoliths, and is further removed by mixing with sodium
pyrophosphate and distilled water. The samples are then rinsed with distilled water,
then alcohols to remove the water. After several alcohol rinses, the samples are
mounted in Cinnamaldehyde for counting with a light microscope at a magnification of
500x.
PHYTOLITHS
Phytoliths are silica bodies produced by plants when soluble silica in the ground water
is absorbed by the roots and carried up the plant via the vascular system. Evaporation
and metabolism of this water result in precipitation of the silica in and around the
cellular walls. The general term phytoliths, while strictly applied to opal phytoliths,
may also be used to refer to calcium oxylate crystals produced by a variety of plants,
including cottonwood and willow. Opal phytoliths, which are distinct and decayresistant plant remains, are deposited in the soil as the plant or plant parts die and break
down. They are, however, subject to mechanical breakage and erosion and
deterioration in high pH soils. Phytoliths are usually introduced directly into the soils
in which the plants decay. Transportation of phytoliths occurs primarily by animal
consumption, man's gathering of plants, or by erosion or transportation of the soil by
wind, water, or ice.
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The major divisions of grass short-cell phytoliths recovered include festucoid,
chloridoid, and panicoid. Smooth elongate phytoliths are currently of no aid in
interpreting either paleoenvironmental conditions or the subsistence record because they
are produced by a large number of grasses. Dendritic phytoliths, however, are
common in the chaff of cereal grains, and are not produced in many other grasses.
Phytoliths tabulated to represent "total phytoliths" include all silica and/or calcium
oxalate forms representing plants. Frequencies for all other bodies recovered are
calculated by dividing the number of each type recovered by the "total phytoliths".
The festucoid class of phytoliths is ascribed primarily to the subfamily Pooideae and
occur most abundantly in cool, moist climates. However, Brown (1984) notes that
festucoid phytoliths are produced in small quantity by nearly all grasses. Therefore,
while they are typical phytoliths produced by the subfamily Pooideae, they are not
exclusive to this subfamily. Chloridoid phytoliths are found primarily in the subfamily
Chloridoideae, a warm-season grass that grows in arid to semi-arid areas and require
less available soil moisture. Chloridoid grasses are the most abundant in the American
Southwest (Gould and Shaw 1983:120). Panicoid phytoliths occur in warm-season or
tall grasses that frequently thrive in humid conditions. Twiss (1987:181) also notes that
some subfamily Chloridoideae members produce both bilobate (panicoid) and festucoid
phytoliths. "According to Gould and Shaw (1983, p. 110) more than 97% of the native
US grass species (1,026 or 1,053) are divided equally among three subfamilies
Pooideae, Chloridoideae, and Panicoideae" (Twiss 1987:181).
Trichomes represent epidermal hairs on grasses. In addition to the smooth elongate
forms that are common in many grasses, this study yielded an abundant quantity of
spiny elongates and dendritic elongates. Dendritic elongates are part of the signature of
cultivated cereal grains. Spiny elongates are common in cultivated cereal grains, but
not exclusive to these grasses. Blocky dicot forms usually represent conifers, but are
not yet considered diagnostic for this group of trees.
DISCUSSION
Block 37, Lot 1 is represented by sample 1, collected from Stratum 4B in Feature 4B,
unit "S25/W20," which was redesignated unit S63.5/W20 (Table 1). Sample 2
represents Stratum 4 in unit S97/W37, within the tidal range and mud flats.
Stratum 4 is the principle cultural level in this area and is described as a dark, humic
layer containing artifacts and decayed wood fragments. Stratum 4B is part of this
stratum that contains 1890s to early 1900s artifacts, decayed wood fragments, and
sandy lenses. Stratum 4A is the upper portion of Stratum 4 that is somewhat paler in
color, containing later artifacts representing the 1930s. This level is described as a
sheet midden consisting of fragmented materials (Spath 1998a). This area is well
within the range of tidal activity until at least the 1920s or 1930s and might have been
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impacted.
Feature 4B is an enigmatic drainage feature lined with boards on three sides and open
on the fourth side. Sample 1 represents fill from this feature (Table 1). The pollen
sample was dominated by Picea (spruce) and Pinus (pine) pollen (Figure 1, Table 2),
reflecting common trees growing in the mountains immediately outside Skagway.
Small quantities of Alnus. Cupressaceae, Pinaceae, Abies, and Tsuga pollen represent
alder, cypress family, pine family, fir, and hemlock pollen from local trees. Poaceae
(grass) pollen dominates the non-tree record, indicating the presence of grasses in the
vicinity of this drainage. Small quantities of High-spine Asteraceae, Astragalus-type.
Caryophyllaceae, Cheno-am, probable Potamogeton. unidentified, and indeterminate
pollen complete the record. They represent herbaceous and possibly some shrubby
plants growing in this area. Potamogeton is a water-loving plant that grows only in
inundated areas. A single potato-type starch granule (oval extra large with eccentric
hilum) was noted in this sample, suggesting that potatoes or remains of cooked potatoes
might have discarded near this area. This is the only evidence in the pollen record of
possible food plants. The pollen record appears to be a mixture of pollen derived from
native plants around Skagway and plants growing in the immediate vicinity of the
drainage that was sampled.
The phytolith record from this sample was dominated by festucoid types (Figure 2),
indicating that cool season grasses were dominant in this area, as expected. Only a
single Cerealia-type dendritic elongate form was recovered, suggesting the presence of
a small amount of debris that included bran from cereal grains. This might have come
from discarded baked goods, discarded floor sweepings, animal feed, or other items.
Round diatoms were common in this sample, indicating that it was wet.
The Dewey Hotel operated on Block 37, Lot 1 between 1908 and approximately 1940.
Neighboring Lot 2 had a long barn labeled "hay, feed, and groceries", which was gone
by the early 1900s. Skagway Coal Company had a building on Lot 1 prior the moving
the Dewey Hotel to this location. Skagway Coal Company sold hay, feed, and lumber.
Sample 2 was collected from Stratum 4 between the Dewey Hotel/Skagway Coal
Company location and the mud flats in unit S97/W37. Artifacts from this excavation
level included a leather upper shoe fragment, ceramics, bottle glass, nails, other metal
fragments, woven textile fragments, butchered and unbutchered bone fragments, wool,
ivory, and other items (Spath 1998b). Sample 2 yielded a pollen record considerably
different from that of Feature 4B. Tree pollen was less abundant, although more types
are represented. Trees documented in this sample include Alnus. Betula-type. Corylustype, Cupressaceae, Pinaceae, Picea. Pinus. and Tsuga. It is likely that wet sediment
in the mud flats collected and retained pollen from a wide variety of native trees.
Poaceae (grass) pollen was the dominant element in this sample, indicating that grasses
grew in this area or that animal feed was dumped here. Hay often includes not only
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grasses, but also alfalfa and perhaps clover. Market hays might also include grain such
as wheat, oats, or wild oats (Hitchcock 1971:1-2). Some of the important hay grasses
produce pollen of large size with a large annulus, which is usually grouped as Cerealia
pollen in historic sites. In addition, use of grain as animal feed would introduce the
same pollen and phytolith signature as use of cereal grains for human consumption.
Therefore, the small quantity of Cerealia pollen noted in this sample might represent
either native hay grasses or cultivated grains. Recovery of small quantities of Highspine Asteraceae, Cirsium-type. Astragalus-type. Castilleja-type. Cheno-am,
Cyperaceae, unidentified, and indeterminate pollen completes the record. Some of
these pollen types might have been introduced along with the hay or animal feed.
Recovery of a Sporormiella spore represents a dung fungus that becomes more
abundant in Historic Period sediments following the historic introduction of grazing
animals. Its increasing presence in historic samples has been noted in numerous
palynological studies (Davis, 1987). Sporormiella fungal spores are not confined to the
dung of introduced grazers, but also occur in dung from moose, wild sheep, deer, elk,
caribou, and rabbits. The increase of Sporormiella spores in historic sediments may
relate to changing land use patterns and increase in the length of time that herds of
animals occupy any given area.
The phytolith record from this sample was dominated by dendritic elongate forms, and
contained a large number of spiny elongate forms. Dendritic elongates are particularly
abundant in cereal grains, which may be used as animal feed. Spiny elongates also are
abundant in these grasses. Small quantities of festucoid phytoliths indicate the presence
of cool season grasses, some of which also are harvested and used as hay, straw, or
animal feed. Diatoms and sponge spicules were less abundant in this sample,
suggesting that this area was not constantly wet.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Combined pollen and phytolith analysis define the area sampled in unit S97/W37
(sample 2) as an area used for storing, piling, or discarding animal feed and/or hay.
Recovery of a Sporormiella dung fungal spore indicates that animal manure also was
present. The pollen and phytolith records from Feature 4B appear to represent native
trees surrounding Skagway and vegetation growing in the vicinity of the feature.
Recovery of a potato-type starch indicates that occupants of the Dewey Hotel might
have eaten potatoes and/or that potatoes were carried in the grocery store on Lot 2.
Either way, potato remains appear to have been discarded behind the buildings.
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Table 1: Provenience Data for Samples from Block 37, Lot 1, Skagway
Sample
No.

Feature
No.

1

4B

2

Level
4B

Feature Description

Analysis

Drainage feature, including boards on
three sides and open end, fill exhibits
decayed wood fragments

Pollen
Parasite
Phvtolith

4

Pollen
Parasite
Phvtolith

Table 2: Pollen Types Observed in Samples from Block 37, Lot 1, Skagway
Scientific Name
ARBOREAL POLLEN:
Alnus
Betula-tvpe
Corvlus
Cupressaceae
Pinaceae:
Abies
Picea
Pinus
Tsuga
NON-ARBOREAL POLLEN:
Asteraceae:
High-spine
Cirsium
Astrasalus
Caryophyllaceae
Castilleja
Cyperaceae
Poaceae
Potamogeton
Cerealia
4/5-pored unidentified
TC verucate unidentified
Indeterminate
SPORES:
Monolete
Trilete
Snorormiella

Common Name
Alder
Birch
Hazel
Cypress family
Pine family
Fir
Spruce
Pine
Hemlock
Sunflower family
Includes aster, rabbitbrush, snakeweed, sunflower, etc.
Thistle
Milkvetch, rattleweed, locoweed
Pink family
Indian paintbrush
Sedge family
Grass family
Pondweed
Cereal grains such as wheat, oats, etc.
Pollen with 4 or 5 pores, unidentifiable due to folding
Tricolpate pollen with verucate surface, unidentifiable due to
folding
Too badly deteriorated to identify
Fern
Fern
Dunn funsrus
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